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Abstract
This dissertation investigates the design, development and implementation of cognitively
adequate, safe and robust, spatially-related, multimodal interaction between human opera-
tors and mobile robots in Ambient Assisted Living environments both from the theoretical
and practical perspectives. By focusing on different aspects of the concept Interaction,
the essential contribution of this dissertation is divided into three main research packages;
namely, Formal Interaction, Spatial Interaction and Multimodal Interaction in AAL. As the
principle package, in Formal Interaction, research effort is dedicated to developing a for-
mal language based interaction modelling and management solution process and a unified
dialogue modelling approach. This package aims to enable a robust, flexible, and context-
sensitive, yet formally controllable and tractable interaction. This type of interaction can be
used to support the interaction management of any complex interactive systems, including
the ones covered in the other two research packages. In the second research package, Spatial
Interaction, a general qualitative spatial knowledge based multi-level conceptual model is
developed and proposed. The goal is to support a spatially-related interaction in human-
robot collaborative navigation. With a model-based computational framework, the proposed
conceptual model has been implemented and integrated into a practical interactive system
which has been evaluated by empirical studies. It has been particularly tested with re-
spect to a set of high-level and model-based conceptual strategies for resolving the frequent
spatially-related communication problems in human-robot interaction. Last but not least,
in Multimodal Interaction in AAL, attention is drawn to design, development and imple-
mentation of multimodal interaction for elderly persons. In this elderly-friendly scenario,
ageing-related characteristics are carefully considered for an effective and efficient interac-
tion. Moreover, a standard model based empirical framework for evaluating multimodal
interaction is provided. This framework was especially applied to evaluate a minutely devel-
oped and systematically improved elderly-friendly multimodal interactive system through a
series of empirical studies with groups of elderly persons.
iv
Zusammenfassung
Die vorliegende Doktorarbeit untersucht die Konzeption, Entwicklung und Umsetzung von
kognitiv ada¨quater, sicherer und robuster raumbezogener multimodaler Interaktion zwis-
chen Menschen und mobilen Robotersystemen im Rahmen des altersgerechten umgebungsun-
terstu¨tzten Lebens (AAL), aus theoretischer und praktischer Perspektive. Entsprechend den
unterschiedlichen Aspekten des zentralen Konzeptes Interaktion, ist der wesentliche Beitrag
dieser Arbeit in drei Forschungspakete aufgeteilt, na¨mlich Formale Interaktion, Ra¨umliche
Interaktion und Multimodale Interaktion im Kontext von AAL. Im grundlegenden Paket,
Formale Interaktion, besteht ein Großteil der Forschungsarbeiten in der Entwicklung eines
Lo¨sungsprozesses, der auf einer formalen Sprache basiert und in Modellierung und Man-
agement allgemeiner Interaktion eingesetzt werden kann, sowie eines generellen hybriden
Ansatzes zur Dialog-Modellierung. Dieses Paket hat das Ziel, eine robuste, flexible und
kontext-sensitive, zugleich formal steuerbare und verfolgbare Interaktion zu ermo¨glichen,
die dann dazu verwendet werden kann, Interaktionsmanagement von komplexen interak-
tiven Systemen zu unterstu¨tzen, einschließlich der in den beiden anderen Forschungspaketen
abgedeckten Systeme. In dem zweiten Forschungspaket, Ra¨umliche Interaktion, wird ein auf
qualitativem ra¨umlichen Wissen basierendes, allgemeines konzeptionelles Mehrebenmodell
entwickelt und vorgeschlagen. Das Ziel ist es, eine raumbezogene Interaktion in koopera-
tiver Navigation von Mensch und Roboter zu unterstu¨tzen. Das konzeptionelle Modell wurde
mit einem modell-basierten Rahmenwerk implementiert und in ein praktisches interaktives
System integriert, das dann durch empirische Experimente evaluiert wurde. Dies wurde vor
allem im Hinblick auf eine Reihe von modell-basierten konzeptionellen Strategien auf hoher
Ebene getestet, die zur Bewa¨ltigung der ha¨ufigen raumbezogenen Kommunikationsprob-
leme in Mensch-Roboter-Interaktion verwendet werden. Die Forschungsarbeiten im Paket
Multimodale Interaktion in Umgebungsunterstu¨tztem Leben konzentrieren sich auf Entwurf,
Entwicklung und Implementierung von multimodaler Interaktion fu¨r a¨ltere Menschen. Dabei
wurden altersbedingte Eigenschaften fu¨r eine effektive und effiziente Interaktion in alters-
gerechter Umgebung sorgfa¨ltig betrachtet. Daru¨ber hinaus wurde ein empirisches Rahmen-
werk auf der Grundlage des Standard-Modells fu¨r die Bewertung multimodaler Interaktion
entwickelt. Dieses Rahmenwerk wurde dann speziell angewendet, um ein umfassend entwick-
eltes und systematisch verbessertes, altersgerechtes multimodales interaktives System durch
eine Reihe von empirischen Experimenten mit Gruppen von a¨lteren Menschen zu evaluieren.
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Chapter 1.
General Introduction
In the context of Ambient Assisted Living (AAL), intelligent mobile robots, also known as
(semi)automated mobile systems that are capable of navigating human operators through
complex spatial environments, are gaining increasing interest in the areas of both academic
and industrial research (e.g. see [Lankenau and Ro¨fer, 2000], [Ro¨fer et al., 2009]). Various so-
called intelligent assistants concerned with different behaviours of controlling and navigating
mobile robots have been developed and evaluated ([17]), some of them can assist human
operators to avoid obstacles by taking control themselves if necessary ([Lankenau and Ro¨fer,
2001]), some can go along preassigned routes or to predefined locations fully autonomously
([Ro¨fer and Lankenau, 2002]). Since the mobile robots are collaboratively controlled by
these intelligent systems and the human operators usually only have a naive theory about
the systems, there inevitably arise problems when the human operators and the mobile
robots interact with each other.
Motivated by the need for bridging the communication gap between the human operators
and the mobile robots, the research work1 reported in this dissertation has been focusing
on designing, developing and implementing cognitively adequate, safe and robust, spatially-
related interaction between human operators and mobile robots in AAL environments.
This chapter will first give a general overview of the research work done by the author,
then characterize some of the related research efforts also concerned with the aspects being
in the focus of this dissertation, and end the introduction by briefly describing the major
contributions of the reported work in the relevant areas.
1.1. General Overview
As illustrated in figure 1.1, by focusing on three different aspects of the concept Interaction,
the essential contribution of this dissertation is divided into three major research packages:
the principle package Formal Interaction and two domain-dependent packages Spatial In-
teraction and Multimodal Interaction in AAL, each of which is given a brief introduction
below.
Formal Interaction has been focusing on developing robust, flexible, context-sensitive yet
formally controllable and tractable interaction. This research package consists of two
1This work has been funded by the German Research Foundation (DFG) in context of the Sonderforschungs-
bereich/Transregio 8 Spatial Cognition, projects I3-[SharC] and I5-[DiaSpace], as well as the German Re-
search Center for Artificial Intelligence (Deutsches Forschungszentrum fu¨r Ku¨nstliche Intelligenz, DFKI)
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Figure 1.1.: The overview of the reported research work.
core aspects: a) a solution process highlighting a formal language based dialogue mod-
elling and management; and b) a unified dialogue modelling approach to enable a
flexible and context-sensitive yet easily manageable interaction. In this package, both
theoretical and practical interaction models and frameworks have been delivered for
developing and implementing formal dialogue managers in complex interactive sys-
tems. Furthermore, they were also used to support the other two research packages in
this dissertation.
Spatial Interaction has been aiming at the area of human-robot collaborative navigation
within complex spatial environments. Specifically, this research package has been elab-
orating on problems about how to enable human operators to interact with mobile
robots to go from one location to another, while assisting in negotiating the possible
communication problems that occur frequently during the interaction. A qualitative
spatial knowledge based multi-level conceptual model is developed and proposed. Fur-
thermore, with a model-based computational framework, the conceptual model has
been implemented and integrated into a practical interactive system, which was evalu-
ated by empirical studies with respect to a set of high-level and model-based conceptual
strategies.
Multimodal Interaction in AAL has been concentrating on effective, efficient and elderly-
friendly multimodal interaction in the context of Ambient Assisted Living. This re-
search package consists of two parts: a) the design, development and implementation
of multimodal interaction for elderly persons while carefully considering age-related
characteristics; and b) the general-framework-based empirical evaluation of a minutely
developed and systematically improved elderly-friendly multimodal interactive guid-
ance system. This focused on the effectiveness, efficiency and user-acceptance of the
entire system as well as the different input modalities, and was supported by a series
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of empirical studies with several groups of elderly persons.
1.2. Related Work
The three research packages have addressed work in the areas of interaction management, in-
teraction in spatially-related applications and interaction in Ambient Assisted Living. There-
fore, this section gives an introduction to other research work in the areas in the focus of
the dissertation.
1.2.1. Interaction Management
In the context of natural language processing, interaction management, also known as dia-
logue management, manages the controlling process of an interactive system, which accepts
input from the interaction partner, decides upon the next system actions according to the
maintained interaction context, and outputs the system responses at a concept level. Ac-
cording to how the interaction flow is controlled, two classic approaches have been proposed
for interaction management: structure-based and the principle-based interaction manage-
ment.
Typical examples of structure-based interaction management can be found in the systems
presented in [Peckham, 1993, McTear, 1998, Lamel et al., 1999], where the interaction in-
volved usually has clearly defined structures and goals, and therefore can be modeled as
a finite state transition network to enable a straightforward and effective development of
interaction management. However, the finite state transition network based management
can only control an inflexible interaction flow.
To overcome these problems, other research has been investigating the principle-based inter-
action management. E.g., the interaction management presented in [Chu-Carroll, 1999, Sen-
eff and Polifroni, 2000, Zue et al., 2000] all shared one principle in common, that the context
of the interaction is fixed and can be represented as a set of slots that need to be filled
during the interaction, either the departure time of a train for a ticket reservation system,
or the goal of a route to be planned, and so on. The interaction is not controlled by a
predefined structure, but with a frame-based mechanism, where only if the slots of the frame
are filled, specific tasks can be performed. However, instead of dealing with only limited
predefined tasks, [Larsson and Traum, 2000, Traum and Larsson, 2003] proposed another
principle-based interaction management method: the information state update approach,
which manages an interaction flow by defining a set of informational components for func-
tional aspects of interaction such as Question under discussion, common ground, etc., and
a set of update rules and update strategies for managing the interaction context, such that
the interaction is being managed from the perspective of a human. This approach is now
widely used in many interactive systems (e.g., [Lemon and Liu, 2006, Varges et al., 2008],
etc.) for its ability to deal with flexible and context-sensitive interaction.
Furthermore, the research community of interaction management was also focusing on the
development of stochastic dialogue modeling using reinforcement learning (RL), where statis-
tical data based dialogue modelling was applied to dynamically allow changes to the dialogue
strategy (e.g., [Lecoeuche, 2001, Li et al., 2009, Pietquin et al., 2011]). However, this ap-
proach is still not that mature to be applied in developing practical interactive systems due
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to the requirement of a sufficiently large number of natural language dialogue corpora for
the correspondingly large state space and policy space.
1.2.2. Interaction in Spatially-related Applications
Since the research of interaction in spatially-related applications usually involves many as-
pects in human-computer interaction, cognitive science and robotics, much effort has also
been invested in different related aspects from different perspectives.
Some research has been concentrating on the most straightforward way of collecting and
analyzing empirical corpora concerned with human-robot interaction e.g. by using natu-
ral language route instructions in spatial navigation (e.g., [Bugmann et al., 2004, Koulouri
and Lauria, 2009, Shi and Tenbrink, 2009]), which also specified the conceptual as well as
the spatially-related difficulties for either human operators to provide route instructions,
or mobile robots to process route instructions. Meanwhile, according to empirical findings,
effort has also been put into studying the relationship between language and the functional
properties of spatial environments (e.g., [Hirtle, 2008]), as well as the natural language route
directions or instructions used during the interaction (e.g., [Kollar et al., 2010, Pappu and
Rudnicky, 2012]); some even tried to build the conceptual mapping between natural language
route instructions and mobile robot executable procedures ([Lauria et al., 2002]).
Apart from the research based on empirical data and natural language, considerable focus
has also been placed on how to appropriately represent spatial knowledge to support the
spatially-related application. For example, in mobile robotics, metrical spatial data has
been related with semantic information based on probabilistic models to resolve the object-
recognition based spatial localization problems (e.g., [Galindo et al., 2005, Vasudevan et al.,
2007]). Meanwhile, in cognitive science, as a classic conceptual model, [Werner et al., 2000]
proposed the Route Graph, which provided a simple, abstract, yet powerful formalism to
serve as the basis of complex navigational knowledge and support route-based navigation.
This model was further improved and adapted with respect to different application aspects,
e.g., with ontology based specification in [Krieg-Bru¨ckner et al., 2004]. Similar to the princi-
ples of the route graph, conceptual models with different levels of information were proposed
for various applications, e.g., [Zender et al., 2008, Mart´ınez Mozos, 2010] developed and im-
proved a topological information based multi-layered conceptual model corresponding to the
spatial and functional properties of typical indoor environments to support a mobile robot’s
indoor navigation.
Furthermore, by considering the formal algebraic properties of qualitative spatial knowledge
and its important role in spatially-related interaction, much research has also been carried
out in qualitative spatial representation and reasoning. Based on the most prominent spatial
calculi such as the cardinal direction calculus ([Frank, 1996]), double cross calculus ([Freksa,
1992]), region connection calculi ([Cohn et al., 1997]) and many others, general or domain
specific QSR frameworks and models have been developed and proposed to support various
spatially-related applications, e.g. [Wallgru¨n et al., 2007] proposed SparQ, a general toolbox
for qualitative spatial reasoning in applications; [Bhatt et al., 2011] developed a declarative
spatial reasoning framework and demonstrated its applicability for the domain of computer
aided architecture design; many applications based on qualitative spatial knowledge have
also been involved with human system interaction, such as in [Shi et al., 2006], the double
cross calculus based spatial actions have been used as the fundamental unit in processing
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natural language route instructions and interpreting them by fuzzy operations on a Voronoi
graph to support human-robot collaborative spatial navigation; or in [Schultz et al., 2006]
qualitative spatial reasoning has been integrated into query tools that are used by non-expert
users in geographic information systems; or more recently, [Bellotto et al., 2013] proposed a
qualitative trajectory calculus based approach to abstract and design robot behaviours for
spatial interactions with a mobile robot.
1.2.3. Interaction in AAL
The mechanisms of typical interaction, either with single or multiple modalities, are usually
only suitable for users with sufficient familiarity with information technology; while the po-
tential user group in the Ambient Assisted Living environments consists mostly of elderly
persons or persons with physical and mental impairments. Therefore, special focus has been
given to research of interaction while taking AAL-centered characteristics into account from
different perspectives.
Empirical studies have been conducted to collect objective and subjective data to motivate
and support the development and improvement of interaction and interactive systems in
AAL environments. For example, [Takahashi et al., 2003] reported a ‘Wizard of OZ’ (WOZ)
experiment where elderly persons interacted with a home health care system and provided
hints for natural language understanding for elderly persons; or in [Mo¨ller et al., 2008], dia-
logue corpora were obtained from interactions of older and younger users with a smart-home
system, and the analysis results confirmed the significant difference of the two groups re-
garding either speaking style or vocabulary; or in [Ivanecky et al., 2011] empirical studies
were also conducted on the usability of a mobile phone used by elderly or disabled people
as the communication medium to control intelligent house environments and provided proof
for the feasibility of the interactive system.
Combining empirical results and the AAL-centered characteristics, several efforts have been
invested into developing and adapting different modalities to support interaction within AAL
environments. For example in [Becker et al., 2009] a voice recognition system was developed
within an assisted environment deployed with multiple sensors to build a health care mon-
itoring system for elderly persons; or in [Goetze et al., 2010] acoustic user interfaces were
developed especially for elderly persons in the context of AAL, and the implementation was
demonstrated with a multi-media reminder and calendar system. As another important
modality, intuitive gestures in the AAL context were investigated in [Nazemi et al., 2011] for
identifying common interaction scenarios in an AAL environment with elderly persons; sim-
ple gesture-based interaction was also developed and integrated into a framework featuring
three dimensional acceleration sensor information of WiiMote from Nintendo to be used in
smart home environments ([Nesselrath et al., 2011]). Furthermore, new interfaces have also
been developed to meet the special requirement of severely disabled persons, e.g. in [Mandel
et al., 2009], a brain computer interface has been developed and used by disabled persons to
steer an automated wheelchair.
Moreover, in order to generally improve the accessibility, flexibility and usability of inter-
action in AAL environments, considerable research effort has also been concentrated on
developing multimodal interaction. Some focused on multimodal inputs, e.g., [Goetze et al.,
2012] proposed a mobile communication and assistance system on a robot platform featuring
acoustic, visual and haptic input modalities to be used by elderly persons in home-care envi-
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ronments. Some focused on multimodal output, such as in [Boll et al., 2010], a multimodal
reminder system using different acoustic, visual and tactile outputs as system responses
was developed and used by elderly persons in their residential home. In addition, as the
most basic aspect of multimodal interaction, modality fusion is performed in different ways,
e.g., in the previous two examples, the multimodal fusion were implemented at the dialogue
management level; while some others tried to perform the fusion at the grammar level, by
integrating formal grammars and logical calculus as a multimodal language specification
(e.g., [D’Ulizia et al., 2007]). Further research effort has also been made based on this
principle of fusing multimodal events at the grammar level, e.g. [D’Andrea et al., 2009]
proposed a multimodal pervasive framework for Ambient Assisted Living using multimodal
grammar specification to support the interpretation of multimodal input, the management
of the multimodal interaction and the generation of multimodal output.
1.3. Contributions of this Work
This dissertation investigates the design, development and implementation of formal lan-
guage based, spatially-related, multimodal interaction in AAL environments. Ac-
cording to the research work addressed in the three research packages introduced above, the
major contributions of the reported work are summarized as follows:
Formal Interaction. In general, this research package has been focusing on the modelling
and management of interaction, in both theory and practice.
The first contribution of this package is the solution process centering on a formal lan-
guage based dialogue modelling approach as well as the development of a formal lan-
guage based computational framework for dialogue modelling and management called
FormDia, the Formal Language Based Development Toolkit (see Section 2.1). Inter-
action processes, with either single or multiple modalities, can be specified using the
formal language CSP ([Hoare, 1978, Roscoe et al., 1997]) as an abstract interaction
model; then the CSP specification can be validated with the model checker FDR2
([Roscoe, 1994, (Europe), 2010]) and verified with the simulator provided by the For-
mDia framework; and finally, the validated and verified model can be integrated into
a practical interactive system to support formally tractable and extensible interaction
management.
As the second contribution, by considering the limitations of conventional finite-state
transition based dialogue modelling approach and the classic agent-based theory, i.e.,
the information state update based method, a unified dialogue modelling approach
is developed (see Section 2.2). This approach benefits from the advantages of both
classic models and can support an easily tractable, flexible and context-sensitive in-
teraction in any complex interactive systems. With the FormDia framework, several
unified dialogue models were accordingly developed, implemented and integrated into
the interactive systems covered in the other two research packages of this thesis. Fur-
thermore, the unified dialogue model implemented into a multimodal interactive system
was especially evaluated through an empirical study. The effectiveness of the unified
dialogue model was highlighted by the positive empirical results based on a standard
statistical method.
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Spatial Interaction. In general, this research package has been treating the following as-
pects in Human-Robot Interaction and Cognitive Science in depth: the management
and formalization of, and reasoning with, spatially-related knowledge.
The most important contribution of this package is the development of a general four-
level conceptual model based on qualitative spatial representation and reasoning (see
Section 3.1). This model is called QSBM, the Qualitative Spatial Beliefs Model. It
is used to support effective, efficient and user-friendly interaction between human op-
erators and mobile robots while performing spatial navigation tasks. Specifically, the
conceptual model can be used by mobile robot systems to represent spatial environ-
ments based on qualitative spatial knowledge; with the model based qualitative spatial
reasoning, application-dependent low-level update rules can be implemented to man-
age the state of the situated environment; based on the low-level update rules, model
based conceptual strategies can be developed for high-level spatially-related human-
robot interaction; and finally, high development flexibility and extensibility are also
ensured by the multi-level structure to support broader application possibilities.
As the next contribution, a DCC-based QSBM was developed by combining the con-
ventional route graph ([Werner et al., 2000]) and the double cross calculus ([Freksa,
1992]) (see Section 3.2). As a result, this model benefits from the topological structure
of a route graph for global navigation and the qualitative spatial DCC relations for
intuitive communication with human operators. Accordingly, a set of low-level update
rules were defined based on qualitative spatial representation and reasoning of DCC.
These rules can refer to the most atomic route instructions one can use to instruct
a mobile robot. Furthermore, with respect to the principle of general QSBM, a set
of high-level conceptual strategies was developed and applied to manage the low-level
update rules. Finally, these strategies are used to generate clarification dialogues for
resolving different frequently occurring conceptual mode confusions caused by the dis-
parity between the human’s mental and the robots’ internal representations of spatial
environments.
To support the implementation of the QSBM, the low-level update rules as well as
the high-level conceptual strategies, a computational framework called SimSpace was
developed (see Section 3.3). On the one hand, SimSpace can be used as a stand-alone
system for implementing, visualizing, simulating and testing QSBM-based instances
of spatial environments and the QSBM-based functions; on the other hand, SimSpace
is also well-encapsulated as a domain-dependent model-component, i.e., it can be di-
rectly integrated into an interactive system and used by a mobile robot to support
spatially-related interaction with human operators.
Last but not least, empirical studies were conducted to evaluate an interactive sys-
tem that implemented the QSBM-based models and functions (see Section 3.4). The
evaluation was conducted especially for comparing the implemented set of high-level
conceptual strategies. The positive results regarding effectiveness, efficiency and user
satisfaction about the interactive system confirmed the important contributions of
the QSBM-based model, the computational framework SimSpace and the conceptual
strategies.
Multimodal Interaction in AAL. In general, this research package has been dealing with
the following aspects in Multimodal Interaction and Ambient Assisted Living with
7
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considerable effort: the development, and evaluation of, multimodal and AAL-centered
interaction.
The first contribution of this package is the general support of design, development
and implementation of multimodal interaction for elderly persons in AAL environments
(see Section 4.1). As the general foundation of this contribution, two important aspects
were highlighted: a) a list of elaborated design and development guidelines based on
the consideration of the traditional design principles of conventional multimodal inter-
active systems, and the most common age-related decline of sensory, perceptual, motor
and cognitive abilities of elderly persons; and b) a formal language supported unified
dialogue model that combines a recursive transition network based generalized dia-
logue model and a classic agent based management method, which is used to support
flexible and context-sensitive, yet formally tractable and extensible multimodal inter-
action for elderly persons. According to the two development foundations, MIGSEP,
the Multimodal Interactive Guidance System for Elderly Persons was developed and
implemented (see Section 4.2). The MIGSEP system runs on a portable touch-screen
tablet PC and serves as the interactive assistant; it is intended to be used by an elderly
or handicapped person seated in an electronic wheelchair that can navigate its user
within complex spatial environments autonomously.
As the second contribution (see Section 4.3), via the cooperation with the department
of medical psychology, medical sociology and neurology at the university medical center
Go¨ttingen, a series of empirical studies was conducted with groups of elderly persons.
These studies systematically evaluated the minutely developed multimodal interactive
system with respect to the touch-screen, the spoken language and the combination of
both as input modalities, while enabling a continuously improved development process
with respect to the subjective and objective data of each empirical study. Furthermore,
a general model based evaluation framework was accordingly developed and proposed
to analyze and compare the empirical multimodal data. The overall positive results
showed high effectiveness of task performance, high efficiency of interaction and good
user satisfaction with the interactive system. These findings also provided proof of the
systematically developed and empirically improved design and development guidelines,
foundations, interaction models and frameworks for supporting effective, efficiently and
elderly-friendly multimodal interaction in AAL environments.
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Formal Interaction
As the principle aspect of the dissertation, this research package investigated the design and
development of general models and frameworks to support robust, formally tractable and
manageable, flexible and context-sensitive interaction. On the one hand, these models and
frameworks can be applied to any possible application domain involved with interaction or
interactive systems; on the other hand, they can also be used to support the development
of the interaction management component for the other two research packages in this dis-
sertation. In this package, the major work effort has been concentrated on the two essential
research aspects: a) a complete solution process featuring a formal language based dialogue
modelling and management framework to enable the development of a formally tractable and
manageable interaction modelling and management; and b) the development of a unified di-
alogue modelling approach that combined the generalized dialogue modelling and the classic
agent-based information state update management theory to support an easily-tractable,
flexible and context-sensitive interaction.
This chapter briefly introduces the contributed work as follows: the solution process with
the formal language based dialogue modelling and management is presented in section 2.1,
the development and implementation of the unified dialogue modelling and management ap-
proach is introduced in section 2.2, then the corresponding publications contributing to this
research package are summarized in section 2.3, and finally the possible future work related
to this package is given in section 2.4.
2.1. The Formal Language based Dialogue Modelling and
Management
Correctness and robustness are two of the most important properties of interaction or in-
teractive systems. However, to test whether an interactive system is correct or robust is
usually a cumbersome and costly process. As introduced in subsection 1.2.1, interaction
models can be represented as finite state transition networks. Meanwhile, formal languages
can be used to specify finite state transition networks, and the formal language specification
can be analyzed, tested and validated by theorem provers and model checkers (cf. [Roscoe
et al., 1997, (Europe), 2010]). Therefore, an interaction modelling and management solution
process featuring a formal language based development framework is developed and used to
support the design, development and implementation of a formally tractable and manageable
interaction and its integration into interactive systems.
9
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Figure 2.1.: The formal language based solution process.
2.1.1. The Formal Language based Interaction and Modelling Solution
Process
Figure 2.1 illustrates the formal language based interaction modelling and management so-
lution process, which consists of the following four important steps:
1) Semantic Interaction Modelling based on empirical data, interaction models can be
constructed and illustrated as finite-state transition networks with straightforward in-
teraction structures, which also ease the development process of semantic interaction
models in a preliminary manner. The semantic models can be quite corpus dependent
and contain details about the interaction context within the given corpus, or built
at the illocutionary level without references to any direct surface indicators (cf. e.g.
[Sitter and Stein, 1992]).
2) Formal Specification To bridge the gap between semantic models and machine readable
codes, the formal language Communicating Sequential Process (abbr. CSP cf. [Hoare,
1978]) is used to specify the semantic model based finite state transition networks
with abstract, yet highly readable and easily maintainable logic formalization (see the
sample CSP specification of the simple semantic model in the step 2) of figure 2.1).
3) Testing and Validation CSP specifications can be loaded into the model checker FDR
([Roscoe, 1994]) for validating the functional concurrent properties, enabling the fur-
ther development and improvement of the CSP specifications, and therefore increasing
the tractability of the semantic interaction models.
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Figure 2.2.: The architecture of the FormDia framework.
4) Integration Finally, the CSP specifications can be imported into the formal dialogue
development framework (abbr. FormDia) to support a further verification, simulation,
development and implementation process as well as a direct integration into interactive
systems such as the shown speech-enabled home device (e.g. [Heise.de, 2009]), a simple
interaction assistant for an ambient assisted living environment (e.g. [Krieg-Bru¨ckner,
2013]), or to enable multimodal interaction in vehicles. The concrete details about
FormDia is introduced in the next subsection.
2.1.2. The Formal Dialogue Development Framework
Based on the previous research work on the development and implementation of formal
language based dialogue models (cf. [Shi et al., 2005, Shi and Bateman, 2005]), the for-
mal dialogue development framework (abbr. FormDia) was further developed. Figure 2.2
illustrates the improved architecture of the FormDia framework. The current FormDia com-
prises six functional resources/components according to the development process of a formal
language based dialogue model in a practical perspective, which includes its development,
implementation and integration as an interaction management component into a practical
interactive system. Specifically:
1. CSP Specification As introduced e.g., in figure 2.1, every dialogue model can be illus-
trated as a finite state transition network and accordingly, the structure of the finite
state transition network can be specified as a CSP specification, i.e., a machine readable
CSP program.
2. Validator the CSP specification can be validated by the model checking toolkit called
Failures-Divergence Refinement (abbr. FDR cf. [(Europe), 2010]). This toolkit can be
used to validate the functional properties of any CSP specification.
3. Generator according to the validated CSP specification, machine readable finite state
automata can be generated by the Generator.
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4. Channels based on the finite state automata, communication channels regarding all the
generated finite states can be defined with domain specific information and handling
mechanisms. These channels are only black boxes at the beginning, which will then
be implemented with deterministic behaviour of concrete components with respect to
their application contexts.
5. Simulator uses the generated finite state automata to simulate dialogue scenarios via an
external graphical interface (uDrawGraph, cf. [BKB, 2005]), which can visualize the
dialogue model as a finite state transition network based directed graph. With the
corresponding communication channels, either black boxes or implemented ones, a set
of utility functions are also provided by the Simulator to generate dialogue events and
trigger the state transition for the advanced verification of the dialogue model within
simulated dialogue scenarios.
6. Dialogue Management Driver after the validation and verification, the dialogue model
based finite state automata and the communication channels are integrated into the
dialogue management driver, which can then be directly used by a practical interactive
dialogue system as the interaction management component.
The FormDia framework can be used as a general interaction modelling framework to
develop and implement a formal language based dialogue model to enable formally tractable
and extensible interaction. Furthermore, the framework can also be used to support the
unified dialogue modelling and management approach, by implementing the Dialogue Man-
agement Driver and the Communication Channels with information state update based com-
ponents (see section 2.2).
2.2. the Unified Dialogue Modelling and Management
Approach
As a typical finite state transition network based approach, generalized dialogue models (cf.
[Sitter and Stein, 1992]) were developed by structuring dialogues at the illocutionary level
(cf. [Alston, 2000]) to enable surface-independent dialogue modelling. However, this mod-
elling approach is criticized for lacking flexibility of handling dynamic information exchange.
Meanwhile, the information state update based dialogue management theory was proposed
by [Traum and Larsson, 2003] and provides a powerful mechanism to deal with dynamic
information and therefore achieves a context sensitive dialogue management. Nevertheless,
such models are usually very difficult to manage and extend ([Ross et al., 2005]). Thus, a
unified dialogue modelling approach was developed by combining the generalized dialogue
models with the information state updated based theories.
Figure 2.3 illustrates how a unified dialogue model is developed based on a generalized
dialogue model with information state update rules. Specifically:
• Figure 2.3 a) shows a simple generalized dialogue model as a finite state based recursive
transition network (abbr. RTN). It describes the dialogue situations where an agent
A is making an assertion at the beginning, followed by the agent B’s reaction with
one of the three possible actions: accepting, agreeing on or rejecting A’s assertion; if B
12
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Figure 2.3.: The development process of a unified dialogue model.
rejects A’s assertion, then B makes a follow-up assertion to A and triggers the recursive
transition.
• The generalized dialogue model in figure 2.3 a) is a none deterministic model, i.e.,
no mechanism is defined about how B reacts to A’s assertion. However, in order to
build a feasible interaction model, deterministic behaviour should be assured for the
interaction flow. Thus, conditional transitions are introduced to modify the original
dialogue model into the one in figure 2.3 b), where checkAssert is a function to check
whether an assertion holds within the knowledge base of B: if the assertion holds, B
agrees with it; otherwise, B rejects it and initiates further discussion with a follow-up
assertion; or if the assertion is not known by B, then B accepts it. As a result, the
original dialogue model was modified as a conditional RTN with conditional transitions
that can only be triggered if the relevant condition is fulfilled with respect to the
concerned checking-function.
• Although the conditional RTN based generalized dialogue model specifies a determin-
istic illocutionary structure, it does not provide the mechanism to integrate discourse
information, such as the assertion during the interaction. Thus, information state up-
date based theory was accordingly applied by a) ignoring the typical element in the
original information state update theory: i.e. the AGENDA for containing the next
planned dialogue moves, since such information is already captured by the structure
of the generalized dialogue model; b) complementing the illocutionary structure with
information state based update rules, which are associated with the information state
of discourse context and can update the information state respectively if necessary. As
a result, a unified dialogue model is constructed as shown in figure 2.3 c), where four
update rules: ASSERT, ACCEPT, AGREE, REJECT are added and used to access
to the information state regarding context while performing updates accordingly. E.g.
the update rule ACCEPT is used to add a new assertion into the knowledge base of B
and considers this assertion as known by B from then on; or the update rule AGREE
is used to insert the acknowledgement of the assertion into the topic under discussion.
In general, a unified dialogue model is developed as a recursive transition network with
the following three essential features: a) it is built at the illocutionary level of interaction
processes as a generalized dialogue model; b) its state transitions can only be triggered by
fulfilled conditions concerning the information state; and c) a set of information state based
update rules are defined and accordingly invoked during state transitions to update the in-
formation state if necessary. Therefore, a unified dialogue model benefits from both the
13
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generalized dialogue model for a easily-tractable and manageable dialogue management and
the information state update based theory for a flexible and context-sensitive interaction
control.
With the introduced formal language based solution process and the FormDia framework in
section 2.1, unified dialogue models can be developed and implemented with corresponding
CSP specifications and domain-dependent channel drivers, and integrated into practical in-
teractive systems for supporting unified dialogue model based interaction management. E.g.,
a unified dialogue model was used to incorporate spatial knowledge as information state con-
text to support a spatially related interaction for human-robot collaborative navigation (see
section 3.4); or another unified dialogue model was implemented into a multimodal inter-
active guidance system for elderly persons (see section 4.1.2) and evaluated with a series of
empirical studies. Furthermore, an evaluation is conducted especially on the effectiveness of
a unified dialogue model with a standard statistical method from the perspective of dialogue
model level (see section 2.3);
2.3. Contribution of the Corresponding Publications
Major effort has been put into a general interaction modelling and management solution
process with a formal language based dialogue modelling and management framework, as well
as the development, implementation and empirical evaluation of a unified dialogue modelling
approach to support a robust, flexible and context-sensitive, yet formally manageable and
extensible interaction. Specifically,
• based on the previous work on using a formal method to support dialogue management
([Shi et al., 2005, Shi and Bateman, 2005]), a formal language based development
toolkit for dialogue modelling was developed and improved, which enables an intuitive
design of interaction models with a formal language, easy validation and verification
for the formal language specified interaction models, and a straightforward integration
into practical interactive systems ([7]).
• By combining the conventional recursive transition network based modelling and agent-
based dialogue theory, a unified dialogue modelling and management approach was
proposed. Then as a practical example, a unified dialogue model was implemented and
integrated with the formal language based toolkit into a practical interactive system
as the interaction model to support multimodal interaction ([7, 4, 5, 2]).
• using a standard statistical method, the kappa coefficient, the task success of the
implemented unified dialogue model was evaluated through an empirical study in [11].
The positive results showed that the unified dialogue model is highly effective.
2.4. Possible Future Work
The reported work aimed to provide general methods, approaches and frameworks to support
the development process of interaction management. Relating to the conducted research,
further work effort can be concentrated upon the following aspects:
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• Currently, the first step of the formal language based solution process, i.e., the semantic
modelling of interaction, is usually performed in a hand-crafted way, where developers
construct the semantic models based on the subjective evaluation of empirical data. In
this situation, not only difficulties can arise with larger empirical corpora, but unforseen
modelling errors are also likely to occur due to individual subjectiveness. Therefore,
machine learning techniques can be applied to learning the semantic models out of
empirical data, e.g. with the semantically annotated empirical corpora based on the
work of [Shi et al., 2010].
• Although the unified dialogue model can support a flexible and context-sensitive inter-
action management with the integrated information state update theory, interaction
with adaptive behaviours is gaining increasing interest in the recent years. Much
research has been focusing on using reinforcement learning to optimize interaction be-
haviour either with collected empirical data or during the interaction with real users
(cf. [Lecoeuche, 2001, Li et al., 2009, Pietquin et al., 2011]). Based on this research
work, different reinforcement learning methods can also be implemented into the di-
alogue management driver of FormDia to support not only formally tractable and
manageable, but also context-tailored adaptive interaction.
15
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Chapter 3.
Spatial Interaction
This research package has focused essentially on the following two important issues in the
scenarios of human-robot collaborative spatial navigation:
• To control the route, along which a mobile robot should go, human operators usually
use natural language instructions that contain only qualitative spatial relations and
conceptual landmarks (see e.g., [Werner et al., 1997, Hirtle, 2008]); while the mobile
robot uses quantitative representation as the internal model about the spatial envi-
ronment and it can usually accept route instructions consisting of only quantitative
data;
• It is a rather complex process for human operators to provide a sequence of instructions
to a mobile robot for route planning, since spatially-related communication problems
could easily occur if a route direction is mistakenly given or spatial objects are incor-
rectly localized ([Reason, 1990, Bugmann et al., 2004, Marge and Rudnicky, 2010]).
Therefore, in order to a) bridge the communication gap between human operators and mobile
robots, which is caused by the qualitative and quantitative disparity of their representation
about space, and b) to support the collaborative negotiation of spatially-related commu-
nication problems in the sequence of route instructions, a qualitative spatial knowledge
based four-level conceptual model: the Qualitative Spatial Beliefs Model (abbr. QSBM)
was developed and used as the foundation of this research package for supporting intuitive
human-robot spatially-related interaction.
This chapter briefly presents the major focus of this research package as follows: the general
Qualitative Spatial Beliefs Model is introduced in section 3.1, followed by a qualitative spa-
tial calculus dependent instance of QSBM in section 3.2, then a computational framework
that implements the QSBM model and the model based functions is presented in section
3.3; empirical studies were conducted regarding the resolving of the spatially-related com-
munication problems using QSBM and reported in section 3.4; finally, the contribution of
the corresponding publications is summarized in section 3.5 and the possible future work is
given in section 3.6.
3.1. QSBM: A general Qualitative Spatial Beliefs Model
From the perspective of human operators, spatial environments are not represented with
quantitative data as a mobile robot does, but with conceptual objects or places and their
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Figure 3.1.: The General Qualitative Spatial Beliefs Model.
qualitative spatial relations. For human operators to communicate with mobile robots for
spatial navigation tasks, an intermediate knowledge representation is needed and accordingly,
Qualitative Spatial Beliefs Model (QSBM), a qualitative spatial knowledge based four-level
conceptual model, was developed to model a mobile robot’s beliefs to support human-robot
collaborative navigation. The general QSBM is illustrated in Figure 3.1 and introduced as
follows:
• The basic level QSR Model level refers to the most basic theoretical foundation of a
QSBM: the qualitative spatial calculi to meet the requirement of different application
scenarios, such as Double-Cross Calculus ([Freksa, 1992]), Cardinal Directions ([Frank,
1996]), 9+ Intersection ([Kurata, 2008]), etc.
• The bottom level Conceptual Level holds the fundamental conceptual model of the
QSBM: a conceptual map with only conceptual objects and qualitative spatial relations
regarding a chosen qualitative spatial calculus. It facilitates the most basic calculating
and reasoning operations related to the connection between the chosen calculus and
the spatial environment. It is used as a black box holding a conceptual qualitative
spatial knowledge based representation of a spatial environment. It provides two ba-
sic functions: Qualify for qualifying quantitative data into calculus-based qualitative
relations, and CalculateRelation for calculating qualitative spatial relations between
objects using calculus-based qualitative spatial reasoning.
• The middle level Application Level consists of a set of application-dependent update
rules corresponding to the most atomic route instructions one can use to instruct
a mobile robot in human-robot collaborative spatial navigation. For instance, the
update rule Reorientation refers to the instruction “turn left”, Redirection interprets
“take the next junction on the right”, Feature-based Motion concerns instructions with
features of objects or landmarks, such as “go around the big room” ([12]), and Learning-
based Motion represents those instructions enabling the robot to update its conceptual
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knowledge by acquiring new landmarks from given instructions, such as “the third
office is the directory’s office, pass by it”, etc. According to the formal definition, each
update rule is used to update the conceptual map on the conceptual level, based on a
chosen calculus and the related qualitative spatial reasoning on the QSR Model level.
• The top level Strategy Level includes a set of high-level conceptual strategies for in-
terpreting a sequence of route instructions and if possible, providing qualitative spatial
knowledge based information to resolve the spatially-related communication problems
during the human-robot collaborative spatial navigation. In practice, each conceptual
strategy defines its own mechanism for appropriately choosing and applying atomic
update rules on the application level to update the conceptual map on the conceptual
level.
In general, QSBM a) provides a conceptual model with qualitative spatial knowledge to rep-
resent spatial environments; b) applies qualitative spatial reasoning to support application-
dependent low-level update rules to update the conceptual representation; and c) offers
high-level conceptual strategies to manage the atomic update rules to support high-level
spatially-related human-robot collaborative navigation. Benefiting from the flexibility and
extensibility of the multi-level structure, different qualitative spatial calculi can be used on
the QSR model level to support various application scenarios, application-dependent atomic
actions can be easily defined and extended on the application level, or different high-level
conceptual strategies can also be developed with respect to different ways of applying update
rules for resolving communication problems, while each of these changes/extensions requires
only limited adaptation on the other levels in QSBM.
3.2. A DCC-based QSBM
According to the requirement of the focused scenario of this research package, double-cross
calculus (DCC) is used on the basic QSR model level. Accordingly, a DCC-based Qualitative
Spatial Beliefs Model is developed and a brief introduction to the other levels of the DCC-
based QSBM is given as follows:
3.2.1. The Conceptual Level
On the one hand, as a common knowledge base of a mobile robot involved in spatial naviga-
tion, the Route Graph, was proposed in [Werner et al., 2000], which models the conceptual
topological knowledge on the cognitive level in navigation space from human’s perspective.
Route graphs can be used as metrical maps in global navigation for mobile robots and ease
the interaction with human operators to a certain extent. However, lacking qualitative spa-
tial relations between objects, conventional route graphs are not suitable for supporting
natural language based human-robot collaborative navigation. On the other hand, Double-
Cross calculus (DCC) was proposed in [Freksa, 1992] for qualitative spatial representation
and reasoning using the conceptual orientation grids, where a directed segment divides the
2-dimensional space into disjoint grids and can define 15 meaningful qualitative spatial rela-
tions. DCC model can therefore describe the relative relations between objects in the local
navigation map from an egocentric perspective. However, the conventional DCC model does
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not consider the topological relations within global navigation maps.
To benefit from the two well-accepted conceptual models, the conceptual route graph
(abbr. CRG) was developed by combining the topological structure of conventional route
graph and the conceptual orientation grids of Double-Cross Calculus. Instead of quantitative
information, DCC qualitative spatial relations are used to describe all the relative relations
between route graph nodes and route graph segments. Formally, a CRG is defined as a tuple
of four elements, (M, P, V, R), where
• M is a set of conceptual landmarks in a spatial environment, each of which is located
at a place in P.
• P is a set of topological places on the conceptual level of a spatial environment.
• V is a set of vectors from a source place to a target place, both of which belong to P
• R is a set of DCC based qualitative spatial relation-pairs, describing the qualitative
spatial relations between each place and related vectors that define the orientation
grids of DCC.
As a simple example, a CRG can be represented as the following specification:
crg = ( M = {kitchen : p1, printer: p2},
P = {p1, p2, A, B},
V = {AB, BA},
R = {<AB, RightFront, p1>, <AB, LeftBack, p2>} )
This specification indicates that, this is a spatial environment containing two landmarks:
kitchen, located at p1, and printer, located at p2, and two vectors AB and BA, with the
relation-pairs showing that, kitchen is at the right-front of AB and printer is at the left-back
of AB.
The model of Conceptual Route Graph provides a semantic framework for supporting human-
robot collaborative navigation with the intuitive interpretation of human route instructions
as well as the straightforward presentation of internal feedback from a mobile robot with the
DCC-based qualitative spatial representation and reasoning, meanwhile it can also be used
as a direct interface with the low-level mobile robot system for performing navigation tasks
via the topological structure of the conventional route graph.
With the conceptual route graph as the conceptual map on the conceptual level of the DCC-
based QSBM, the state of a DCC-based QSBM can be specified as a tuple of two elements:
(crg, pos), where “crg” represents the conceptual route graph, and “pos” represents a vector
of the current position and orientation of a mobile robot in the given conceptual route graph.
3.2.2. The Application Level
In order to support human-robot spatially-related interaction, natural language based route
instructions from a human operator should be interpreted to update the state of a mobile
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robot’s QSBM instance, so that possible feedback regarding the interpretation can be trans-
ferred back to the human operator. According to the empirical studies on human-robot
collaborative navigation (cf. [Bugmann et al., 2004, Roger et al., 2007, Shi and Tenbrink,
2009]) and the previous research effort related to natural language, cognitive models and
route instructions (cf. [Denis, 1997, Tversky and Lee, 1998, Lauria et al., 2002]), a set of
update rules regarding the most atomic route instructions one can use to instruct a mobile
robot were developed.
Formally, each update rule is defined with the following three elements:
• RULE refers to the name that identifies an atomic type of route instructions.
• PRE is a set of preconditions, under which this update rule can be applied.
• EFF describes how the state of the QSBM is updated after applying this update rule.
For brevity two update rules are presented as examples as follows, while the other update
rules can be found in the contributing publications in section 3.5.
Reorientation refers to the simplest route instructions, which is used to change the orien-
tation of a robot regarding its current position. “Turn left”, “Turn right” and “Turn
around” are the typical expressions of such instructions. The precondition for Reori-
entation is whether the robot can find a CRG place in the current state of QSBM with
the following two conditions: 1. it is connected with the current position, and 2. it
has the desired spatial relation with the current position; the effect is that the robot
faces that found CRG place after the reorientation. Formally it is described as:
RULE: Reorientation
PRE: pos = ab,
∃ ac ∈ V . <ab, dir, c>
EFF: pos = ac
Concretely, this rule indicates that the robot is currently at the place a and facing the
place b (ab is a CRG vector), if there exists a CRG vector ac with a targeting place
c, such that the spatial relation of c with respect to the vector ab (i.e. the current
position) is the desired direction dir to turn, i.e., <ab, dir, c>, then the current position
will be updated as ac after applying this update rule.
Passing Motion relates to the route instructions containing an external landmark to be
passed by, e.g. “pass the kitchen” or “pass the printer on the right” with directional
information. For these route instructions, the robot should first identify the landmark
and then check whether the landmark can be passed by along the current directed
path. Furthermore, the desired passing direction should be considered as well, if the
direction for passing the landmark is given. Accordingly the update rule PassLeft for
passing a landmark on the left is specified as:
RULE: PassingLeft
PRE: pos = ab,
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∃ cd ∈ V . (landmark : l)
∧ <ab, LeftFront, l> ∧ <cd, LeftBack, l>
∧ <ab, Front, c> ∧ <ab, Front, d>
EFF: pos = cd
This rule tries to find if there is the desired landmark and a vector cd, such that the
landmark is located at the place l, which is on the left front of the robot regarding the
current position ab, and left behind the robot with the updated route segment cd after
executing the update rule.
3.2.3. The Strategy Level
With the update rules defined on the application level, single route instructions can be
interpreted. However, in human robot collaborative navigation, instead of giving one single
instruction, human operators usually give a sequence of route instructions to the mobile
robot. In this case, before human operators can organize the appropriate terms for giving
the instructions, they first need to correctly locate the robot’s current position and the
desired goal location, and then take the imagined journey in mind to go along the expected
route while encountering possible mental rotation during the travelling. In this complicated
process, a wrongly located place or turning can happen quite often ([Shi and Krieg-Bru¨ckner,
2008, Shi et al., 2006]). These errors can cause the failure of the interpretation of the
following route instructions and consequently lead to so-called conceptual mode confusion
situations, where the mobile robot goes along an undesired path or even simply cannot
execute the desired instructions. In order to cope with these problems, a set of high-level
conceptual strategies was developed on the strategy level, which can choose and apply the
low-level update rules on the application level according to different principles for resolving
conceptual mode confusion.
Deep Reasoning can deal with one of the most typical conceptual mode confusions called
spatial relation or orientation mismatches. This type of conceptual mode confusion
occurs, if a spatial object is incorrectly located in the operator’s mental representation,
such as “pass the kitchen on the left”, where the kitchen is currently located on the
right; or “take the second junction on the left”, where the second junction is only
leading to the right.
In this situation, the strategy of deep reasoning finds the suitable low-level update rules,
then checks the preconditions of chosen update rules with the currently observed state
of the QSBM using qualitative spatial reasoning. If an unsatisfiable precondition is
identified by an update rule, this situation can be presented back to the human operator
appropriately, or furthermore, if possible, by checking the update rule corresponding to
the route instruction leading to the unsatisfiable situation, a corrected spatial relation
can be inferred to build a possible suggestion.
Therefore, this strategy tries to resolve the problematic situation by either giving
a reason regarding the current spatial situation to support the human operator to
reorganize the route instructions, such as “you cannot pass the kitchen on the left,
because it is now behind you”, or it can make a suitable suggestion if one exists, such
as “you cannot take a right turn here, but maybe you mean to take a left turn?”
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Figure 3.2.: A sequence of route instructions with a wrong instruction in the middle.
Deep Reasoning with Backtracking can not only handle the situations covered by deep
reasoning, but also cope with situations where the failure of the interpretation of an
instruction is caused by a previously wrong instruction, e.g. see the situation in figure
3.2. The robot is located at the thick red arrow and the instructions are: “go straight
ahead, then go left, and then turn right, and go until the printer on the right.” The
check fails on interpreting the fourth instruction “go until printer on the right”, because
there is no kitchen ahead after taking a right turn as the previous instruction. However,
by taking one step backwards, if the third instruction is changed from turning right to
left, then the last instruction can also be interpreted accordingly.
Thus, this strategy interprets the route instructions as the deep reasoning does by
checking every precondition of the chosen update rules. Yet after applying each update
rule, the state of the updated QSBM is also saved in an interpretation history. Once one
instruction cannot be interpreted, the previous state of the QSBM can be reloaded to
replace the current state, then a possible suggestion can be made based on the previous
instruction if possible, such as “turn left” instead of “turn right” in the example in
figure 3.2. As a result, the interpretation of the remaining route instructions can be
resumed based on the suggested route instruction, and if possible, instead of giving a
reason or a suggestion regarding a certain problematic instruction, the deep reasoning
with backtracking can manage to locate the previously wrong instruction and find a
successful interpretation of the entire sequence of route instructions if such exists.
QSR-Value Tuples based Searching was developed to cope with a new type of conceptual
mode confusion regarding wrongly located starting or turning position (called “concep-
tual turning location mismatch”). Figure 3.3a illustrates an example of this conceptual
mode confusion, where the robot is located at the thick red arrow and the instructions
are “go straight, then left, then go until the printer on the right”. From the perspective
of a human operator, the printer is located directly on the right side after taking a left
turn, and therefore the operator simply ignores a turning point which is not in his or
her mental representation. However, after taking a right turn, the last instruction “go
until the printer on the right” cannot be interpreted, because there is no continuing
possibility in the current state of the QSBM.
These problems cannot be solved by the other strategies, because they can only pro-
vide suggestions if there exists a wrong route instruction, while in this situation one
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Figure 3.3.: a) An example of conceptual turning location mismatch; b) An abstract view of
the QSR-Value Tuples based Searching.
route instruction (e.g. “turn right” as a third instruction) is missing. Thus, the strat-
egy “QSR-Value Tuples based Searching” defines a QSR-weighted value tuple for each
outgoing direction of each turning node in a conceptual route graph as:
(ROUTE, INSTRUCTIONS, QSR-V)
Here ROUTE represents the currently chosen route, INSTRUCTIONS includes all
the interpreted instructions along this route, and QSR-V is the cumulative value cal-
culated by
QSR-V =
∑i
i=0MRi ∗ SRi
where MRi is the matching rate by comparing the taken qualitative spatial direc-
tion with the current route direction while interpreting the i-th route instruction, and
SRi is the success rate of interpreting the route instruction at that point.
With the definition of the QSR-weighted value tuple, finding an appropriate inter-
pretation (namely a route) to correspond to a sequence of natural language route
instructions is illustrated in in figure 3.3b as:
• An empty set of QSR-weighted value tuples was initialized at the current robot
position (the black point in the middle of the network in figure 3.3b).
• This value-tuple-set is automatically updated by the QSBM manager in e.g. the 3
directions with (r1, i1, v1), (r2, i1, v2), (r3, i1, v3) in figure 3.3b, where (rx, ii, vx)
indicates the tuple of the covered route rx, the interpreted instructions ii and the
currently calculated QSR-weighted value vx).
• Searching agents of the QSBM manager are then travelling along all paths ac-
cording to the branching of the current point on the current QSBM. The value-
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Figure 3.4.: The Architecture of SimSpace.
tuple-set gets updated and expanded by the QSBM based update rules when new
branches are encountered or new instructions are interpreted.
• Finally, a full set of value-tuples is generated. The value tuple with the high-
est QSR-weighted value is either the best possible solution for interpreting the
given route instructions or contains the most relevant information for possible
suggestion/correction to resolve the conceptual mode confusions.
This strategy resolves conceptual mode confusion from a different perspective of a
mapping problem in a directed graph with QSR weighted values compared to the
other strategies; meanwhile, it also preserves the functionality of deep reasoning with
the QSBM update rules and the QSBM instance on each outgoing path from each
turning location. Therefore, it can be viewed as a searching algorithm with multiple
deep reasoning agents to support the interpretation of more route instructions and
clarifying more conceptual mode confusions.
3.3. SimSpace: A Computational Framework to Support
QSBM
Based on the formal definition of QSBM, QSBM-based update rules and conceptual strate-
gies, a conceptual model based computational framework SimSpace was developed for sup-
porting the implementation, simulation and evaluation of QSBM.
According to the Model-View-Controller architecture (originally from [Burbeck, 1987]), the
general architecture of SimSpace consists of a Model component SpatialEnvioronment, an
optional View Component SSGUI and a Controller SpaceManager, with some external re-
sources (see figure 3.4):
SpatialEnvironment keeps the current state of a QSBM instance, including the CRG in-
stance and the hypothesis of a mobile robot, as well as the optional quantitative spatial
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environment (QuanSE) with quantitative information and the optional feature map
(FM) component with the conceptual information.
SSGUI is an optional interface component that is only used if SimSpace runs as a stand-alone
application. It visualizes the spatial environment with quantitative and conceptual
descriptions, interacts with a human user via natural language route instructions, and
communicates with the SpaceManager by sending route instructions to be interpreted
as well as receiving returned system feedback.
SpaceManager is the central processing component of SimSpace with five important func-
tional components: a) BasicCreator for creating a QSBM instance with a given pre-
defined specification of a certain spatial environment; b) ConceptManager for manag-
ing an ontology database of the conceptual knowledge for interpreting the conceptual
terms in human-robot interaction; c) QS Reasoning for connecting the general frame-
work SparQ ([Dylla et al., 2006, Wallgru¨n et al., 2007]) to implement the qualitative
spatial representation and reasoning based functions on the QSR model level; d) QSBM
Manager for defining the low-level update rules on the application level to interpret
individual route instructions, manipulating and updating QSBM instances, as well as
saving and loading QSBM instances into and out of an XML-based specification; e)
High-Level Planner for implementing the high-level conceptual strategies on the strat-
egy level to resolve conceptual mode confusions.
Generally, SimSpace provides two important functionalities: a) it can run as a stand-alone
evaluation platform for visualizing spatial environments, generating corresponding QSBM
instances and testing the interpretation of route instructions, and b) it is also a well en-
capsulated module, which can be integrated into an interactive mobile robot system for
supporting the human-robot collaborative navigation with the qualitative spatial represen-
tation and reasoning on a human-friendly level while facilitating direct communication with
a mobile robot via the inherited features from route graphs.
3.4. Empirical Studies of QSBM based Spatial Interaction
In order to evaluate the QSBMmodel regarding different conceptual strategies for supporting
human-robot collaborative spatial navigation, QSBM, the QSBM update rules and concep-
tual strategies have been integrated using SimSpace within a practical interactive system
and several empirical studies were accordingly conducted.
For all the studies, the interactive system was similarly set up as a networked software
system consisting of two laptops: one laptop, called the system laptop, holds the actual
interactive system with the graphical user interface with either hidden simulated maps or
displayed maps of a real spatial environment, interaction manager based on a unified dialogue
model (see section 2.2), speech synthesizer and the spatial knowledge processing component
SimSpace that implemented the QSBM model; the other laptop, called the speech recognizer
laptop, runs a graphical interface that was only operated by a human investigator and used
to transfer the natural language instructions to the system laptop via wireless network. As
a result, the whole system was simulated as if each participant was giving instructions to
the system using spoken natural language directly.
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The tasks for all empirical studies were also similar. Given several starting positions, the
participants were asked to tell an avatar of a mobile robot to go to a certain goal location
with sequences of route instructions, while interacting with the system about possible feed-
back concerning the frequently occurring conceptual mode confusions.
The positive empirical results from systematic evaluation have confirmed the effort on using
the qualitative spatial knowledge based QSBM model to support effective, efficient and user-
friendly human-robot collaborative navigation. Several comparisons between the high-level
conceptual strategies were also conducted and discussed, which showed that the conceptual
mode confusion can be resolved to a great extent with the conceptual strategies on the one
hand; and on the other hand, a continuously improved development process of QSBM and
QSBM-based functions is also ensured based on the empirical findings. For brevity the con-
crete details about the related studies can be found in the contributing publications (see
section 3.5).
3.5. Contribution of the Corresponding Publications
As the central point of this package, major work efforts have been dedicated to developing
and implementing a qualitative spatial knowledge based conceptual model to support the
interaction process between human operators and mobile robots while resolving conceptual
mode confusion in spatial navigation. Specifically,
• based on the previous work on conceptual modelling from the perspective of human
operators ([Krieg-Bru¨ckner and Shi, 2006, Shi and Krieg-Bru¨ckner, 2008]), the hybrid
qualitative spatial model called Conceptual Route Graph was implemented and in-
tegrated into a computational framework SimSpace to support the interpretation of
natural language human route instructions with qualitative spatial reasoning [16].
• Based on the conceptual route graph, a qualitative spatial beliefs model was devel-
oped and reported in [14], which can be used as a general model for representing and
reasoning with a mobile robot’s internal knowledge about the spatial environment.
• With the qualitative spatial beliefs model, a set of high-level reasoning strategies were
developed and implemented to enable mobile robots to validate natural language route
instructions and generate corresponding clarification dialogues, and therefore assist
human operators and mobile robots to identify, exemplify and reduce to a great extent
the conceptual mode confusion in human-robot interaction ([13]).
• During the further development of the qualitative spatial beliefs model and the integra-
tion of the improved model-based computational framework SimSpace into a practical
interactive system for a mobile robot, an additional type of conceptual mode confusion
was identified and accordingly, a new high-level strategy was developed and presented
in [3].
• Currently, the qualitative spatial beliefs model has been improved and generalized to
a qualitative spatial knowledge based four-level conceptual model to enable broader
application with e.g., other qualitative spatial calculi, further application-dependent
actions or high-level conceptual strategies, etc. Together with the conceptual model
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and the model-based framework, a practical interactive system using real environment
maps has been implemented and evaluated in an empirical study. The study was
concerned with different conceptual reasoning strategies for resolving conceptual mode
confusion in the scenarios of human-robot collaborative spatial navigation ([1]).
Besides the major focus, the author also conducted further research work related to the area
of interaction within spatially-related applications. E.g., [12] described the work on support-
ing inferences in wayfinding tasks in a multilevel building by selectively adding structural
information. The empirical results provided interesting suggestions on developing an in-
teractive wayfinding assistance system. And [9] studied the indoor route instructions with
elaborate descriptive information based on an empirical evaluation of a natural language
route direction system. The results highlighted the importance of a more flexible combina-
tion of prescriptive and descriptive information about spatial environments.
3.6. Possible Future Work
The reported work in this research package served as a continuing step towards building
effective, efficient, user-friendly models and frameworks for spatially-related applications.
Further work effort can be investigated from the current point of view, for example:
• Other qualitative spatial calculi can also be used and specified to build conceptual
models on the QSR model level of QSBM to support different applications, such as
using Cardinal Direction to support observation-centered scenarios (cf. [Wang et al.,
2013]).
• [Marge and Rudnicky, 2010] stated that, quantitative data based expressions should
also be considered in the understanding of spatial language. Therefore, benefiting from
the quantitative information that is already contained in a Conceptual Route Graph,
quantitative data based route instructions can be supported by accordingly adding
low-level update rules into the application level, without affecting the other levels of
QSBM.
• Learning-based route instructions on the application level can be investigated to sup-
port human-robot navigation within partially known or unknown environments, such
as “the kitchen is the first room after taking a left turn, pass by the kitchen, then
take a right.”, which involves the combination of knowledge acquisition and real-time
application.
• The strategy of QSR-weighted value based searching can be improved and optimized in
some ways, e.g., a) some conceptual mode confusion is still only covered by the strategy
of deep reasoning with backtracking. Therefore, an optimized version based on the two
currently best conceptual strategies can also be implemented to get better coverage
of the conceptual mode confusion; or b) the calculation of QSR-weighted values is
currently based on predefined constants. By applying a reinforcement learning model
based on continuously updated QSR-weighted values, this strategy will be able to find
either user-adaptive or environment-adaptive interpretations of route instructions.
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Multimodal Interaction in AAL
This research package has been concentrating on developing an effective, efficient and elderly-
friendly multimodal interaction in ambient assisted living environments regarding the fol-
lowing two important aspects: a) the general support for the design and development of
multimodal interaction for elderly persons as well as the implementation of a practical mul-
timodal interactive guidance system to be used by elderly persons in autonomous navigation
within complex buildings; and b) the development of a standard model based general evalu-
ation framework concerning the effectiveness, efficiency and user satisfaction of multimodal
interaction and its application in empirical evaluation of the implemented multimodal inter-
active guidance system for elderly persons.
This chapter gives a brief introduction to the major focus of this research package as fol-
lows: the two fundamental aspects for designing and developing multimodal interaction for
elderly persons are presented in section 4.1; then according to the design and development
foundation, MIGSEP, a multimodal interactive guidance system for elderly persons, was im-
plemented and is described in section 4.2; a general evaluation framework for multimodal
interaction and the application of the framework in empirical evaluation of the MIGSEP
system while focusing on comparing the multiple input modalities are reported in section
4.3; finally, the contribution of the corresponding publications is summarized in section 4.4
and an outlook to the possible future work is given in section 4.5.
4.1. Foundation of Design and Development of
Multimodal Interaction for Elderly Persons
The design and development foundation of this package consists of two aspects: a) a set
of general guidelines for supporting the design and development of multimodal interaction
for elderly-persons by taking the ageing-centered characteristics into account; and b) a uni-
fied dialogue model based on the unified dialogue modelling approach and formal method
based framework (see chapter 2) to support the modelling and management of multimodal
interaction.
4.1.1. Design Guidelines of Multimodal Interaction for Elderly Persons
A uniform decline in sensory, perceptual, motor and cognitive capabilities can by no means
be assumed with increasing age, especially in the seven most common human abilities as
shown in figure 4.1: Visual Perception worsens for most people while ageing, physically the
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Figure 4.1.: The seven most common human abilities [10].
size of the visual field is decreasing and peripheral vision can be lost. It is more difficult to
focus on objects up close and to see fine details, including identifying rich colors and com-
plex shapes within images; rapidly moving objects are either causing too much distraction,
or become less noticeable ([Fozard and Gordon-Salant, 2001]). Speech Ability declines while
ageing in the way of being less efficient for language production in pronouncing complex
words or longer sentences ([Mackay and James, 2004]), probably due to reduced physical
functionality for controlling tongue or lips ([Burke and Mackay, 1997]); [Mo¨ller et al., 2008]
also confirmed that elderly-focused adaptation of spoken language interface can improve the
interaction quality to a satisfactory level. Attention and Concentration drop while ageing: el-
derly persons either become more easily distractible by details and noise, or find other things
harder to notice when concentrating on one thing ([Kotary and Hoyer, 1995]); great difficulty
has been shown with situations with divided attention ([McDowd and Craik, 1988]). Mem-
ory Functions decline with respect to different memory types. Short-term memory holds
fewer items with age and working memory becomes less efficient ([Stoltzfus et al., 1996]),
while semantic information however, is normally preserved in long-term memory ([Craik
and Jennings, 1992]). Intellectual Ability does not decline much during the normal ageing,
yet [Hawthorn, 2007] believed that because of crystallized intelligence elderly persons can
perform better in a more stable well-known environment. Hearing Ability declines to 75%
between the age of 75 and 79 ([Kline and Scialfa, 1997]). High-pitched sounds are becoming
hard to perceive; complex sentences are difficult to follow ([Schieber, 1992]). Motor Abilities
decline generally caused by loss of physical activities while ageing. It is more difficult to per-
form fine motor activities, such as grabbing small or irregular targets [Charness and Boot,
2009]; conventional input devices such as a computer mouse are less preferred by elderly
persons since sufficiently good hand-eye coordination is required ([Smith et al., 1999]).
The above empirical findings and much more other research work on relating the effects of
ageing with computer based systems (cf., e.g., [Ziefle and Bay, 2005], [Fisk et al., 2009],
[Leung et al., 2012]) have clearly shown that it is necessary to consider ageing-centered
characteristics while developing interfaces or interactive systems for elderly persons. There-
fore, according to the common design principles for conventional interactive systems and
the ageing-related characteristics regarding the seven most common human abilities, a set
of guidelines for designing and developing multimodal interactive system for elderly persons
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Figure 4.2.: The unified dialogue model comprising 4 sub-models: a) the initiating model,
b)the user’s action model, c) the system’s response model and d) the user’s
response model
was proposed and implemented into the first versions of a multimodal interactive system,
evaluated by empirical studies with elderly persons, and then accordingly improved based
on the evaluation data and implied suggestions. The final set of improved design guidelines
were summarized (see the contributing publications in section 4.4) and have been used as the
first fundamental aspect of the major focus of this research package ever since, especially for
the development of the final version of the multimodal interactive system to be introduced
in section 4.2.
4.1.2. The Unified Dialogue Model
As the second fundamental aspect of this research work, a unified dialogue model building on
the unified dialogue modelling approach introduced in section 2.2 was developed, which a) is
based on a generalized dialogue model (cf. [Ross et al., 2005]) for abstracting interaction by
using illocutionary acts to represent discourse patterns in a recursive transition network, and
b) integrates the classic information state update based management theory (cf. [Larsson
and Traum, 2000]) to model discourse context as the attitudinal state of an intelligent agent
for handling dynamic information exchange in context sensitive dialogues.
Figure 4.2 illustrates the unified dialogue model which comprises four transition network
based sub-models regarding the four general transitions during the interaction process.
Specifically,
• each interaction is initiated with Dialogue(S, U), by the initialization of the system’s
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start state and a greeting request (i.e., S.request), which also triggers the initialization
of the dialogue context with the information state update rule INIT.
• In Dialogue(U, S), the dialogue proceeds with one of the user’s instruction, request for
certain information or restart action, which then triggers a transition to the system’s
further response or the restart of the dialogue. Accordingly, the information state is
updated with the update rules INSTRUCT, REQUEST or INIT.
• After receiving user input, in Response(S, U), the system tries to generate an ap-
propriate response with respect to its current knowledge base and information state.
There can be four returned responses: informing the user with requested data, re-
jecting an unsolvable request with or without certain reasons, providing choices for
multiple options, or asking for further confirmation for taking critical actions, each of
which triggers transitions to other sub-models and the corresponding information state
update with update rules.
• Finally, Response(U, S) specifies that the user can conduct one of the four responses:
accepting or rejecting the system’s response, providing further or even new instructions
or requests if the user wants to ignore the system’s response, triggering further state
transitions as well as information state updates.
With the generalized dialogue model based structure and the open definitions of the infor-
mation state update rules, the unified dialogue model can be applied in various possible
application scenarios in human-robot or human-computer interaction to support either sin-
gle or multiple modalities featuring interaction. In this work package, this unified dialogue
model is specified with the formal language CSP, implemented using the FormDia framework
introduced in section 2.1, then integrated into a multimodal interactive system to support
a flexible and context-sensitive, yet formally tractable and controllable multimodal interac-
tion for elderly persons. More details about this model can be found in the contributing
publications in section 4.4.
4.2. MIGSEP: the Multimodal Interactive Guidance
System for Elderly Persons
According to the design and development foundation introduced in the previous sections,
MIGSEP, the Multimodal Interactive Guidance System for Elderly Persons was developed.
MIGSEP runs on a portable touch-screen tablet PC and is intended to be used as an interac-
tion assistance system by an elderly or handicapped person seated in an electronic wheelchair
that can navigate this person within complex environments autonomously.
The general architecture of MIGSEP is illustrated in figure 4.3. The Unified Dialogue Man-
ager was developed based on the introduced unified dialogue model with the FormDia frame-
work and functions as the central processing unit of the entire system to support a flexible
and context-sensitive, yet formally controllable and extensible multimodal interaction man-
agement. On the one hand, an Input Manager interprets all incoming messages from the
GUI Action Recognizer for GUI input events, the Speech Recognizer for natural language
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Figure 4.3.: The general architecture of MIGSEP
recognition and the Sensing Manager, for other possible sensor data messages from the elec-
tronic wheelchair, then sends them to the unified dialogue manager. On the other hand, an
Output Manager handles all outgoing system messages and distributes them to the View Pre-
senter for presenting visual feedback, the Speech Synthesizer to generate natural language
responses and the Action Actuator to perform necessary motor actions, such as sending
a driving request to the autonomous electronic wheelchair. The Knowledge Manager, con-
stantly connected with the unified Dialogue Manager, can access static data from a Database
component and process the dynamic information that is exchanged with the users during
the interaction with a Context component.
All components of MIGSEP are connected via XML-based communication channels and
each component can be treated as an open black box that can be accordingly implemented,
modified or extended for specific domain, while the changes/extensions only cause changes
in other components in the MIGSEP architecture on the data level. It provides a general
open platform for both theoretical research and empirical studies on single- or multimodal
interaction in different application domains or scenarios.
Based on the general architecture, the current MIGSEP system was implemented as a
multimodal interactive guidance system to be used by elderly persons to navigate within the
domain of hospital environments. Figure 4.4 shows the MIGSEP system interacting with a
user. This MIGSEP system comprises a button device for triggering a press-to-talk signal,
a green lamp to signalize the “being pressed and ready to talk” state, and the tablet PC, on
which the MIGSEP system is running and the interface is displayed. The MIGSEP interface
consists of two areas:
• Function-area contains the function button “start” on the top left for going to the start
menu, the function button “toilet” below it concerns with the basic needs of elderly
persons, and the text area besides them for displaying the system responses during the
interaction;
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Figure 4.4.: Interaction with MIGSEP
• Choice-area displays information entities as single cards that can be selected, with a
scrollbar indicating the position of the current displayed cards and a context sensitive
coloured bar showing the current concerned context if necessary.
As an example, figure 4.4 shows the spoken language and touch-screen combined interaction
between the MIGSEP system and a user who would like go to person named “Wolf” while
there are two persons with the same first name “Wolf”, and the MIGSEP system resolves
the situation with context-sensitive multimodal interaction.
4.3. Empirical Evaluation of MIGSEP
In order to evaluate how well the MIGSEP system can assist elderly persons by focusing on
the system usability as a whole, while regarding a comparison between the different input
modalities: spoken language, gesture via touch-screen and the combination of both, as well
as to enable continuously systematically and empirically improved development of multi-
modal interaction for elderly persons, a series of experimental studies were conducted with
the elderly persons in the predefined age range and similar experiment settings. Concrete
details about the experimental studies can be found in the contributing publications in sec-
tion 4.4.
Since the empirical studies were focusing on multimodal interaction, how to evaluate mul-
timodal data was another important issue to be dealt with in this research package. There
has been a number of research studies investigated in developing metrics and frameworks for
evaluating the performance of spoken dialogue systems (e.g., [Walker et al., 2000, Hajdinjak
and Mihelic, 2006]); however, little research has been done with the evaluation of multi-
modal interactive systems, especially from the perspective of interaction. Therefore, based
on Paradise (originally from [Walker et al., 1997]), a classic evaluation framework for spo-
ken dialogue systems, an adapted version of a general evaluation framework for multimodal
interaction was developed. Figure 4.5 illustrates the contribution of three essential factors
to the overall usability of a multimodal interactive system: a) efficiency measure with the
interaction related costs, b) subjective assessment with well-designed questionnaire, and c)
task success with an AVT-based kappa coefficient. Specifically:
• The first factor: the measurement of efficiency is conducted based on the principles
of the classic Paradise framework, by calculating all the possible objective data auto-
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Figure 4.5.: An adapted framework to evaluate multimodal interaction
matically recorded during the multimodal interaction regarding essential interaction
factors, such as user turns, system turns or elapsed time, etc. for each performed task.
• Regarding the second factor concerning with the subject user satisfaction of a mul-
timodal interactive system, with the cooperation of the department of Medical Psy-
chology and Medical Sociology at the University Medical Center Go¨ttingen, evaluation
questionnaires were especially designed with respect to the seven important aspects
concerning multimodal interaction, i.e., system behaviour, speech output, textual out-
put, interface presentation, task performing, user-friendliness and user perspective.
These questionnaires can be used as general questionnaires to evaluate the subjective
assessment of multimodal interactive systems.
• For the third factor, in the classic Paradise framework, a confusion matrix is needed
for calculating the kappa coefficient to measure the effectiveness of task performance
of a spoken dialogue system. However, an attribute value matrix (abbr. AVM), ac-
cording to which a confusion matrix is constructed, cannot be built in the original way
as the Paradise framework proposed, because it is not suitable for the data collected
during multimodal interaction. In order to construct the needed confusion matrix, the
concept of attribute value tree (abbr. AVT) was developed to replace AVM, where an
AVT also contains all information to be exchanged during the multimodal interaction
as AVM does for spoken language dialogue and therefore can deal with data recorded
during multimodal interaction.
In general, an AVT is defined as a finite state transition diagram, which uses all the ex-
pected correct ways, either touch-screen input or spoken language command, or other
types of input events, as events to trigger state transitions within the transition dia-
gram. E.g., in the simple AVT for the task “go to room 2602” illustrated in Figure
4.6 a), every correct interaction with the MIGSEP system can trigger transitions from
the state [MainView ], to e.g. [RoomView ] by choosing the second card (MS: select 1
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Figure 4.6.: Two Attribute Value Trees for the tasks a) “go to room 2602” and b) “go to
Mrs. Vanessa Meister in the oncology department”.
(counting from 0)), or using the spoken language command “I want to go to a room”
(M: Room); then from [RoomView ] to [AllRoomsByRoomNumber ] with choosing the
5th card (RS:select 4 ); from [AllRoomsByRoomNumber ] to [RelatedRooms ] with choos-
ing the 8th card (RS: select 7 ); or directly to the end state [Room 2602 ] from any state
with the utterance “I want to go to room 2602” (RNr: 2602 ), etc. More complicated
AVTs can also be constructed regarding the same principle, such as the AVT for the
task “go to Mrs. Vanessa Meister in the oncology department” shown in figure 4.6 b).
As a result, a confusion matrix can be constructed by summarizing all multimodal
data corresponding to one AVT. For example table 4.1 shows a confusion matrix for
the simple task “go to room 2602”, where “M” and “N” denote whether the actual
data matched the expected attribute values in the AVT. E.g., there were 22 correctly
performed actions [MetaSelect (MS)]; the [AllRoomByRoomNumbersSelect (ARNrS)]
was wrongly performed 4 times and correctly 17 times; or the spoken language com-
mand regarding the [room number (RNr)] was mistakenly recognized by the system
16 times, etc. Note that, because of the width of the text, not all attributes of this
confusion matrix can be shown in this example.
Given a confusion matrix, the Kappa coefficient can be calculated with:
k = P (A)−P (E)
1−P (E) with P (A) =
∑n
i=1 M(i,M)
T
, P (E) =
∑n
i=1(
M(i)
T
)2 ([Walker et al., 1997])
where P(A) is the proportion of times that the actual data agreed with the expected
attribute values, P(E) is the proportion of times that the actual data are expected to
be agreed on by chance, M(i, M) is the value of the matched cell of row i, M(i) the
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Table 4.1.: A sample confusion matrix for the task “go to room 2602”
Data M N M N ... M N Sum
MS 22 22
ARNrS 17 4 21
... ...
RNr 93 16 109
sum of the cells of row i, and T the sum of all cells.
Finally, the higher a value of the Kappa coefficient is, the higher is the effectiveness of
task performance for the concerned multimodal interaction.
The empirical data of the series of empirical studies for evaluating MIGSEP used by elderly
persons were all evaluated with the adapted framework. The overall positive results showed
high effectiveness of task performance, high efficiency of interaction and high user satisfac-
tion with the implemented MIGSEP system. The concrete details about the analysis and
discussion of the results can be found in the contributing publications in section 4.4.
4.4. Contribution of the Corresponding Publications
The major research work of this package has been concentrating on multimodal interaction in
the AAL context for elderly persons by taking ageing-centered characteristics into account.
The contributed work comprises two important aspects: a) the design, development and im-
plementation of multimodal interaction for elderly persons, and b) the model-based empirical
evaluation of an elderly-friendly multimodal interactive guidance system. Specifically:
• according to the traditional design principles of conventional interactive systems and
the study of most common declining processes in sensory, perceptual, motor and cog-
nitive abilities during normal ageing, [10] proposed a list of design guidelines for de-
veloping multimodal interactive systems for elderly persons. A pilot study was then
conducted to test a prototype of an interactive system with touch-screen interface
that implemented the design guidelines. The positive results provided support for the
proposed guidelines, with implied suggestions.
• with the formal language based framework and the unified dialogue modelling ap-
proach, a unified dialogue model was developed and implemented into an interactive
guidance system to support a flexible and context-sensitive, yet formally tractable and
controllable interaction for elderly persons ([7]). The spoken natural language interface
of the system was then tested by an experiment with 16 elderly persons, which again
provided positive results and advised further improvements.
• with the revised design guidelines for the multimodal interaction for elderly persons
and the unified dialogue modelling and management, the touch-screen interface and
the spoken language interface of an improved interactive guidance system were tested
and compared with 31 elderly persons in an empirical study ([4]). The overall positive
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results of both modalities confirmed the proposed guidelines, approaches and frame-
works, yet found no significant evidence for one preferred modality, which implies the
necessity of studying the combination of both.
• based on the data of the previous studies, the proposed elderly-centered guidelines,
approaches and frameworks, the multimodal interactive guidance system for elderly
persons was developed with both touch-screen input and spoken language input, then
tested with an elaborated experimental study with 33 elderly persons ([5]). An adapted
version of a general evaluation framework was also developed and proposed to evaluate
the data of the multimodal interaction.
• As the summary of the empirical studies, [2] reported a detailed comparison of the
touch-screen, spoken language inputs and the combination of both, and highlighted
the assessment of the complete multimodal interactive guidance system concerning its
effectiveness of task performance, efficiency of interaction and user satisfaction. The
positive result of the analysis again validated the research effort based on the proposed
elderly-centered design guidelines, the especially developed unified dialogue model and
the supporting frameworks.
Furthermore, the author has also contributed to some other research work in the field of
multimodal interaction in AAL environments, e.g., [15] reported an empirical study on iden-
tifying the behavioural patterns of users with physical disabilities while driving an electronic
wheelchair with a safety assistant, which advised further improvement of the driving assis-
tance system, or [8] presented the multimodal interaction in the Bremen Ambient Assisted
Living Lab (BAALL, [Krieg-Bru¨ckner, 2013]), which combines the speech interface and the
gesture interface to control multiple devices within BAALL, or in [6], empirical studies were
conducted and reported, on using speech and gesture to interact with the devices in BAALL,
which provided interesting results and motivated the development of multimodal interactive
systems in similar ambient assisted living environments.
4.5. Possible Future Work
The presented work continued the pursuit of the goal of building effective, efficient, user-
friendly, adaptive and robust multimodal interactive systems and framework in ambient
assisted living environments. Therefore, further research work can be carried out with respect
to many related aspects, such as:
• Supervised and reinforcement learning techniques can be applied to improve the infor-
mation state update mechanism within the unified dialogue model for supporting an
adaptive user interface that features user-tailored yet still elderly-friendly interaction.
• With corresponding adaptation on only the data level, the current MIGSEP architec-
ture and system based on the especially developed design guidelines and the general
unified dialogue model can also be extended to support further application scenarios,
such as multimodal interaction within a smart home environment for controlling the
fully equipped technological infrastructure (e.g., BAALL ([Krieg-Bru¨ckner, 2013])), as
well as the evaluation of similar multimodal interaction.
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• Although the complementary input modalities are not suitable for elderly persons due
to the reported decline of human abilities, they are more applicable for persons within
other age ranges in many other application domains (e.g., [Lalanne et al., 2009]).
The current unified dialogue model is built at the illocutionary level, therefore, a
fusion engine can be developed for interpreting the combination of multimodal input
events and delivering the illocutionary leveled semantic representation that can then
be directly used in the current interaction model, without causing changes on the other
components of the MIGSEP architecture.
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Abstract
This paper describes our work on using qualitative spa-
tial interpretation and reasoning to achieve a natural and
efficient interaction between a human and an intelli-
gent robot on navigation tasks. The Conceptual Route
Graph, which combines conventional route graphs and
qualitative spatial orientation calculi, serves as an in-
ternal model of human spatial knowledge on top of the
robot’s quantitative representation, such that humans’
qualitative route instructions can be interpreted accord-
ing to the model. The tool SimSpace then visualizes
and proves the interpretation using qualitative spatial
reasoning. Furthermore, SimSpace will generate appro-
priate natural feedback if a route instruction cannot be
interpreted properly.
Introduction
Since almost every interactive system uses knowledge of
a certain domain to communicate with users, the repre-
sentation of such domain knowledge decides not only the
content but also the manner of the interaction. We fo-
cus here on conversational communication between a hu-
man and an intelligent service robot (e.g. the Bremen Au-
tonomous Wheelchair Rolland (Lankenau and Ro¨fer 2001;
Mandel, Huebner, and Vierhuff 2005)) on navigation tasks.
One typical scenario is that a human instructs Rolland to
move around in a university building with a sequence of
route instructions such as ”turn left”, ”pass by the room 1.45
on the left”. Although most robots use quantitative informa-
tion for navigation, such quantitative data are often simpli-
fied or even distorted by humans; instead, qualitative rep-
resentation is often used for representing humans’ spatial
knowledge and for reasoning with and about it (cf. (Michon
and Denis 2001; Shi and Tenbrink 2005)).
Considering this incompatibility of spatial representations
between humans and robots, we have developed a qualita-
tive spatial model, i.e., the Conceptual Route Graph, which
serves as an internal model for natural communication with
humans and for efficient mapping to the robot’s quantitative
representation. For the automatic interpretation of and rea-
soning about humans’ route instructions, the tool SimSpace
Copyright c© 2009, Association for the Advancement of Artificial
Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.
has been developed, in which qualitative spatial reasoning is
used.
Conceptual Route Graph
Route graphs have been proposed as a common knowledge
base of humans or mobile agents for navigation (Werner,
Krieg-Bru¨ckner, and Herrmann 2000). They are constructed
through the integration of a number of routes between dif-
ferent places, where the information concerning accessibil-
ity of each place is also integrated. Thus, they can be used
as metrical maps to control the navigation of mobile robots
in various environments. On the other hand they are used to
represent humans’ topological knowledge on the qualitative
level while they act in space.
The Double-Cross Calculus (DCC) was introduced in
(Freksa 1992) for qualitative spatial representation and
reasoning using orientation information. Combining the
front/back and the left/right dichotomy, the DCC may dis-
tinguish 15 meaningful qualitative orientation relations (or
DCC relations), such as ”front”, ”rightfront”, ”right”, etc.
The Conceptual Route Graph (CRG) (Krieg-Bru¨ckner
and Shi 2006; Shi and Krieg-Bru¨ckner 2008) combines the
structure of conventional route graphs and the Double-Cross
Calculus. A CRG is a special graph, its nodes are called
places and edges route segments. Each place has a local ori-
entation, which may be rooted in a global reference frame.
Additionally, it has a set of DDC relations describing the
orientation relations between route segments and places. A
Route of a CRG is then a sequence of connected route seg-
ments. Thus, CRGs can be seen as route graphs with only
qualitative information, i.e. the DCC relations.
SimSpace
SimSpace is a tool for interpreting, visualizing and proving
of natural route instructions using qualitative spatial reason-
ing with a given conceptual route graph. The following are
its two most essential functions:
• Construction of CRGs: One possible way of construct-
ing a CRG is based on quantitative spatial data. SimSpace
takes a well-defined quantitative route graph as input and
constructs a corresponding CRG in two steps:
– the qualification of the quantitative data with the qual-
ifying module of the toolbox SparQ (Wallgru¨n et al.
A.1. SimSpace: A Tool to Interpret Route Instructions with Qualitative Spatial Knowledge
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– the generalization of the qualified relations, i.e., the
relations qualified from angles near 0◦, 90◦ and 180◦
are assigned to those exactly from 0◦, 90◦ and 180◦,
e.g., ”rightfront” to ”front”, or ”leftback” to ”back”.
The generalization is necessary for three reasons: first,
CRGs serve as an internal model of humans’ spatial
knowledge and humans tend to use abstracted infor-
mation while they act in space (cf. (Sadalla and Mon-
tello 1989; Montello 1991)); second, ungeneralized re-
lations could be too complicated for qualitative spatial
reasoning; third, in most office building environments
corridors are constructed orthogonally, thus such gen-
eralization retains the environment information.
• Reasoning with CRGs: The reasoning with CRGs is
based on the following operation:
Rel(ab, p) = comp path(shortestPath(ab, p)),
which calculates the orientation relation between a place p
and a segment ab through sequential compositions along
the shortest path from ab to p. For example, if the short-
est path from x1x2 to x4 is {x1, x2, x3, x4}, the relation
between x4 and x1x2 can be obtained by:
Rel(x1x2, x4) = comp path({x1, x2, x3, x4})
= comp(Rel(x1x2, x3), Rel(x2x3, x4))
Using this basic operation, other high-level operations
concerning specific route instructions can be defined.
Together with the calculation module provided by SparQ
and an ontology-based annotated database, SimSpace sup-
ports now a number of often used route instructions, such
as ”drive straight”, ”turn”, ”drive until”, ”pass by”, etc.
Through simple actions like selecting and clicking, the in-
terpretation results of given route instructions, i.e., the plan-
ning of relevant routes or meaningful feedbacks concerning
the spatial mismatches detected in the route instructions, can
be proved and generated by SimSpace, respectively. For in-
stance, the route instruction ”pass by room A and then room
B”, which is known as difficult to solve with quantitative
spatial computation, can be treated by SimSpace, and the
following feedback will be generated, if room B is located
before room A from the point of view of the start position:
”Cannot pass by room B, maybe it’s now behind you?”
Conclusion
In this paper we presented our work on the modelling
and reasoning of humans’ natural route instructions using
the qualitative spatial model Conceptual Route Graph and
the qualitative reasoner SparQ. After building the qualita-
tive spatial model from a given quantitative one, the tool
SimSpace provides a set of functions to interpret and prove
route instructions according to the qualitative model, and
to generate clarification subdialogues in the case of incon-
sistency of a route instruction with respect to the model.
Thus, with SimSpace it is possible to decide whether a spo-
ken route instruction is interpretable by a qualitative spatial
model. Consequently, some interpretation(s) will be pre-
sented, or adequate reasons will be generated for the further
communication with the user.
A large number of route instructions given to the
wheelchair Rolland in a university office building was col-
lected in an empirical study (Shi and Tenbrink 2005). We
are now using the tool SimSpace to evaluate the coverage
of our conceptual model for interpreting those route instruc-
tions and to analyze the reasoning results with SparQ for
reporting inconsistent situations intuitively.
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Abstract—This paper describes our work on the detection
and clarification of spatial mismatches in human route in-
structions while they interact with mobile robots on navigation
tasks. To represent and reason about spatial relations in route
instructions, a user-centered qualitative spatial model – the
Conceptual Route Graph – is introduced. Three reasoning
strategies based on this conceptual model are discussed, with
which different clarification responses can be generated. More-
over, results of an empirical study to evaluate and compare
their effects on people’s navigation activities are presented.
Keywords-qualitative spatial representation and reasoning;
human-robot interaction; mode confusion; user focus;
I. INTRODUCTION
Imagine that you instruct a mobile robot to navigate in a
partially known environment: you are likely to make some
knowledge-based mistakes, since describing a route is a
high-level cognitive process and involves the assessment of
complex environment information, such as different spatial
frames of reference, localization of spatial objects, and
spatial relations between these objects [17]. For example,
you might instruct the robot to pass a landmark on the left,
although it can only be passed on the right in that situation.
Then it naturally becomes a crucial question, how the robot
is able to detect such a mistake and inform you about the
situation, in particular for the navigation space that consists
of multiple interacting representations, both qualitative and
quantitative [13].
Usually, a global quantitative map is used for the robot to
carry out spatial activities (e.g., moving from one place to
another, or reorientating itself). However, using a quantita-
tive representation with numerous metrical data to represent
users’ intentions, reason about users’ spatial knowledge and
interacting with them naturally is in general very difficult,
less efficient, sometimes even impossible. On the other hand,
although qualitative spatial calculi and models (cf. [1], [8],
[27], [7]) have been used as the mechanisms for representing
and reasoning about spatial relations, using a qualitative
spatial model as an intermediate level to represent spatial
knowledge, to check its consistency, and to clarify possible
inconsistent situations has rarely been investigated.
Nowadays, more and more intelligent robots (e.g. service
robots) can be found in daily living. Such robots are typical
shared-control systems which are collaboratively controlled
by an automation system and a human user. Mode confu-
sions, also called automation surprises, have been emphati-
cally studied in safety-critical shared-control systems (e.g.
autopilots, cf. [19], [10], [3]). A mode confusion occurs
when the observed system state is different from the user’s
mental state, and may occur frequently, especially for the
users of modern service robots, who are usually untrained
persons or elderly people. To enable these users to com-
municate with a robot naturally and intuitively, interaction
via natural language or gesture becomes more and more
important in service robot research (cf. [2], [16]). Inter-
preting user intentions using such higher-level modalities
leads to a new type of mode confusions, called conceptual
mode confusions. Knowledge-based mistakes such as those
introduced above are typical conceptual mode confusions.
This paper focuses on the detection and clarification of
conceptual mode-confusions occurring during human-robot
interaction on navigation tasks. The qualitative spatial model
– Conceptual Route Graph – (cf. [20]) is used for represent-
ing and reasoning about users’ navigation knowledge. Based
on this model three reasoning strategies are developed, and
a corresponding evaluation of these reasoning-based clari-
fications assisting human users to complement their spatial
knowledge and to correct possible mistakes is conducted,
which provides several relevant results.
This paper is structured as follows: Section II introduces
the qualitative spatial model: the Conceptual Route Graph.
In Section III we present three different reasoning strategies
based on the Conceptual Route Graph. The evaluation study
is described in Section IV, and some evaluation results are
presented in Section V. We discuss our approach and results
in Section VI, before concluding in Section VII.
II. INTRODUCTION TO THE CONCEPTUAL ROUTE GRAPH
A number of research initiatives on communication be-
tween humans and intelligent robots using natural language
have been reported, several studies are concerned with
navigation tasks (e.g., [14], [4], [22]). Motivated by the
empirical evidence of these studies, a qualitative spatial
model for representing and reasoning about people’s spatial
knowledge has been developed in [20], i.e., the Conceptual
Route Graph.
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A. The Conceptual Route Graph
The Conceptual Route Graph (or CRG) combines the
structure of conventional route graphs and qualitative spatial
calculi such as the Double-Cross Calculus.
Route Graphs ([25], [12]) have been proposed as a
common knowledge base of humans or mobile robots for
navigation. They are constructed through the integration of
a number of routes between different places, where the
information concerning accessibility of each place is also
integrated. They can be used as metrical maps to control
the navigation of mobile robots in various environments,
and they are also a typical model for representing humans’
topological knowledge while they act in space.
The Double-Cross Calculus (or DCC) was introduced in
[9], [27] for qualitative spatial representation and reasoning
using orientation information. Combining the front/back
and the left/right dichotomy, the DCC may distinguish 15
meaningful qualitative orientation relations, such as ”front”,
”right front”, ”right”, etc.
A CRG is a special graph, its nodes are called places
and edges route segments. Each place has a local orien-
tation, which may be rooted in a global reference frame.
Additionally, it has a set of DCC relations describing the
orientation relations between route segments and places (and
landmarks). A Route of a CRG is a sequence of connected
route segments. Thus, CRGs can be seen as route graphs
with only qualitative information, i.e. the DCC relations.
B. Interpretation of Route Instructions with CRG
The most frequently used human route instructions to a
mobile robot, reported in the studies [14], [4], [22], are
reorientation, directed motion, passing, moving through, and
moving to; the CRG enables an intuitive interpretation of
such route instructions. Here we introduce the first three
types to demonstrate their interpretation using the CRG.
Suppose that the robot is currently at the place p0, facing
the place p1, i.e. its current position is the route segment
from p0 to p1, represented as p0p1.
Reorientation is typically expressed by directional instruc-
tions such as “turn left/right” or “turn around”, which may
change the orientation of the robot at the current position.
The condition for the robot to perform the turn action is
that there exists a place p such that the orientation of p with
respect to the current position p0p1 is the given direction
d, represented as 〈p0p1, d, p〉. The robot’s new position then
becomes p0p.
Directed motion usually contains a turn action and a motion
action. After a directed motion action, both the place and
the orientation of the robot are changed. For example, to
interpret the route instruction “take the next corridor on the
left”, the most important step is to find the first corridor on
the left from the robot’s current position. Suppose p2 is the
first junction with a left branching, and the first place along
this left branching is p, i.e., the orientation of p with respect
to p1p2 is left, then the robot’s new position is p2p after the
specific directed motion.
Passing refers to route instructions containing spatial de-
scriptions external to a path, such as “pass the copy room
on the right”, or just “pass the copy room” without direction
information. Suppose p is the place of the landmark to
be passed by and p2 is a place in front of the current
position, i.e. 〈p0p1, front, p〉. Then we should prove whether
the orientation of p with respect to p1p2 is left or right, i.e.
〈p1p2, left, p〉 (for pass on the left), 〈p1p2, right, p〉 (for pass
on the right), or both (if no orientation information is given).
C. Qualitative Spatial Representation and Reasoning with
SimSpace
SimSpace [11] is a tool for interpreting, visualizing and
proving of natural route instructions using qualitative spatial
reasoning with a relevant CRG. It has two most essential
functions: construction of conceptual route graphs, and
reasoning with them. Together with the calculation module
provided by the spatio-temporal reasoning toolbox SparQ
[24] and an ontology-based annotated database, SimSpace
supports a number of frequently used route instructions,
such as ”drive straight”, ”turn”, ”drive until”, or ”pass by”.
The interpretation results of given route instructions, i.e.,
the planning of relevant routes or meaningful feedbacks con-
cerning spatial mismatches detected in the route instructions,
can be proved and generated by SimSpace, accordingly.
III. DETECTING AND CLARIFYING CONCEPTUAL MODE
CONFUSIONS VIA QUALITATIVE SPATIAL REASONING
As stated in Section I, describing routes to a robot
may lead to conceptual mode confusions. There are two
frequently occurring types of conceptual mode confusions:
Spatial relation mismatches and orientation mismatches (cf.
[21], [20]). A spatial relation mismatch occurs, if a route de-
scription contains incorrect spatial relations between objects
in the environment. Take the sample conceptual model of an
environment in Fig. 1, where ”the copy room” (at place g)
and ”the mailbox room” (at h) are located left front of the
robot whose current position is denoted as ab. The route
description “pass the mailbox room and the copy room”
contains a spatial relation mismatch, since the mailbox room
is located behind the copy room with respect to the robot’s
egocentric perspective. Furthermore, if a spatial object is
orientated incorrectly, an orientation mismatch will occur,
as in “pass by the copy room on your right” where the copy
room can only be passed on the left.
In this section we are going to introduce three reasoning
strategies based on the Conceptual Route Graph, to use
them to detect conceptual mode confusions in human route
instructions, and to show the clarification information given
by respective reasoning results.
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Figure 1. A sample conceptual environment
A. Shallow Reasoning
In order to interpret a route instruction, we should first
prove whether the current environment state satisfies the
spatial requirements contained in the instruction, such as
the possibility to turn left, or to pass a landmark on the
right. The shallow reasoning strategy is the simplest one of
the three reasoning strategies we discuss in this section. It
just checks the condition for interpreting a route instruction
according to the environment state. If the condition can be
satisfied by the environment, the instruction is successfully
interpreted, otherwise the route instruction is rejected.
We take the environment in Fig.1 again and interpret the
route instruction “pass the copy room on the right”. A place
has to be found, at which the copy room is located, and
whose relation with the current position of the robot ab
is right. Of course such a place cannot be found in this
situation; thus, the system rejects the instruction.
B. Deep Reasoning
In contrast, the deep reasoning strategy does not simply
reject a route instruction, but tries to generate correct spatial
relations in contrast to the inconsistent ones contained in
the route instruction, i.e., deep reasoning provides relevant
spatial information about the specific situation.
Taking the above “pass the copy room on the right”
example again, the deep reasoning strategy detects the copy
room at the place g and its spatial relation with the robot’s
current position ab as left front, i.e. 〈ab, leftFront, g〉, which
is inconsistent with the orientation relation contained in
the route instruction. However, the relation 〈ab, leftFront, g〉
describes the correct situation and can be taken as a basis
for a clarification dialogue.
The deep reasoning strategy enables the reasoning system
to deliver spatial relations that describe specific spatial
configurations, e.g., relations between routes and landmarks,
which can then be used to explain why a given route instruc-
tion cannot be interpreted, assisting people to respond with
a better spatial configuration in their navigation instructions.
C. Deep Reasoning with Backtracking
Providing a sequence of route instructions to navigate to
a certain place is rather complex: people not only need to
locate the current and the destination position correctly –
they also have to work in a dynamic mental situation, in
which appropriate route instructions need to be constructed
and connected with the relevant route, while the imagined
current position has to be updated after each instruction is
executed mentally. If people make a wrong mental rotation
[26] by using a wrong route instruction, and they often do
[17], the remaining route instructions will not lead to the
desired destination; they might even be uninterpretable since
they do not match the subsequent spatial situation.
Consider the route instruction “take the second junction
on the right and then drive straight to the mailbox room” in
Fig.1. No interpretation can be achieved in this situation,
because after the robot turns to the right on the second
junction, it cannot find any mailbox room from the current
perspective. However, by taking one step backwards, instead
of ”take the second junction on the right”, ”take the second
junction on the left and then drive straight to the mailbox
room” satisfies the constraints of the situation perfectly.
Therefore, when a route instruction is uninterpretable in
a certain situation, instead of simply providing the reason
why that instruction is not interpretable, as the deep reason-
ing strategy does, deep reasoning with backtracking tries
to find the previously interpreted but potentially incorrect
route instruction that caused the failure of the subsequent
interpretation, and to provide the possible correction with
respect to the problematic instruction, to achieve a successful
interpretation of subsequent instructions.
IV. AN EMPIRICAL STUDY
In order to explore and compare how people are affected
and assisted by the three reasoning strategies based on
the Conceptual Route Graph while they are dealing with
navigation problems, an empirical study was carried out.
A. Participants
A total of 21 volunteers (scientific researchers and stu-
dents; 11 female, 10 male) took part in the study.
B. Stimuli and Apparatus
A proper test for the classification of people according to
their spatial abilities is itself a research topic (in general,
cf. [15], and for navigation in particular, cf. [18]) and not
the focus of the current work. A general questionnaire with
ten questions describing routes, inquiring for directions, and
using maps was used to achieve a coarse classification of
the participants with respect to their abilities of mental
spatial organization. Because spatial abilities are not uniform
across people (cf. [6]), the influences of the three reasoning
strategies on people with different spatial abilities should be
studied here as well.
Three maps of familiar indoor environments, called the
navigation maps, coupled with the three reasoning strategies,
were used throughout the study by each participant for
the navigation tasks. Every map contained 20 locations
(7 named, 13 unnamed) with similar spatial configurations
on the same level of difficulty (cf. [5]). The position and
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Figure 2. The Chimney House Clinic
orientation of a simulated robot was also given on each
map, and remained the same for all participants. In order
to help the participants to memorize the maps, all maps
were designed with a common object shape layout according
to the principle of imagery mnemonics (cf. [23]), cf. ”The
Chimney House Clinic” in Fig. 2 as an example.
The simulated dialogue system was a networked software
application that connected two computers: one computer,
called the navigation assistant, constantly showed the cur-
rent system response to the participant, together with a list
of the already given route instructions in natural language;
the other, called the brain system, was responsible for the
detection and clarification of conceptual mode confusions,
and was only controlled by a human operator who entered
the route instructions desired by the participant. The tool
SimSpace (see Section II-C) is the key component of the
brain system. As a result, the whole test run was simulated as
if the participant was giving route instructions to the system
directly, and getting the feedbacks from the system in natural
language as well.
A second questionnaire, called the evaluation question-
naire, concerned the participant’s memorization of the map
used and his/her feeling about the system responses. The
participants completed the questionnaire after finishing the
navigation tasks on each map. It was then analysed to
examine the impacts of the participant’s reasoning strategy
on his/her navigation activities.
C. Procedure
The experiment was divided into two phases: learning and
testing.
1) Learning Phase: The participant was first asked to
fill in the classification questionnaire at the beginning of
the learning phase. Then the general information about
the test procedure was introduced, including the navigation
tasks, the spatial configuration of the maps, and the allowed
route instructions (those most frequently used, cf. [22]). In
addition, he/she was told to use the navigation assistant
and to interpret system responses. A sample map was
also presented to the participant, who was then asked to
accomplish relevant navigation tasks without looking at the
map. Only if the participant mastered the necessary skills,
the test would move on to the next phase.
2) Testing Phase: In this phase each participant had
to go through three test runs, which corresponded to the
three navigation maps coupled with the three reasoning
strategies. The sequence of the maps and the combination
between each map and each reasoning strategy remained
unchanged throughout the study. Each test run consisted of
the following three steps:
• Memorization. The participant was asked to memorize
a map of a familiar indoor environment within exactly
one minute; then the map was removed.
• Navigation. The participant was free to communicate
with the navigation assistant by giving oral route in-
structions to navigate the mobile robot to three dif-
ferent places on the memorized map. Each task was
only finished, when the destination was reached or the
participant gave up trying.
• Evaluation. At the end of each test run, the participant
was asked to fill in the evaluation questionnaire.
V. EVALUATION RESULTS
The statistical results focus on the following four criteria
which are calculated based on the data recorded throughout
the test runs.
• Satisfaction degree (SD): describes how satisfied the
participant was by each reasoning strategy. A higher
satisfaction degree implies that the participant was
better supported by the system responses based on a
reasoning strategy. Satisfaction degrees are calculated
from the evaluation questionnaire results.
• Completion degree (CD): the degree of successfully
completed navigation tasks; the higher the completion
degree, the more destinations were reached.
• Error rate (ER): measures the frequency of conceptual
mode confusions occurring in each test run.
• Recidivism number (RN): the number of participants,
who had repeated errors by giving the same route
instructions.
The general results with respect to the above four cri-
teria are presented in Tab. I; they are independent of the
participants’ abilities of spatial organization. The shallow
reasoning, the deep reasoning and the deep reasoning with
backtracking strategies are denoted by RS1, RS2 and RS3,
respectively. Notice that SD with RS1 is 58.2%, thus satis-
faction with RS1 is just above average (58.2 out of 100);
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SD CD ER RN
RS1 58.2% 66.6% 83(2.0/des) 13(61.9%)
RS2 73.0% 79.3% 99(1.98/des) 3(14.3%)
RS3 75.3% 95.2% 107(1.8/des) 2(9.5%)
Table I
DATA FROM A GENERAL PERSPECTIVE
SD CD ER RN
A 61.6% 63.0% 29(1.7/des) 5(55.6%)
RS1 B 53.7% 71.4% 32(2.1/des) 5(71.4%)
C 58.4% 66.7% 22(2.2/des) 3(60.0%)
A 74.2% 85.2% 38(1.6/des) 1(11.1%)
RS2 B 73.1% 76.2% 38(2.4/des) 2(28.6%)
C 70.4% 73.3% 23(2.1/des) 0(0.0%)
A 80.0% 100.0% 17(0.6/des) 0(0.0%)
RS3 B 66.0% 85.7% 62(3.4/des) 2(28.6%)
C 80.0% 100.0% 28(1.9/des) 0(0.0%)
Table II
DATA WITH RESPECT TO A COARSE CLASSIFICATION
CD with RS1 is 66.6%, derived from the fact that 42 out
of a total 21 × 3 = 63 places were reached; ER with RS1
is 83, indicating that 83 errors were made with RS1, thus
2.0 errors per destination on average; RN with RS1 is 13,
showing that 13 out of 21(61.9%) participants had repeated
the same errors; and so on.
As stated in Section IV-B, people with different abilities
of mental spatial organization may be affected differently
by the three reasoning strategies. Therefore, the general
evaluation results are refined in Tab. II according to the par-
ticipants’ abilities of mental spatial organization. Participants
in group A (9 out of 21) have relatively strong, participants
in group B (7 out of 21) ordinary, and in group C (5 out of
21) relatively weak abilities of spatial organization.
VI. DISCUSSION
Although all three reasoning strategies are supported by
the Conceptual Route Graph model, the information carried
by them (in the form of system responses) is quite different,
and their influences on users diverge as well. Generally,
the satisfaction degree (SD) and completion degree (CD)
increases from the shallow reasoning, via the deep reasoning
to the deep reasoning with backtracking strategy, while the
error rate (ER) and the recidivism number decreases (see
Tab. I). The positive effect of both deep reasoning strategies
is apparent: the satisfaction (SD) improvements from RS1
to RS2 and RS3 are 25.4% and 29.4%, respectively; the
completion (CD) improvements are 19.0% and 42.9%; and
the error repetition reduces from RS1 to RS2 and RS3 by
76, 9% and 84.6%. The changes on the error rate (ER) are
marginal, the reduced rates are 1.0% and 10%.
Now we consider the improvements from RS2 to RS3: on
SD it is 3.2%; on CD 20.1%; on ER 10.0%; and on RN
50.0%. The improvements on CD, ER and RN are obvious,
though the satisfaction degree, a result derived from the
questionnaires, changes very little. This means that the ex-
tension of the deep reasoning strategy with backtracking has
many positive influences on human navigation knowledge,
but they do not feel much more assisted.
Specifically, the introduction of deep reasoning and back-
tracking improves the navigation behavior of users with
strong spatial organization abilities from group A on all four
criteria (see Tab. II), by SD the improvements from RS1 to
RS2 and RS3, and from RS2 to RS3 are 20.5%, 29.9% and
7.8%, respectively; and by CD, 35.2%, 58.7% and 17.4%.
This is also the case for users with weak spatial organization
abilities. However, users who have normal spatial organi-
zation abilities (i.e. from group B) seem to be confused
sometimes by the additional information, particularly by
the information gained from backtracking (see the numbers
marked in bold in Tab. II).
In summary, the evaluation results show that the deep
reasoning and backtracking strategy significantly improves
the clarification information for users, who are thus able to
instruct mobile robots more effectively and efficiently. This
implies that the extra information obtained by qualitative
spatial modeling and reasoning does help people to under-
stand the environment better and to correct their errors in
processing spatial relations and orientations.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presented a qualitative spatial model, i.e. the
Conceptual Route Graphs, for the representation and reason-
ing about human route instructions to mobile robots. Three
reasoning strategies have been developed and introduced
through examples. In order to compare these strategies and
to make assertions on their influences on human navigation
knowledge, an empirical study was carried out. The collected
empirical data show that applying additional mechanisms in
the reasoning process, in our case the deep reasoning and
the deep reasoning with backtracking, can generate useful
spatial information to help people understand the spatial
environment and to correct errors while they instruct mobile
robots in navigation tasks.
The integration of the Conceptual Route Graph with its
reasoning mechanisms into a dialogue system developed in
our research center is yet ongoing work; we also plan to
add more refined spatial calculi. The evaluation of the role
of the reasoning strategies in people’s dialogic behaviour is
also interesting work to be done.
The approach presented in this paper can also be adapted
to other spatial tasks such as object localization.
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Deep Reasoning in Clarification Dialogues
with Mobile Robots
Cui Jian1 and Desislava Zhekova2 and Hui Shi3 and John Bateman4
Abstract. This paper reports our work on qualitative reasoning
based clarification dialogues in human-robot interaction on spatial
navigation. To interpret humans’ route instructions, a qualitative spa-
tial model is introduced which represents the robot’s beliefs in the
application domain. Based on the qualitative spatial model, three
tool-supported reasoning strategies are discussed which enable the
robot to generate dialogues with differing degrees of clarification if
knowledge mismatches or under-specifications in route instructions
are detected. The influence of the reasoning strategies on human-
robot dialogues is evaluated with an empirical study.
1 Motivation
While instructing a mobile robot to navigate in a partially known
environment, humans are likely to make some knowledge-based mis-
takes, since describing a route is a high-level cognitive process and
involves the assessment of complex environment information—such
as different spatial frames of reference, localization of spatial objects,
and spatial relations between these objects [13].
Several research efforts on natural language communication be-
tween humans and intelligent systems have been reported in the lit-
erature. Some have focused on issues such as corpora based primitive
functions (e.g., [12, 4]), task-oriented slot-filling based planning as-
sistants (e.g., [2]) or task tree based tutoring systems (e.g., [6]), while
others have applied logical formalization and reasoning in dialogue
systems (e.g., [16, 9]). In contrast to these directions, we focus here
on the spatial application domain and address the particular chal-
lenge of developing a conceptual knowledge model that is capable
both of maintaining the spatial knowledge of the environment and of
providing a semantic framework for interpreting and reasoning about
spatial information to support human-robot dialogues.
Conceptual knowledge representations are already used in some
systems to enable human-robot interaction. For example, Zender et
al. [22] present an approach to create conceptual spatial represen-
tations of indoor environments with different layers of map abstrac-
tions to support human-robot dialogues. Here we apply instead math-
ematically well-founded qualitative spatial calculi and models (cf.
[1, 10, 23, 7]) since these provide not only the semantic interpreta-
tion of humans’ spatial knowledge but also mechanisms for reason-
ing with this knowledge. Although qualitative spatial models have
been used for representing and reasoning about spatial relations be-
fore, their application as a belief model to assist a robot to commu-
nicate naturally with a human has received little attention.
1 University of Bremen, Germany, email:ken@informatik.uni-bremen.de
2 University of Bremen, Germany, email:zhekova@uni-bremen.de
3 DFKI Bremen, Germany, email:hui.shi@dfki.de
4 University of Bremen, Germany, email:bateman@uni-bremen.de
This paper therefore focuses on the development of a robot’s spa-
tial belief model taking qualitative spatial calculi as its foundation.
We discuss various tool-supported reasoning strategies which en-
able the robot to validate route instructions according to its spatial
knowledge and create spatial relations that indicate the mismatches
or under-specifications in those instructions. Clarification dialogues
are then generated according to the relations created. We explore how
these more informative clarification dialogues can be provided us-
ing qualitative reasoning and evaluate their contribution to effective
human-robot interaction systems.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 defines the qualitative
spatial beliefs model, QSBM, and a set of update rules for interpret-
ing common route instructions based on QSBM. Section 3 introduces
three different reasoning strategies and their implementation in the
system SimSpace. Section 4 then describes an evaluation study and
several evaluation results are presented in Section 5. We discuss our
approach and results more generally in Section 6, before concluding
in Section 7.
2 Modelling a Robot’s Spatial Beliefs
Unlike dialogue history or general conversational information in di-
alogue systems, domain knowledge is application dependent; this re-
quires that a dialogue system be able to talk with the user about do-
main specific issues. These issues therefore require appropriate rep-
resentation in their own right. Modern intelligent mobile robots can
navigate autonomously in various environments using sensor tech-
niques; but for people to communicate with such robots for joint
spatial tasks, an intermediate knowledge representation is necessary
so that they can understand each other. The qualitative spatial be-
liefs model presented in this section is a representation for facilitating
such communication.
2.1 Route Graph and Double-Cross Calculus
One proposal for a common knowledge base for humans or mo-
bile agents involved in navigation is that of route graphs [20]. Such
graphs capture humans’ topological knowledge on the qualitative
level while acting in space. Route graphs are a special class of graphs.
A node of a route graph, called a place, has a particular position
and its own “reference system” for defining directions at that place.
An edge of a route graph, called a route segment, is directed from
a source place to a target place and always has three attributes: an
entry, a course and an exit.
The Double-Cross calculus (DCC) was introduced by Freksa
[11, 23] for qualitative spatial representation and reasoning using
orientation information. Combining the front/back and the left/right
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dichotomy, the DCC distinguishes 15 meaningful qualitative orien-
tation relations (or DCC relations), such as “front”, “right front”,
“right”, etc.
The Conceptual Route Graph (CRG) of Shi and Krieg-
Bru¨ckner [14] then combines the structure of conventional route
graphs and the Double-Cross calculus. The entry and exit of a route
segment is further defined by an orientation between the route seg-
ment and the reference frame at its source or target place. Addition-
ally, a set of DCC relations are used to describe the orientation rela-
tions between route segments and places. A Route of a CRG is then
a sequence of connected route segments. Thus, CRGs can be seen
as route graphs with only qualitative information, i.e. in the present
case, the DCC relations.
2.2 QSBM: Qualitative Spatial Beliefs Model
We define a QSBM as a pair of a conceptual route graph and a route
segment representing the current position of the robot. We denote
this by 〈crg, pos〉, where the robot is currently located at the entry
place of the route segment pos and oriented in the direction of its exit
place. A conceptual route graph is simply represented by a tuple of
four elements (M,P,V,R), where M is a set of landmarks in the
environment, P a set of topological places, V a set of vectors from a
source place to a target place, and R a set of orientation relations.
Let p be a place and xy a vector from place x to place y. The
typical orientations of p with respect to xy are then: p is right of xy
(written as 〈xy,Right, p〉), p is on xy (written as 〈xy,On, p〉), or p
is in front of xy (written as 〈xy,Front, p〉), etc. according to the 15
orientation fields distinguished by the Double-Cross calculus.
In the following discussion we focus on our application scenario,
in which we presume that the robot knows essential spatial arrange-
ments (i.e., significant places, connections and orientation relations)
of the environment represented by the QSBM.
2.3 Update Rules
Various empirical studies (cf. [12, 4, 15]) confirm that route instruc-
tions given by a human to a mobile robot resemble how people in-
struct other people to navigate (cf. [18, 8]). A common human route
description accordingly consists of a sequence of route instructions
concerning egocentric or landmark-based reorientations, according
to which the QSBM is then progressively updated. In this section we
will discuss QSBM update rules for three classes of route instruc-
tions used as examples throughout this paper. Each rule has a name,
a set of pre-conditions and an effect part. The symbols and opera-
tors used in the definitions of update rules are explained where they
are first used; in addition we employ the standard operators ∃ for the
existential quantifier,  ∃ for its negation, and ∈ for the element test
operator on sets.
Reorientation is typically expressed by directional instructions like
“turn left/right” and “turn around”, which may change the orientation
of the robot at the current position. The pre-condition for applying
this rule is that the robot should find a place in its belief model that
satisfies the desired relation and the effect is that it faces that place
after the turn operation. Suppose the robot is currently at the place
p0 and faces the place p1, then the pre-condition is stated as: there
exists a place p such that the orientation of p with respect to the route
segment p0p1 (or the current position) is the given direction d to turn,
i.e., 〈p0p1, d, p〉. Formally, we use the rule Reorientation to specify
the turn-operation, and assume that 〈(M,P,V,R), pos〉 is the belief
model of the robot with the current position pos.
RULE: Reorientation
PRE: pos = p0p1, ∃p ∈ P.〈p0p1, d, p〉
EFF pos = p0p
Moving through instructions, such as “go through the door”, usu-
ally contain a landmark which should be in front of the robot before,
and behind the robot after, the move action. Thus, an important pre-
condition here is to find a route segment (say p2p3) in front of the
current position p0p1, such that the landmark is on p1p2. p2p3 is
then the new robot position, as specified in the rule MoveThrough.
RULE: MoveThrough
PRE: pos = p0p1,
∃p ∈ P, p2p3 ∈ V.at(l, p)
∧〈p1p2,On, p〉 ∧ 〈p0p1,Front, p2〉 ∧ 〈p1p2,Front, p3〉
EFF: pos = p2p3
In the rule above l is the landmark referred to in the instruction.
The logical conjunction-operator ∧ is used to define the second pre-
condition. Moreover, the relation at associates a landmark with its
location.
Passing classifies route instructions containing path external spa-
tial descriptions, such as “pass the copy room on the right” or just
“pass the copy room” without direction information. Again, as a pre-
condition the robot should identify the landmark given in the instruc-
tion and check whether there is a route such that the landmark is be-
fore it at the beginning and behind it at the end of the motion (see the
second pre-condition in the following rule). If the direction of pass-
ing the landmark is presented in the instruction, certain orientation
relations should be satisfied as well. The rule PassRight specifies the
update strategy for the case in which a landmark should be passed on
the right.
RULE: PassRight
PRE: pos = p0p1,
∃p ∈ P, p2p3 ∈ V.at(l, p)
∧〈p0p1,RightFront, p〉 ∧ 〈p2p3,RightBack, p〉
∧〈p0p1,Front, p2〉 ∧ 〈p1p2,Front, p3〉
EFF: pos = p2p3,
if  ∃p4p2 ∈ V.〈p4p2,RightBack, p〉 ∧ 〈p0p1,Front, p4〉
Consequently, the current position of the robot will be updated using
the shortest route that satisfies the condition.
3 Qualitative Spatial Reasoning about Route
Instructions
As stated in Section 1, humans’ route instructions may contain
knowledge-based mistakes or incomplete information. Take the sam-
ple instance of an environment in Fig. 1, where “the copy room” (at
place g) and “the mailbox room” (at h) are located left front of the
robot whose current position is denoted as ab. The route instruction
“pass by the copy room on the right” causes an orientation mismatch,
while “pass the copy room” contains no information about the spa-
tial orientation of the copy room. In this section we introduce three
reasoning strategies, based on QSBM, to perform high level inter-
pretation of such route instructions with respect to the introduced
update rules (cf. Section 2.3). We also discuss their corresponding
implementation in the system SimSpace.
3.1 Three Reasoning Strategies
In order to perform the interpretation of a sequence of route instruc-
tions, the environment state is checked and then updated based on
QSBM. According to how such processes are executed, three rea-
soning strategies are distinguished.
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Figure 1. A sample conceptual environment
3.1.1 Shallow Reasoning
The shallow reasoning strategy is the simplest one of the three rea-
soning strategies we discuss. It just checks the condition for inter-
preting a route instruction according to the environment state. If the
condition can be satisfied by the environment, the instruction is suc-
cessfully interpreted, otherwise the route instruction is rejected.
We take the environment in Fig. 1 again and interpret the route in-
struction “pass the copy room on the right”. A place has to be found
at which the copy room is located, and whose relation with the cur-
rent position of the robot ab is Right. Such a place cannot be found
in this situation and so the system rejects the instruction.
3.1.2 Deep Reasoning
In contrast, the deep reasoning strategy does not simply reject a route
instruction, but tries to generate correct spatial relations in contrast
to the inconsistent ones contained in the route instruction, i.e., deep
reasoning provides relevant spatial information about the specific sit-
uation.
Taking the above “pass the copy room on the right” example again,
the deep reasoning strategy detects the copy room at the place g and
its spatial relation with the robot’s current position ab as left front,
which is known from the DCC definitions to be inconsistent with the
orientation relation contained in the route instruction.
The deep reasoning strategy then enables the reasoning system to
deliver spatial relations that describe specific spatial configurations,
and which can be used to explain why a given route instruction can-
not be interpreted, assisting people to respond with a more appropri-
ate spatial configuration.
3.1.3 Deep Reasoning with Backtracking
Providing a sequence of route instructions to navigate a robot to a
certain place is complex: people not only need to locate the current
and the destination position correctly – they also have to work in
a dynamic mental situation, in which appropriate route instructions
need to be constructed and connected with the relevant route and the
imagined current position has to be updated after each instruction is
executed mentally. If people make a wrong mental rotation [21] by
using a wrong route instruction, and they often do [13], the remaining
route instructions will not lead to the desired destination; they might
even be uninterpretable since they do not match the subsequent spa-
tial situation.
Consider the route instruction “take the first junction on the left
and then drive straight to the mailbox room” in Fig. 1. No interpre-
tation can be achieved in this situation because, after the robot takes
the first junction to the left, it cannot find any mailbox room from
the current perspective. However, by taking one step backwards, in-
stead of ”take the first junction on the left”, ”take the second junction
on the left and then drive straight to the mailbox room” satisfies the
constraints of the situation perfectly.
Therefore, when a route instruction is uninterpretable in a certain
situation, instead of simply providing a reason as in deep reasoning,
our third strategy, deep reasoning with backtracking, tries to locate
this potentially incorrect instruction, runs the corresponding forward
checking of the subsequent route instructions with all possible cor-
rections, and finally achieves a successful interpretation if it exists.
3.2 SimSpace: An Implementation
The qualitative spatial belief model QSBM and its accompanying
reasoning strategies has been implemented in the tool SimSpace. This
is now able to interpret most commonly used route instructions in-
cluding those discussed in this paper, and to generate suggest or in-
form responses if knowledge mismatches or underspecifications are
detected.
Given a route instruction parsed in a pre-defined semantic form,
SimSpace interprets it by automatically selecting an applicable up-
date rule and instantiating its pre-conditions. Taking the sample
route instruction “pass the copy room on the right” as an example,
SimSpace selects the update rule PassRight to interpret it. Assuming
ab to be the current position, the second pre-condition is instantiated
to
∃p ∈ P, p2p3 ∈ V.at(CopyRoom, p)
∧〈ab,RightFront, p〉 ∧ 〈p2p3,RightBack, p〉
Our adoption of a standard qualitative calculus then allows us to em-
ploy newly emerging generic tools for qualitative reasoning. Thus,
using the qualitative spatial reasoner SparQ [19], the instantiated
pre-conditions are checked against the current state of the QSBM
and one of our pre-specified strategies. In the case when the shallow
reasoning strategy is used, the instruction will be simply rejected by
the robot with the response “Not possible”. However, using the deep
reasoning strategy to interpret the same instruction, we get the result:
at(CopyRoom, g), 〈ab, LeftFront, g〉
i.e., the copy room is located at g and on the left side of the cur-
rent position. Thus, the orientation relation 〈ab,RightFront, p〉 in the
pre-condition cannot be satisfied. Consequently, SimSpace translates
these results into a corresponding expression in the sentence plan-
ning language SPL in order to allow generation of a corresponding
natural language response using the KPML natural language gener-
ator [3]. In this case, the response: “I cannot pass the copy room on
the right, but I can pass it on the left.” is generated.
Finally, by adding the backtracking strategy, every state of QSBM
and its interpreted instruction are recorded in a transition history be-
fore interpretation proceeds. If any checking/updating process fails,
SimSpace reloads the previous states and calculates a possible al-
ternation/correction with respect to the interpreted instruction and,
if possible, proceeds with the interpretation of the found alterna-
tion/correction. Therefore, the response to the instruction “take the
first junction on the left and then drive straight to the mailbox room”
is then “if I take the second junction on the left, I can drive straight
to the mailbox room”.
4 An Empirical Study
In order to explore how human-robot dialogues concerning naviga-
tion tasks are influenced by our three reasoning strategies, an empir-
ical study was carried out as follows.
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4.1 Participants
6 scientific researchers and 15 students, i.e., a total of 21 participants
(11 female, 10 male) took part in the study voluntarily.
4.2 Stimuli and Apparatus
Three maps of common indoor environments, called the navigation
maps, were coupled with the three reasoning strategies and used
throughout the study by each participant for the navigation tasks.
Each map contained 20 locations (7 named, 13 unnamed) and was
made with similar spatial configurations with the same level of com-
plexity (cf. [5]); in addition, in order to help the participants to mem-
orize the maps, all maps were designed with a common object shape
layout according to the principle of imagery mnemonics (cf. [17]);
cf. “The Chimney House Clinic” in Fig. 2. Moreover, to retain the
start configuration, the position and orientation of a simulated robot
was prescribed on each map and this remained the same for all par-
ticipants.
Figure 2. The Chimney House Clinic
The simulated dialogue system was a networked software appli-
cation that connected two computers: one computer, called the nav-
igation assistant, constantly displayed the current system response
and a list of the given route instructions in natural language to the
participants; the other, called the brain system, was controlled by a
human operator who entered the route instructions given by the par-
ticipant. The SimSpace tool (Section 3.2) is the key component of
the brain system, checking the instructions using a pre-specified rea-
soning strategy according to the robot’s QSBM and generating clar-
ification dialogues if necessary. As a result, the whole test run was
simulated as if the participant communicates with the system in nat-
ural language directly, but removing possible distractors that might
have been introduced by speech recognition or parsing errors.
An evaluation questionnaire concerning the participant’s memo-
rization of the map used and his/her feeling about the system re-
sponses was then completed.
4.3 Procedure
Each test was divided into two phases: learning and testing.
4.3.1 Learning Phase
Each participant was given a general introduction to the test proce-
dure, including the navigation tasks, the spatial configuration of the
maps, commonly used route instructions (cf. [15]) and the ways to
interact with the navigation assistant. A sample map was also pre-
sented to the participant, who was then asked to accomplish several
prescribed sample navigation tasks. The test would only move on
to the next phase when the participant had acquired the information
necessary.
4.3.2 Testing Phase
In this phase each participant had to go through three test runs, which
were coupled with the three navigation maps and the three reasoning
strategies. The sequence of the maps and the combination between
each map and each reasoning strategy remained unchanged through-
out the study. Each test run consisted of the following three steps:
• Memorization. The participant was asked to memorize a given
map of a common indoor environment within exactly one minute;
then the map was taken away.
• Navigation. The participant was free to communicate with the
navigation assistant by giving oral route instructions to navigate
the mobile robot to three different places on the memorized map.
Each task was only finished when the destination was reached or
the participant gave up trying.
• Evaluation. At the end of each test run, the participant was asked
to fill in the evaluation questionnaire.
5 Results and Analysis
Regarding the dialogue that was formed in the context of the sec-
ond step of the tests—the Navigation step—several interesting points
emerged.
In respect to the first and most simplistic reasoning strategy (shal-
low reasoning: cf. Section 3.1.1), we observed repetition of the mis-
takes the participants made in their instructions, confusion, and fail-
ure to reach the goal as the three most noticeable problems. The
repetitiveness of mistakes was mainly caused by the uninformative
nature of the system answers (OK or Not possible). Consider the fol-
lowing dialogue turns:
User: Drive through the door.
System: OK.
User: Turn left.
System: OK.
User: Drive to the end of the corridor.
System: OK.
User: Turn right.
System: OK.
User: Take the second turning on the right.
System: Not possible.
Since from the given dialogue with the system the user can conclude
that only the last instruction was wrong, he/she makes an attempt
to change only this one. Consequently in the next trial one of the
possible replacement utterances could be the following:
User: Take the third turning on the right.
System: Not possible.
The latter is again wrong, but the user does not receive more infor-
mation about what exactly is wrong with it. Therefore the user keeps
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the same course of action and changes again and again the last in-
struction.
The lack of informativeness in the system answers led as well to
another negative result: the confusion and helplessness that accumu-
lated with each negative system answer. Let us consider the following
situation:
User: Drive through the door.
System: Not possible.
In this case the user correctly navigated to the dining room. The only
mistake was that the robot was not oriented in the direction of the
goal (see the update rule MoveThrough in Section 2.3). However,
receiving an answer “Not possible” to the instruction “Drive through
the door” confuses the user (i.e. what the user might think is that if it
is not possible to enter the dining room then the position of that room
must be somewhere else). Thus, the navigator tries to change the
correctly remembered position of the dining room and find another
position for it in the mental representation of the map he/she has.
In other words, the user creates a new spatial mismatch as a result of
the system answer. The further negative answers of the system, which
lack any reasoning about why it is not possible to drive through the
door at that point, only make the user give up trying to reach the goal.
Consequently only 42 of the 63 goals altogether were reached by the
participants with the help of the shallow reasoning strategy.
Only giving instructions and getting “OK” or “Not Possible” as
answers can hardly be considered helpful dialogue. On the other
hand, additionally giving a reason for why it is not possible to per-
form a certain action certainly can. Reasoning does not only improve
on the naturalness of the dialogue, but on its usefulness as well. We
consider two very simple instructions in the first and second rea-
soning strategies in Table 1. Naturally, after receiving the answers
to the instructions in Strategy #1 (shallow reasoning), the user does
not know what went wrong and what instruction would result in a
successful completion of the task. In Strategy #2 (deep reasoning)
however, the user receives enough information in order to give an in-
struction that could lead either to the completion of the task or to a
correction of the previous false instruction. We consider the latter to
be an important factor that participates considerably to the increase
in the number of trials in which goals were successfully reached: i.e.,
48/63.
Str. Answer
#1 Not possible.
#2 We can not drive until the lab, because it is behind us.
Table 1. Example system answers from Strategy #1/#2 to the instruction
Drive until the lab.
A further improvement of the dialogue capabilities is provided in
the third reasoning strategy—Strategy #3 (deep reasoning with back-
tracking); this is the possibility for correcting false instructions by
giving a suggestion for an action that is closest to the given com-
mand and also possible to perform (see Section 3.1.3). Examples of
such dialogue turns are given in Table 2. In natural conversations hu-
mans are normally able to give a reason if they can not perform a
certain action, but it is not always the case that they can suggest what
could be done to make corrections due to the lack of such knowledge.
Thus, we consider that the deep reasoning strategy with backtracking
moves us closer to a cognitive and helpful natural language human-
human dialogue. As shown in Table 3, 58 goals from altogether 63
were found in comparison to the 42 goals out of 63 with the simplest
reasoning strategy. This supports our assessment of Strategy #3 as
being more helpful to participants.
Str. Answer
#1 Not possible.
#3 If I take the first junction to the left, I can’t drive until
the Communication department on the right, but if I
take the second junction to the left, I could drive until
the Communication department on the right.
Table 2. Example system answer from Strategy #1/#3 to the instruction
Take the first junction to the left and then drive to the Communication
Department to the right.
In the second row of Table 3 are figures representing the aver-
age number of instructions in the cases in which the participants
reached the goal. The fact that this number is increasing for the sec-
ond and third reasoning strategy demonstrates that the users actually
had longer dialogues with the system to reach the goals and did not
rely only on their own memory but on the information provided in
the system answers as well.
Last but not least, we can pay attention to the last row of Table 3
where we show the satisfaction degree of the participants indicating
how content they were with the system answers for each reasoning
strategy. According to these questionnaire results, the shallow pars-
ing strategy is ranked as least sufficient with a result almost 15%
below the next reasoning approach. Deep reasoning with backtrack-
ing received only about 2% higher result than deep reasoning. This
according to our observations is an effect brought about by the in-
creasing complexity of the system responses when backtracking is
added. Nevertheless, both latter strategies appeared to be appreciated
well by the participants.
The results of this experiment serve to demonstrate the influence
of clarification dialogues with mobile robots as well as to point out
the direction in which the system should be further developed. They
accordingly provide a base for more exhaustive evaluation that has
been planned for the further steps of the development.
Str. #1 Str. #2 Str. #3
Reached Goals 66.67% 76.19% 92.06%
Average Instructions 10.17 11.15 13.67per Reached Goal
Satisfaction Degree 58.2% 73.0% 75.3%
Table 3. Summary of the experimental results.
6 Discussion
Spatial mismatches can often be observed in human route instruc-
tions in everyday life, but they usually do not pose a great problem in
human-human communication since humans are able to easily spot
and clarify the mismatch at hand. In human-robot interactions during
navigation tasks, however, such spatial mismatches can cause diffi-
culties and complications as well as predisposing users negatively to
the system.
In our work we have shown that deep reasoning with and without
backtracking in clarification dialogues with mobile robots can help
spot, exemplify and reduce to a great extent the spatial mismatches in
human-robot dialogue. Moreover, once the mismatch is identified, an
informative and helpful correction and suggestion increases the use-
fulness of the dialogue itself. This makes the latter more constructive,
valuable and helpful—characteristics still problematic in the area of
human-robot dialogue systems at large.
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Furthermore, we have also treated some new specific challenges
for situated dialogue in the current work. The issue is not only that
more informative feedback helps users complete a larger number of
direction-giving tasks, which is indeed not surprising, but precisely
how that needs to be done with what kind of additional information.
It is crucial to explore this precise point of contact if effective di-
alogue systems for human-robot are to be built: we need to know
more about just what information is needed where. This is explored
directly in the experimental setup pursued.
Thus, such reasoning-based informative dialogues should be con-
sidered a highly desirable design feature for situated and general di-
alogue systems that address the need of improving human-robot dia-
logue so as to resemble human-human interaction more closely.
7 Conclusion and Future Work
This paper has reported work that integrates several interests of Arti-
ficial Intelligence. Concretely we treat the following aspects in depth:
the management and formalization of, and reasoning with, domain
knowledge. All three represent essential components for human-
robot dialogue systems. Specifically, we presented three reasoning
strategies and discussed their influences on clarification dialogues
with mobile robots. The major contributions of the current work
are twofold: the development of the robot’s qualitative spatial be-
lief model (QSBM), and the generation of the robot’s responses us-
ing qualitative reasoning. Furthermore, a preliminary empirical study
confirmed that qualitative spatial reasoning mechanisms, in our case
the deep reasoning and the deep reasoning with backtracking strate-
gies, provide useful information for the robot to generate more natu-
ral and informative dialogues. This therefore encourages further ex-
periments based on these results.
The integration of the qualitative spatial belief model, including
the reasoning mechanisms and their implementation in SimSpace,
into a natural language dialogue system is still ongoing work. We are
also planning to add more refined qualitative calculi and reasoning
abilities to enrich both the descriptions of the application domains
and the sophistication of the system’s spatial responses. Moreover,
the research on the close interaction between knowledge manage-
ment and dialogue modelling/control, e.g., the application of our rea-
soning methods to catch misunderstandings of the system, will also
be pursued further.
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Abstract. This paper reports our work on evaluating the task success
of a dialogue model developed by a unified dialogue modeling approach
for human-computer interaction, which combines an information state
based dialogue theory and a state-transition based modeling approach
at the illocutionary level. As an application, the unified dialogue model
has been integrated into a multimodal interactive guidance system for
hospital visitors. An experiment with 12 subjects has been carried out.
Using the collected dialogue data we have evaluated the task success of
the dialogue model by the Kappa coefficient. The results show that the
unified dialogue model is highly effective and provide several valuable
improvements for the further development as well.
keywords: human-computer dialogue, dialogue act, illocutionary structure, in-
formation state, dialogue system evaluation, formal methods
1 Introduction
Generalized Dialogue Modeling (cf. [14, 8, 12]) and Information State based di-
alogue theories (cf. [15, 5, 2, 4, 7, 16]) are the two most important approaches to
develop dialogue models. Generalized dialogue models are based on recursive
transition networks. These models consist of pattern-based accounts of dialogue
structure at the illocutionary level and therefore, are independent of utterance
content or other direct surface indicators. Information state theories, on the other
hand, offer a powerful basis for interaction analysis and practical dialogue system
construction. However, such information state based dialogue models are difficult
to manage, to extend and to reuse. Although it has been suggested that applying
generalized dialogue models to information state based accounts could eliminate
some of the perceived problems, there have only been preliminary researches to
date [18, 8]. In Lewin [8], for example, recursive transition networks were applied
to model Conversational Game Theory by combining dialogue grammars with
discourse planning.
The unified dialogue modeling approach introduced in this paper combines
the information state based dialogue theory discussed in [16, 7] and the gen-
eralized dialogue modeling approach proposed in [14, 12]. Specifically, unified
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dialogue models extend generalized dialogue models by introducing context-
sensitive transitions, which allow for direct integration with information state
management. A unified dialogue model is represented as the traversal of a state-
transition network with arcs denoting context-sensitive transitions and nodes
denoting dialogue states. In addition to the allowed dialogue action, each context-
sensitive transition is associated with a set of conditions under which the dialogue
action can be taken and a set of update rules for updating the information state
after performing the dialogue action.
As emphasized in [11, 12], the separation of illocutionary structures from the
information state-based modeling enables the formal analysis and comparison of
illocutionary structures by applying well-established techniques from the formal
methods community of computer science. In this paper, we focus on the evalua-
tion of unified dialogue models. The Kappa coefficient [13, 3] has been proposed
as a standard measure of reliability and task success ([17]) for evaluating spo-
ken dialogue systems. Therefore, we apply it to evaluate how well human users
can be supported by the unified dialogue model implemented in a multimodal
dialogue system for guiding visitors in hospital environments. For this purpose
we carried out an experiment with 12 people and collected 272 dialogues.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the unified dialogue
modeling approach, which has been applied to develop a unified dialogue model
for a practical multimodal dialogue system presented in Section 3. Section 4
describes the experiment and the collected dialogue data, which are then used
to evaluate the unified dialogue model by the Kappa coefficient in Sections 5 with
respect to the measure of task success. The evaluation results and corresponding
improvements are discussed in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes with the
outline of future work.
2 A Unified Approach for Dialogue Modeling
The unified modeling approach takes as a starting point existing researches on
the generalized dialogue modeling at the illocutionary level using Recursive Tran-
sition Networks (RTNs) [14]. Unlike finite state models, the RTNs employed
here capture more abstract dialogue models which depict discourse patterns in
illocutionary force terms only – without reference to propositional content or
other direct surface indicators. Fig. 1(a) depicts a transition diagram named
Assert(A,B) initiated by a dialogue participant, say A, and responded to by B.
The darkened circles denote final states. This generalized transition diagram is
initiated by A’s dialogue move of type assert. The possible responses from B are
threefold: B agrees with the assertion (B.agree), accepts it (B.accept) or rejects
it (B.reject). To note that, the transition diagrams Ask(B,A) and Assert(B,A)
are used to enable B to ask some question(s) before reacting to A’s request, or
to give possible reason(s) by a rejection, and are not presented here in detail.
Generalized dialogue models such as the one depicted in Figure 1(a) are non-
deterministic models, where more than one dialogue move is able to trigger state
transitions starting from one state. The decision as to which transition should
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A.assert
B.reject
B.agree
B.accept
Assert(B,A)
Ask(B,A)
(a)
{checkAssert(a)==true}
{}A.assert
B.acceptAsk(B,A)
{checkAssert(a)==added}
B.agree
{checkAssert(a)==false}
B.reject
Assert(B,A)
(b)
{checkAassert(a)==true}
{}A.assert
[ASSERT]
{checkAssert(a)==added}
{checkAssert(a)==false}
B.reject
[REJECT]
B.agree
[AGREE]
Assert(B,A)
B.accept
[ACCEPT]Ask(B,A)
(c)
Fig. 1. Three transition diagrams: (a) non-deterministic assertion, (b) deterministic
assertion, and (c) deterministic assertion with update rules
be activated naturally depends to a certain extend on B’s pragmatic domain
knowledge. To take domain knowledge into account, thus to solve such nonde-
terministic transitions, conditional transitions are introduced in unified dialogue
models. A conditional transition can be activated only if its conditions are satis-
fied. Let checkAssert be an operation provided by B’s domain component, which
takes an assertion as a parameter and returns true if B’s knowledge matches the
assertion; or false if the assertion conflicts with some of B’s knowledge (in that
case, the transition diagram Assert(B,A) will be activated to explain the reason
for B’s rejection); or added, if the assertion can be added by B as a new element
to the knowledge base. A deterministic transition diagram for the example is
now shown in Figure 1(b), where a is assumed to be the assertion made by A.
Although conditional transition models as shown in Fig. 1(b) capture the illo-
cutionary structure of dialogues and are deterministic as well, they do not provide
mechanisms to integrate dialogue context and history. Therefore, they do not
reflect dialogue participants’ attitudinal state along with the behavioral mech-
anisms for dialogue progression and the dynamic update of attitudinal states
over time. As indicated earlier, information state based approaches of dialogue
models [9, 15, 4] and dialogue management [16, 7] focus on the modeling of dia-
logue contexts and participants’ attitudinal states, apart from that they do not
capture the structural features of dialogues. Thus, merging these two approaches
is valuable, so that the basic formalism of the conditional transition models is
extended by introducing a mechanism to interface with information state.
Since generalized dialogue models already capture structural features of di-
alogue moves, some of the typical structural elements in the information state
based accounts, e.g., AGENDA for keeping the planed dialogue acts in Ginzburg
and Larsson’s models, become unnecessary, hence the information model can
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be simplified considerably. In unified dialogue models, each transition can be
associated with one or more update rules for updating the current information
state if needed before proceeding to the next state. As usual, an update rule
consists of a name, a set of pre-conditions and a set of operations on information
states. To illustrate this model extension, we again take the transition diagram
Assert(A,B) as an example and show it in Fig. 1(c). After dialogue participant
A makes an assertion, the update rule ASSERT will be applied to update the
information state, such that the new assertion can be integrated into the cur-
rent information state. Similarly, B’s transitions of accept, agree and reject can
change the information state by the corresponding update rules.
Finally, a unified dialogue model is a pair 〈G, G0〉 of a transition network
G with a set of extended recursive transition diagrams and a main diagram
G0 ∈ G. Each transition may contain some conditions and information state
update rule(s). Specifically, if a dialogue is in the start state of a transition
whose conditions are satisfied, the corresponding dialogue move is then enabled
and the information state is updated by its update rules, and the dialogue will
move to its goal state.
3 MIGHE: A Multimodel Interactive Guidance for
Hospital Environment
MIGHE is a multimodal interaction system developed for guiding people in pub-
lic areas such as hospitals. Fig. 2 shows the overall MIGHE architecture. This
section focuses on the development of a unified dialogue model and its inte-
gration into the dialogue system. The unified dialogue model is implemented
within the two components: the dialogue controller and the information state
manager. The clinic database manager provides the dialogue controller with
necessary information about application environment. The dialogue controller
manages the communication between various system components, and controls
the dialogue process according to the dialogue model together with the informa-
tion state manager. The guidance system supports both natural language inputs
and touch events, but in the experiment presented in Section 4 only the natural
language input channel is enabled.
Dialogue Controller
Manager
Clinic Database
Information State
Manager
Output
NL Generation
Visulization
Input
NL Processing
Processing
Touch−event
Fig. 2. The overall architecture of the dialogue system
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3.1 The Unified Dialogue Model
The dialogue model implemented inMIGHE is developed according to the unified
dialogue modeling approach introduced in Section 2. In this paper we focus
on the task orientated dialogues and disregard communication problems like
failures by speech recognition or misunderstanding. Generally, these problems
can be treated by extending the dialogue model. The information state structure
consists of two parts: LM for keeping the latest dialogue move and CONTEXT
containing a list of contexts of active (sub-)dialogues. In this application, the
possible contexts are of the types: department, person, or room, which provide
context information for integrating user’s dialogue moves, for example, “go to
a room of a known department”, or “request for information of a person in a
department”.
The unified dialogue model consists of four extended transition diagrams with
the main diagram Dialogue(S,U), see Fig. 3. After a system’s initializing request
(Fig. 3(a)), the user can instruct the system to find some visiting goals by utter-
ances with the dialogue act instruct, or ask the system to find certain information
by request (see Dialogue(U,S) in Fig. 3(b)). The network Response(S,U) (Fig.
3(c)) specifies all deterministic system responses after getting an input from the
user according to its domain knowledge and the current information state. If
the requested information or instructed goal does not exist, the user’s input is
rejected, probably with a reason if the relevant information is available. If it is
found unambiguously, the user is informed and asked whether he/she would like
to take the found place as a destination in case the last user input is an instruc-
tion. However, if more than one possibility are found, a subdialogue is started
by the system for asking the user to make a choice. Finally, Response(U,S) (Fig.
3(d)) describes possible nondeterministic user reactions to a system’s request.
Moreover, each dialogue move issued by a user in the dialogue model is associated
with the name of an update rule.
3.2 Integrating the Unified Dialogue Model into the Dialogue
System
The implementation of the unified dialogue model is carried out in two ma-
jor steps. In the first step, a set of update rules as required by the dialogue
model is implemented for the component information state manager. Five up-
date rules are needed in the unified dialogue model (see Fig. 3). The following
shows the rule INSTRUCT as an example. Suppose that context and dest are
two operations to identify the context and destination contained in an input,
respectively. The context and destination of “I’d like to go to Mrs. Angelika
Fromm in Gastroenterology”, for example, are “Gastroenterology” and “Mrs.
Angelika Fromm”. If the current instruction contains context information, i.e.,
the user gives the context in his/her instruction explicitly, then the new context
will be added to CONTEXT, otherwise, the most actual context in CONTEXT
(or top(CONTEXT)) is used to complete the current instruction. The other rules
are defined accordingly.
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S.request
Dialogue(S,U)
[INIT] Dialogue(U,S)
(a)
[INSTRUCT]
[REQUEST]
U.instruct
U.request
U.restart
[INIT]
Dialogue(S,U)
Response(S,U)
Dialogue(U,S)
(b)
S.reject
{consultDB==reject}
S.inform
{consultDB==ambiguity}
S.choice
Response(U,S)
S.request
{consultDB==reason}
S.request
{consultDB==inform & LM==(U,request)}
{consultDB==inform & LM==(U,instruct)}
Response(S,U)
Dialogue(U,S)
(c)
Dialogue(S,U)
[REJECT]
U.accept S.inform
S.informU.reject
[ACCEPT]
[INSTRUCT]
U.instruct
U.request
[REQUEST]
Response(S,U)
Response(U,S)
(d)
Fig. 3. The unified dialogue model: (a) the main transition diagram, (b) the transitions
issued by the user, (c) the system’s responses and (d) the user’s response
RULE: INSTRUCT
PRE: if context(m)!=null then c = context(m) else c = top(CONTEXT), d = dest(m)
EFF LM = (U , instruct),
if context(m)!=null then CONTEXT = add(CONTEXT, c)
The second step is the development of the control mechanism of the compo-
nent dialogue controller, which is based on the dialogue state transitions at the
illocutionary level specified by the dialogue model. As the unified dialogue model
defines a clear illocutionary structure represented by a set of extended recursive
transition diagrams, it can be specified with mathematically well-founded meth-
ods straightforwardly, e.g., the well-established technique from the formal meth-
ods community of computer science Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP).
The CSP language provides mechanisms for specifying the communication and
synchronization of two or more processes consisting of sequential actions. The
essential value of CSP is the ability to subject formal specifications that are well
founded in mathematical logic to enable powerful analysis using mechanized
theorem provers and model checkers (cf. [12]). Although the CSP language, its
mathematical foundations and its many possible applications within the Formal
Methods Community have been widely investigated [6, 10], applying these tech-
niques to dialogue modeling, specification and analysis builds up a novel area
of application. In the following we will briefly introduce the specification of the
unified dialogue model presented in Section 3.1 using CSP.
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The first CSP process DialogueUS in Fig. 4 specifies the transition network
Dialogue(U,S), where → and [ ] are two CSP operators necessary for the present
specification. → defines the sequential occurrence of dialogue moves in a pro-
cess, and [ ] arbitrary selection between several possibilities. The CSP events
representing abstract dialogue moves have the form p.a, where p is the name of
a communication channel and a the dialogue act associated with it. For exam-
ple, user.instruct means getting an input with the dialogue act instruct from the
user, is out.instruct sending the dialogue act instruct to the information state
manager, such that the information state can be updated using the context
contained in the current input. Obviously, the specification reflects the model
structure very well. The second CSP process ResponseSU invoked by the first
one in Fig. 4 specifies the transition network Response(S,U), in which the lat-
est dialogue move kept in the information state is needed. In the specification
ResponseSU the conditions related to consultDB are specified by four database
input db in events: reject, reason, inform and ambiguity. Also the CSP specifi-
cation of Response(U,S) reflects the network structure straightforwardly.
DialogueUS =
user.restart -> is_out.init -> DialogueSU
[] user.instruct -> is_out.instruct -> ResponseSU
[] user.request -> is_out.request -> ResponseSU
ResponseSU = db_out -> (
db_in.reject -> system.reject -> DialogueUS
[] db_in.reason -> system.request -> ResponseUS
[] db_in.inform -> is_in?lm ->
( (lm==request) & (system.inform -> DialogueUS)
[](lm==instruct) & (system.request -> ResponseUS))
[] db_in.ambiguity -> system.choice -> DialogueUS)
Fig. 4. Two CSP specifications
Based on the CSP specifications the model-checker FDR [1] is applied to
generate the state machine. After implementing the communication channels
between the dialogue controller and the other system components, the state
machine can control the state transitions according to communication events.
4 The Experiment
In order to explore how well the dialogue interaction between human and the
dialogue system is assisted by the unified dialogue model, an evaluation with
12 participants was carried out. Each subject had to undergo two test phases:
learning and testing:
– In the learning phase each participant was given a brief introduction to the
test procedure, so that they could get to know the way how to dialogue
with the system, and what kinds of verbal and textual feedbacks the system
provides. Furthermore, they were asked to accomplish several sample tasks.
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– In the test phase each participant had to go through three subphases, each
of which contains several tasks belonging to a predefined category. In the
first subphase, several pieces of information describing a destination (e.g. a
person’s name, a department or a room number) were given and the partic-
ipant should tell the system to go there. In the second subphase, pieces of
information were given as well, but this time the participant was asked to
find out certain information, e.g. where a certain person works or what de-
partment a room is in. In the third subphase scenarios like “you are hungry
and would like to eat something” were described, and the participant was
asked to negotiate with the system on an appropriate destination.
The dialogue system used in the experiment was a networked software appli-
cation that connected two computers: the guidance assistant on one computer
and the input system on the other. The input system was controlled by a hu-
man operator who entered the user utterances and acted as a speech recognizer.
The guidance assistant contains the components clinic database manager, out-
put, information state manager and dialogue controller, and the unified dialogue
model is the key of the information state manager and dialogue controller. As a
result, the whole test run was simulated as if the participant communicates with
the system in natural language directly, but removing possible distractions that
might have been introduced by speech recognition, in order to focus on the eval-
uation of the unified dialogue model. Although a human operator acted as the
speech recognizer, our experiment was not a usual “Wizard of Oz” experiment,
since the guidance assistant ran automatically.
Since the experiment was run with native German-speaking participants, we
present in the following the English translations of several example dialogues
collected in the experiment. Most of the dialogues turned out to be unproblem-
atic, as the following example shows. The task of the example contained the
destination “Rasmussen” and “Room number 1322”. The room number in the
user’s instruction (D 01 01 ) was incorrect, thus the system rejected it in D 01 02
with a reason. In D 01 03 the user provided the room number again, which is
interpreted as a new instruction integrated with the context person provided in
the previous instruction and kept in CONTEXT of the information state. This
time the system found the person and his office, and then responded with a
request such that the user can confirm or reject it.
D 01 01 U I’d like to go to Mrs. or Mr. Rasmussen in room number 1320.
D 01 02 S I did find Rasmussen, but not in room 1320.
D 01 03 U I’d like to go to room 1322.
D 01 04 S Would you like to go to Mr. Per Rasmussen in room 1322,
the office of chief physician?
D 01 05 U Yes.
However, there are dialogues turned out to be problematic. The utterances
from D 02 01 to D 02 04 fit well to the model, but the utterance D 02 05 is
an user request, for which no proper system response is defined. Therefore, the
system alternatively offered the information about all persons (D 02 06). Again
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the user requested the system to name a person with the given name in D 02 07,
the system found a person with the name, and requested the user to confirm,
since it is the only person with the last name “Bru¨ckner”. The system utterance
U 04 08 did not match the user’s request in D 02 07, showing an unnatural
dialogue segment.
D 02 01 U I’d like to go to Bru¨ckner.
D 02 02 S Would you like to drive to the doctor Mr. Wolfgang Bru¨ckner?
D 02 03 U I need more information about him.
D 02 04 S Mr. Wolfgang Bru¨ckner is a doctor in the accident surgery.
You find him in room 1711.
D 02 05 U Is there an other person with the name Bru¨ckner?
D 02 06 S I found all together 32 persons and they are sorted according to
their last names.
D 02 07 U Name a person with the name Bru¨ckner.
D 02 08 S Would you like to drive to the doctor Mr. Wolfgang Bru¨ckner?
D 02 09 U If there is no other person with the name Bru¨ckner, then yes.
5 Dialogue Model Evaluation Concerning Task Success
One aim of our experiment was to investigate the task success of the unified
dialogue model in a practical dialogue system. Specifically, in this section we
are going to evaluate how the system’s deterministic behavior (see Fig. 3(c))
influences the task success. Success at the task of a dialogue in our context is
measured by how well the dialogue model supports users to complete dialogue
tasks and therefore, we apply the Kappa coefficient [13, 3, 17] approach, similar
applications can be found in the literature, such as the evaluation of two train
timetable information agents in [17].
First, we define a set of attribute values for each task. As shown in Fig.
3(d) the unified dialogue model allows a user to make a dialogue move with an
instruction like “take me to · · ·”, a request like “tell me about · · ·”, an accept
like “yes” or a reject like “no” after a system’s utterance. Each user’s dialogue
move may contain some content information, also called attribute values, of a
person’s name, a room number and so on. Tab. 1 summarized the set of all
relevant attributes.
Since different tasks contain different data and have different goals, each task
has a set of expected dialogue acts and attribute values, such as the attribute
value matrix (AVM) in Tab. 2 for the task, in which the participants were asked
to go to a person with the last name “Bru¨ckner” (see the example dialogue D 02
in Section 4). Each expected dialogue act-attribute pair is associated with an
actual value, which reflects the fact that a unified dialogue model contains a
state transition based structure at the illocutionary level and an information
state management processes. With the attribute value matrix we can develop
the confusion matrix for the collected dialogue data of that task (see Tab. 3).
The values in the confusion matrix are obtained by comparing the dialogue
moves issued by the participants and the expected attribute values of each task
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Table 1. The set of attributes
attribute name identifier description example
first name FN first name of a person Wolfgang
last name LN last name of a person Bru¨ckner
gender G gender of a person M
profession P profession of a person Doctor
room number RNr number of a room 1711
room type RT type of a room station room
meta room type MRT predefined meta type of a room eating-related
station F name of a hospital station accident surgery
Table 2. An example of value matrices for dialogue acts and attribute values
dialogue act attribute actual values
instruct LN Bru¨ckner
G M, F
accept LN Bru¨ckner
FN Wolfgang
P Doctor
G M
Table 3. An example confusion matrix
instruct accept
data LN G LN FN P G
E NE E NE E NE E NE E NE E NE other sum
instruct LN 12 4 16
G 9 9
accept LN 12 12
FN 11 11
P 9 9
G 11 11
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specified by a AVM. A user dialogue move may contain expected or unexpected
information with respect to the attribute values defined in the AVM for a dia-
logue task, so we use “E” and “NE” in confusion matrices to denote such situ-
ations. Values in the “other” column record the number of undefined dialogue
moves occurred in the dialogue data. Hence, these confusion matrices capture not
only expected dialogue situations, but also unexpected and undefined situations.
Given a confusion matrix, the success at reaching dialogue goals is measured
with the Kappa coefficient [13, 3, 17]: κ = P (A)−P (E)1−P (E) , where P (A) is the propor-
tion of times that the dialogue moves agree with the attribute values and P (E)
is the proportion of times that the dialogue moves are expected to be agreed by
chance. In our case,
P (A) =
∑n
i=1M(i, E)
T
, P (E) =
n∑
i=1
(
M(i)
T
)2
where, M(i, E) is the value in an expected column of row i, T is the sum of all
user dialogue moves, and M(i) the sum of the user dialogue moves in row i.
Since our goal is to find out how well the dialogue model implemented in
the dialogue system supports various types of tasks, instead of individual tasks,
we first calculate the Kappa coefficient for each type by the confusion matrix
combining all the confusion matrices of the tasks in that type. The first type
contains 13 tasks with 149 dialogues, the second type 3 tasks with 35 dialogues,
the third type 8 tasks with 88 dialogues. Since the third type contains the second
type implicitly, only three tasks were taken in the experiment for the second
type. Finally, the three confusion matrices of the three individual task types are
combined to a single confusion matrix for computing the total Kappa coefficient.
The results are presented in Tab. 4.
Table 4. The task type dependent and independent Kappa coefficients
task type type I type II type III type I, II, III
Kappa coefficient κ1 = 0.99 κ2 = 0.85 κ3 = 0.82 κ = 0.94
6 Discussion of Evaluation Results and Improvements
From the Kappa coefficients calculated in table 4, we can see that the unified
dialogue model well supports the three types of dialogue tasks: the Kappa coef-
ficients κ1, κ2 and κ3 are greater than 0.8 and the task type independent Kappa
coefficient κ is 0.94.
Especially, the achievement of the dialogue model by the first type of tasks is
obvious, since the Kappa coefficient almost equals 1. In all the 13 tasks of the first
type the participants were asked to instruct the system to a destination described
by several pieces of information about a person, a room or a department (see
the dialogue example D 01 in Section 4), and therefore, the dialogue goal of
each task was given explicitly. On the other hand, each dialogue goal in the
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third type was described implicitly, such as the goal of the task described by
“you are hungry and would like to eat something” was “the patient dining-hall”.
From the fact κ1 > κ3 we can conclude that the unified dialogue model supports
dialogues with a clearly defined goal much better than those without. Missing
the negotiation of users’ intention in the unified dialogue model is the key fact
leading to this finding.
The analysis of the confusion matrices issues two drawbacks of the unified
dialogue model: losing track of the current user dialogue move type and missing
some unexpected dialogue move types. For example, the dialogue D 03 itself
was straightforward. The problem was that the system could not continue the
dialogue after the utterance D 03 03, since it lost the information to decide
whether the utterance is a request or an instructmove and therefore, the dialogue
model cannot determine the next transition to be taken (see Fig. 3(c)). The
problem can be solved by adding the move context into the information state,
which keeps the current user dialogue act, in our case instruct or request.
D 03 01 U Which profession does Mr. Schulte practice?
D 03 02 S I have found several persons who match Mr. Schulte.
Which person do you mean?
D 03 03 U I mean Mr. Tobias Schulte.
Extending the illocutionary structure of the unified dialogue model is an-
other step to improve the dialogue model. D 04, for example, contains the user
dialogue move D 04 02, where the user told the system that he did not know the
room number. This type of dialogue moves is not supported by the illocution-
ary structure of the dialogue model. Adding a new transition U.inform to the
start state in the transition dialogue of Response(U,S) (see Fig. 3(d)) enables
the dialogue model to handle such dialogue moves.
D 04 01 S Would you like to drive to room 1262, ECG 2, in the cardiology?
D 04 02 UI don’t know the room number.
The refinements of the dialogue model by adding new information state ele-
ments and additional transitions have been applied to update the dialogue sys-
tem. We believe that they will improve the task success of the unified dialogue
model throughout. This has to be proved by a follow-up experiment.
Based on the evaluation results, we conclude that the unified dialogue model
well supports users to dialogue with the hospital guidance system, however, they
cannot be used to measure the effectiveness of the whole dialogue system, since
all the test runs were, with the assistance of a human operator1, simulated as
if the participants were conversing with the system in natural language directly,
but removing possible distractions that might have been introduced by speech
recognition. Comparing the audio data with the manual input data did not
deliver any essential deviation that would affect task successes of any undergone
dialogues. Therefore, our focus on evaluation of the unified dialogue model is
maintained.
1 We used only one operator in the whole experiment
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Unified dialogue models are constructed at the illocutionary force level, which
naturally enables dealing with diversity situations. However, choosing the ap-
propriate set of communicative acts is one important factor affecting the cover-
age of a unified dialogue model. Care must be taken on the one hand to avoid
over-simplification to the point where the structural model collapses down to a
two-state initiate-response network with jumps. Although these over-simplified
models capture most dialogue situations, they are not useful for dialogue control
or formal analysis of dialogue structure. On the other hand, models, as the one
discussed in this paper, well reflect natural dialogue structures at the illocution-
ary level and still possess the context sensitive information state management
that relies on domain specific communication. Diversity problems might occur
when people dialogue with a system based on a too excessively designed unified
dialogue model, but through appropriate design and careful evaluation possible
diversities can be detected and the model can then be improved accordingly.
7 Conclusion
In this paper we applied the Kappa coefficient (κ) to evaluate the effectiveness of
a unified dialogue model by task success, which combines a generalized dialogic
structure at the illocutionary level and an information state based content man-
ager. Specifically, three Kappa coefficients were calculated from the confusion
matrices for three types of dialogue tasks using the 272 dialogues collected in an
experiment with 12 participants. The results showed that the unified dialogue
model well supports those dialogue tasks in general (κ = 0.94). Especially, tasks
with an explicit defined dialogue goal (cf. κ1 = 0.99). The experiment results
also delivered useful findings for the improvement of the dialogue model. This
paper has three major contributions. First, it showed the development of unified
dialogue models in general and by an example. Second, we demonstrated how to
evaluate unified dialogue models by combining dialogue acts with attribute val-
ues. Third, we applied the standard method, the Kappa coefficient, to evaluate
a unified dialogue model.
To evaluate the improvement of the unified dialogue model according to the
analysis of the experiment results, we are now carrying out a follow-up exper-
iment. The collected dialogue data will also be used for training an automatic
speech recognizer, which will then be integrated into the multimodal interactive
system for further experimenting. Last but not least, applying reinforcement
learning techniques to enhance the existing unified dialogue model centered man-
agement system is another research direction we are now concerned with.
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we present the design and implementation of a 
multimodal interactive guidance system for the elderly for the use 
in hospital environments, which combined common design 
principles of conventional interactive interfaces and ageing 
specific characteristics. To evaluate the system we have conducted 
a pilot study with seven elderly persons. The experiment results 
are overall positive and therefore support our design decisions. 
On the other hand, they also reveal some context sensitive 
problems and advise further improvements. 
Categories and Subject Descriptors 
H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User 
Interfaces – Evaluation/methodology, Graphical user interfaces 
(GUI), Haptic I/O, Natural language, Screen design (e.g., text, 
graphics, color), User-centered design.  
General Terms 
Design, Experimentation, Human Factors. 
Keywords 
Human Computer Interaction, User Centered Design, Elderly 
Interaction, Multimodal Interaction, Guidance System. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Because of demographic development towards more and more 
elderly people in today’s society (cf. [19]), research in age 
friendly interactive systems is of increasing importance. In order 
to facilitate the interaction with modern technical systems while 
considering the common age-associated decline in physical, 
cognitive and emotional functions, user interfaces in such systems 
are mostly multimodal [13]. Research in multimodal interaction 
for the elderly has focused on various input modalities, (e.g., 
speech recognition cf. [28], [17]), supportive ambient assisted 
living environments (cf. [1]), and other. In this paper, we will 
present an interactive hospital guidance system providing a 
multimodal interface which combines speech, touch and visual 
channels. The system provides a basic multimodal interface in 
which a number of design decisions by elderly persons are 
implemented. 
In order to evaluate the system for further improvements and to 
study its feasibility and acceptance by the elderly, the 
effectiveness as well as efficiency by supporting elderly persons in 
various tasks, a series of experiments with elderly participants has 
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been planned and two of them are completed. In this paper, the 
pilot study will be reported, which was conducted with seven 
participants between the age of 65 and 75 and focused on the 
combination of inputs via touch screen, speech and visual outputs. 
This study aimed at the evaluation of the interactive guidance 
system as a whole, including internal information organization, 
external presentation and visualization, the mode of interaction, as 
well as the interaction control mechanism. Specifically, we 
concentrated on the following system aspects: the effectiveness 
regarding task success, the efficiency of executing tasks and the 
user satisfaction regarding the system. 
First we will present our design guidelines of the multimodal 
interface for elderly persons, then we will describe the multimodal 
interactive guidance system, which is implemented based on 
conventional interface design principles addressing needs of the 
elderly to facilitate the use of it. In Section IV the pilot study is 
presented, and the results are discussed in Section V. Finally in 
Section VI, we conclude and present our plans for future work. 
2. DESIGN GUIDELINES OF 
MULTIMODAL INTERFACE FOR 
ELDERLY PERSONS 
It’s well known that, during normal ageing, decline in sensory, 
perceptual, motor and cognitive abilities occurs. In the literature 
(cf.[12],[24],[3]) it is indicated that the different declining 
processes should be considered for human computer interaction 
design. Therefore, to address and specify the needs of designing 
multimodal interface for the elderly, we are presenting a list of 
guidelines capturing these slowly failing abilities. 
These well known constraints guide the designing processes of the 
effective, efficient and elderly-friendly multimodal interaction. 
The constraints are introduced in a general way below, then 
followed by a more practical description regarding the 
implementation within our multimodal interactive system in the 
next section. 
? Visual perception worsens for most people while ageing (cf. 
[10]). Even in the forties, many people notice it is more difficult 
to focus on objects up close and to see fine details. The size of 
the visual field is also decreasing and leads to loss of peripheral 
vision, rich colors and complicating shapes make images hard 
or even impossible to identify, and rapidly moving objects are 
becoming less noticeable. To cope with this decline, several 
interface design relevant guidelines should be taken into 
account: 
– The layout of the user interface should be devised as 
simple and clear as possible, implying few (if any) 
overlapping items. 
– All texts should be displayed large enough, [12] implying 
simple fonts lying in the 12-14 point range. 
– Instead of many colors and complicating shapes, few 
colors while building strong contrast between texts, items 
and background should be used, as well as simple and 
easily recognizable designs. 
– Unnecessary and irrelevant animation should be avoided, 
simple and slow animation can be added only in necessary 
cases. 
? Speech ability is essential for the emerging speech enabled 
interface nowadays. Some authors point out that speech ability 
declines with ageing due to reduced motor control of tongue 
and lips and elderly persons often need more time to produce 
words or longer sentence (cf.[2],[20]). Recent corpus analysis of 
elderly persons interacting with several spoken dialogue systems 
however, showed that with elderly-centered adaptation the 
interaction quality can be improved to a sufficient level 
(cf.[23],[11]). The following aspects should be noticed while 
constructing the speech recognizer, analyzer and dialogue 
management components: 
– Acoustic models specialized for elderly persons should be 
used for speech recognizer. 
– Vocabulary or grammar of speech analyzer should be 
strengthened with more definite articles, more auxiliaries, 
more first person pronouns and more lexical items related 
to social interaction. 
– Dialogue strategies should be able to cope with elderly 
centered situations such as repeating, helping, social 
interaction, etc. 
?  Hearing ability declines with age to 75% for the elderly 
between 75 and 79 year olds (cf. [10],[15]). High pitched 
sounds are increasingly missed, as well as long and complex 
sentences become difficult to follow ([26]). Therefore more 
attention should be paid to the following: 
– Text displays are needed by the elder persons for misheard 
information. 
– Synthesized texts should be intensively revised with regard 
to style, vocabulary and sentence structures of the elderly 
comparable to the elderlies’s speech. 
– Low pitched voices should be used for synthesis, e.g., 
female voices are less preferred than male. 
? Motor abilities are also very important while interacting 
with multimodal interface. Using a computer mouse has been a 
problem for many elderly because requiring good hand-eye 
cooperation (cf.[30]). They find it difficult to position the cursor 
if the target is too small or too irregular to locate (cf.[6]), and 
have problems with control of fine movement (cf.[30]). In 
addition, because of the reduced motor functions, more errors 
can occur during fine movements, especially when other 
cognitive functions are required at the same time. Therefore, the 
following points might be noted: 
– Direct interaction via e.g. touch-screen should be 
recommended. 
– All graphical interface items should be accessibly shaped, 
sized and well spaced out. 
– Simple movement such as clicking is recommended, and 
complex movements like dragging, drawing certain shapes 
should be avoided. 
–  Text input should be avoided or replaced with other 
simpler input actions. 
– Undo or return function should be provided to enable 
elderly to correct errors or relocate themselves. 
– Simultaneous multimodal input such as the combination of 
speech and movement input should be avoided and 
replaced with items requiring only simple movements. 
? Attention and Concentration are reduced with age, elderly 
persons become more easily distracted by details or noise 
(cf.[16]), they also have great difficulty to maintain divided 
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attention where attention must be paid to more than one aspect 
at the same time (cf.[22]). To cope with these constraints the 
following are suggested: 
– For graphical interfaces only relevant and simple images 
should be devised and used. 
– Unified or similar fonts, colors, sizes of displayed texts are 
recommended.  
– Changes on the user interface should be emphasized in an 
obvious way. 
? Memory declines at different degrees for different types. 
Short term memory holds less items while ageing (cf.[4]), more 
time is needed to process visual information (cf.[14]). Working 
memory also becomes less efficient while processing 
information in short term memory (cf.[25]). Semantic 
information is believed to be more easily loaded into long term 
memory (cf.[7]). Prospective memory, the ability to remember, 
is reduced if complex tasks are involved (cf.[21]). To 
compensate the decline of different functions, the following 
points are to be noted: 
– Pure image items should be avoided, or be placed near 
relevant key words. 
– Presented items should not exceed five, which is the 
average maximum capacity of the short term memory of 
elderly people. 
– Presented information should be categorized semantically 
to assist in memorization into long term memory. 
– Context sensitive information is necessary not only 
tominimize lightening the load of working memory, but 
also to remind the elderly of the contextual information. 
? Intellectual ability does not decline to a lesser extent 
compared to memory functions in ageing (cf.[27]). However, in 
[12] it is suggested that crystallized intelligence, the intelligence 
basing on life experience and solid knowledge, does indicate 
that elderly people perform best in a stable well-known interface 
environment. To reflect this on interface design, we suggest to 
assure: 
– Generally unified interface layout, where changes should 
only happen on data level. 
– Semantically intuitive structure, where users should not get 
too surprised while traversing or entering the next levels. 
– Consistent interaction style, which can ease the learning 
and assist the elderly to master using the interface. 
3. MULTIMODAL INTERACTIVE 
GUIDANCE SYSTEM FOR ELDERLY 
PERSONS 
According to the proposed design guidelines, we developed 
MIGSEP, a multimodal Interactive Guidance System for elderly. 
The MIGSEP system runs on a portable touch screen tablet PC, 
which will serve as an interactive channel on an autonomous 
intelligent electronic wheelchair that is able to automatically 
transport elderly or handicapped persons to desired locations 
while providing relevant information. Therefore, the MIGSEP 
system provides a general platform for both theoretical researches 
and empirical studies on multimodal interaction relating to actual 
application scenarios. 
 
 
Figure 1. The structure of the MIGSEP system 
 
Figure 1 illustrates the overall structure of MIGSEP system. The 
Generalized Dialogue Manager is designed by combining 
generalized dialogue modeling approaches (e.g. [18]) and 
Information State based dialogue theories (e.g. [29]), and 
functions as the central processing unit of the entire structure, 
enables a formally controllable, meanwhile flexible and context-
sensitive agent-based dialogue management. The Input Manager 
collects and interprets all external incoming messages from the 
GUI Action Recognizer for GUI input events, the Speech 
Recognizer for natural language understanding and the Sensing 
Manager for receiving other possible sensor data. The Output 
Manager on the other hand, handles all outgoing commands and 
distributes them to the View Presenter for presenting visual 
feedbacks, the Speech Synthesizer to generate natural language 
responses and the Action Actuator to perform necessary motor 
actions. The Knowledge Manager uses the Database to keep the 
static data of the virtual hospital and the Context to process the 
dynamic information exchanged with users during the interaction. 
 
 
Figure 2. User interacting with MIGSEP 
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Figure 2 shows a user interacting with the MIGSEP system 
running on a tablet PC. The MIGSEP interface is divided into two 
areas: a function-area, where the function button start to switch to 
the start state and the function button back to return to the 
previous state on the left, the text-presenter to display the system 
responses in the middle and the function button plan to show the 
currently planned goals on the right; a choice-area where the 
information entities are designed as single cards that can be 
selected and a scrollbar indicates the position of the current 
shown cards among all while enabling easy jumping to others. 
According to the presented guidelines in the previous section, 
elderly-centered design decisions have been implemented in the 
MIGSEP system. Specifically, the most essential ones are listed 
below: 
? Visual perception: simple and clear layout as demonstrated 
in figure 2 has been constructed without overlapping items; 12-
14 sized sans-serif font was chosen for all displayed texts. 
Simple and high contrast colors were used and placed aside, 
e.g., black blue, black green combinations, etc., as well as 
regularly shaped items such as rectangles and circles were 
chosen, enabling comfortably perceived and easily recognized 
interface elements. Simple and slow animations occur by 
switching to a new state or an item being selected. 
? Hearing ability: a combination of text and acoustic output is 
provided as system responses. Styles, vocabulary, structures of 
the sentences have been intensively revised. A low-pitched yet 
vigorous male voice is chosen for the synthesis. 
? Motor functions: regularly shaped, sufficiently sized and well 
separated interaction elements were designed for easy access. 
Clicking was decided to be the only action to avoid otherwise 
frequently occurring errors caused by the declining. Two ways 
of orientating oneself, start and return, were provided as 
described above, enabling error corrections and reorientation 
during interaction. 
? Attention or Concentration: fancy and irrelevant images were 
avoided. The unified font, colors, sizes of interaction elements 
were used on the entire interface. Simple animation notifying 
changes were constructed, giving sufficiently clear feedback to 
the user. 
? Memory abilities: all imaged items are combined with 
relevant keywords. The number of the to be selected items on 
the main area are restricted to three, considering the maximum 
capacity of the short term memory, the accessible size as well as 
the readable amount of information of the interaction items on a 
table laptop. Logically well-structured items are devised to 
assist orientation and position during interaction. Context 
sensitive clues are presented with color changing, e.g. green for 
person items, yellow for room items, etc. 
? Intellectual ability: consistent layout, colors and interaction 
styles are maintained for easy learning and mastering using the 
MIGSEP system. Changes on the interface happen only on data 
level. A semantically intuitive structure closely related to 
hospital information data was used in order to provide a rather 
natural environment.  
 
 
Figure 3. Example dialogues with MIGSEP 
 
Figure 3 shows a sample dialogue with the MIGSEP system for 
the assignment ”drive to a person named Holger Schmidt, who is 
working in the cardiology”, where the user actions and system’s 
corresponding non-verbal responses are enclosed in angle 
brackets. 
4. Pilot Study 
In order to use a multimodal interface, a close cooperation of 
sensory, perceptual, motor and cognitive functions is required. 
This is especially difficult for elderly persons who might be 
suffering a decline of many of those abilities. Therefore, in order 
to find out how well this merging and management process can be 
assisted by the MIGSEP system, an evaluation was carried out. 
4.1 Participants 
Seven elderly persons (five female and two male, with average 
age of 70 years old, ranging from 65 to 73 with standard deviation 
2.91), all German native speakers, took part in the pilot study. All 
passed the mini-mental state examination (MMSE) (cf.[9]), which 
is the screening test to measure cognitive mental status, with the 
average score 29.14 (max 30) (ranging from 27 to 30 with 
standard deviation 1.07). 
4.2 Stimuli and Apparatus 
Visual stimuli were displayed on the screen of a portable tablet 
PC that also generates audio stimuli as part of the feedbacks, 
shown in figure 2. A direct interaction with the system is then 
enabled by the touch screen interface of the MIGSEP system. 
The same data set, including virtual yet essential information of 
personnel, rooms and departments in a common hospital, was 
used throughout the experiment. All tasks were clearly described 
on paper cards and presented to the participants by an 
investigator. 
In order to collect as many data sets as possible, we used the 
automatic internal logger of the MIGSEP system, one digital 
video recorder keeping track of the whole interaction process, a 
human observer observed the participants and noted all possibly 
important responses. 
A questionnaire concerning user satisfaction degree of the 
MIGSEP system was also designed, which includes questions of 
four categories: screen presentation, system use, system 
structure and task performing. The questionnaire was completed 
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by each participant on a four point Likert scale, where one 
represents the lowest appropriateness and four the highest. 
4.3 Procedure 
Each participant had to undergo three phases: 
? Learning: first a brief introduction was given to the 
participants, so that they could acquire the basic idea and 
overview of the experiment, the way how to interact with 
MIGSEP system and also get an insight in the verbal and 
graphical feedbacks the system provides. Then they were asked 
to perform several sample tasks to gain a deeper insight into the 
system and practical experiences. 
? Testing: Each participant had to perform ten tasks, each of 
which contains incomplete yet sufficient information (e.g. the 
room number or the first name of a person) about a destination 
the participant should select, e.g., to drive to the room 1261, or 
drive to a person named Wolf in the Ear-Nose-Throat 
department. Each task was finished, if either the goal was 
selected, or the participant gave up trying. 
Evaluation: After the ten tasks were completed, each participant 
was asked to fill in the evaluation questionnaire. 
4.4 Study Questions and Methods 
Our first hypothesis concerns the question ”Can the elderly use 
the system to complete the tasks?”, i.e., the effectiveness of the 
MIGSEP interface was evaluated. In this study we use the 
standard effectiveness-measurement method Kappa coefficient (cf. 
[5] and [31]) to assess the successfulness of the interaction 
between the elderly and the system. 
The second aspect being considered is the efficiency of the 
interaction: Can the elderly users handle the tasks with the system 
efficiently? This was answered by analyzing the automatic logged 
data for every single interaction step with the MIGSEP system. 
The next question to be tested with the MIGSEP interface was: 
Whether the elderly find it comfortable interacting with MIGSEP, 
i.e., whether our age tailored design assisted the elderly or not. 
This should be reflected in comparing the results of the 
questionnaires that the participants were asked to fill after the 
interaction. 
Finally, there is an open question we wish to investigate: ”Is there 
anything which is wrong, unnecessary or missing?” This should 
be answered by combining the objective observations during the 
interacting process and the subjective comments about the pointed 
questions raised after the interaction. 
5. RESULTS, ANALYSIS AND 
DISCUSSION 
Regarding the four questions raised in the previous section, we 
are going to demonstrate, analyze and discuss about the 
experiment data in this section. 
5.1 Effectiveness of the Interaction 
The first question we want to find out through the experiment is, 
how well the MIGSEP interface assists the elderly persons to 
perform the tasks, i.e., the effectiveness of the elderly-centered 
designed interaction. Kappa coefficient is a well accepted method 
for effectiveness measurement (cf. [5] and [31]). In order to apply 
this method, we need to define the attribute value matrix (AVM), 
which contains all information that has to be exchanged between 
MIGSEP and the subjects to accomplish the given tasks. The 
attributes used throughout the experiment are listed in table I. 
 
Table I. The Attributes of AVMs for Kappa Coefficient 
Attribute name Identifier example 
First name FN Ken 
Last name LN Fischer 
Gender G Male 
Profession P Doctor 
Room number RNr 1711 
Room name RN Message room 2 
Meta room type MRT Eating-related 
Department D Accident surgery 
 
With the listed attributes we can construct the AVMs for all the 
tasks, e.g. table II shows the AVM for the task: ”to drive to a 
person named Wolf in the department of Otolaryngology”, where 
the expected attribute value pairs of this task are presented. 
 
Table II. The Example AVM for the Task “Drive to a person 
named Wolf in otolaryngology.” 
Attribute Actual values 
FN Diana 
LN Wolf 
G Female 
D Otolaryngology 
 
By comparing the actual data collected in the experiment with the 
expected attribute value pairs in the AVMs, we can construct the 
confusion matrices for different tasks, e.g., table III for ”drive to a 
person named Wolf in Otolaryngology”, where ”M” and ”N” are 
used to denote whether the actual data match with the expected 
attribute values in the AVMs or not, e.g. one participant picked 
the wrong department as shown in table III. 
 
Table III. The Confusion Matrix for the Task “Drive to a 
person named Wolf in otolaryngology” 
 FN LN G D   
sum data M N M N M N M N 
FN 6        6 
LN   6      6 
G     6    6 
D       6 1 7 
 
Given one confusion matrix, the Kappa coefficient can be 
calculated with ?? = , (cf. [5] and [31]). In our 
experiment, P(A) =  is the proportion of times that 
the actual data agree with the attribute values, and P(E) = 
 is the proportion of times that the actual data are 
expected to be agreed by chance, where M(i, M) is the value of 
the matched cell of row i, M(i) the sum of the cells of row i, and T 
the sum of all cells. Therefore, we summarized the results of all 
the tasks and construct one overall confusion matrix, and got that, 
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P(A) = 0.971 and kappa coefficient κ = 0.966, suggesting a highly 
successful degree of the interaction between MIGSEP system and 
the participants. 
5.2 Efficiency of the Interaction 
Table IV summarizes the quantitative results of the 7 participants 
with respect to user turns, system turns and elapsed time. 
Averagely 8.06 user turns and 5.94 system turns per task show 
very good performance efficiency for the elder persons, because 
the average minimal turn numbers, which can be inferred by 
analyzing the shortest solution of each task, are 7.1 user turns and 
5.3 system turns, suggesting almost every participant was able to 
pick the fastest way to perform tasks. 
 
Table IV. Quantitative Results Concerning Efficiency 
 User turns Sys turns Elapsed time (s) 
P1 8.0 6.3 105.2 
P2 8.8 6.4 54.8 
P3 7.3 5.5 45.7 
P4 8.6 6.1 67.1 
P5 8.6 6.0 71.7 
P6 7.6 5.5 38.2 
P7 7.5 5.8 51.8 
Avg. 8.06 5.94 62.07 
Stdv. 0.57 0.33 20.61 
 
Although the average elapsed time also shows satisfying results, 
with averagely 62.07 second per task for minimal 12.4 interaction 
paces (7.1 user turns + 5.3 system turns), the standard deviation 
20.61 is considered too high. The first reason that can be observed 
directly from Table IV is the elapsed time of the participant P1, 
who in fact either gave wrong solutions or failed to complete 3 
out of 10 tasks. 
After a thorough analysis of P1’s data, the major problem was the 
successfulness while performing tasks, but the function ”Return”. 
”Return” is proved to be very helpful on conventional user 
interfaces, e.g., in nowadays web browsers, enabling jumping 
back to the previous state. However, this function was not 
frequently used by the seven participants, P1, e.g., only used the 
function twice, then spent much more time to orientate himself 
and got lost in the end. Same problems happened to the second 
lowest, 71.7 second for using return once and being completely 
lost while performing one task. Even though there seems to be 
one exception, the participant P2, who always used the return 
function throughout the experiment and yet spent only averagely 
54.8 second performing each task. But after a revisit of P2’s data, 
it was noted that P2 used return only for going back to the start 
state of the system, which can be done alternatively with one click 
on the start button, causing a waste of user/system turns (P2 had 
the most user and system turns). Therefore, we can conclude that, 
presumably due to the declines in memorization ability, ”Return” 
function is a harming factor for building efficient interaction with 
elderly persons. 
5.3 User Satisfaction 
Our next concern lies in the assessment of subjective user 
satisfaction. Table V shows the summarized result drawn from the 
evaluation questionnaire. On the whole, the subjective user 
satisfaction degree is very good with the score of 3.39 out of 4. 
Specifically, the presentation of the interface is intuitive and easy 
to understand, this can be observed that users rated the screen 
presentation with the score of 3.32; the use of the system has been 
feasible, noted from the score of 3.39; the structure design of the 
system is also considered as reasonable by the users, having the 
score of 3.43; and finally the users found it well-assisted 
performing the task, by giving the score of 3.45. 
 
Table V. Results of the Assessment of Subjective User 
Satisfaction 
Aspect Score Stdv. 
Screen Presentation 3.32 0.33 
System Use 3.39 0.38 
System Structure 3.43 0.29 
Task Performing 3.45 0.28 
Overall 3.39 0.05 
 
On the other hand, the standard deviations of the screen 
presentation and system use are a bit higher, with 0.33 and 0.38 
respectively, implying greater differences coming from some 
users, this is presumably because of the grading relating to the 
following questions: 
? [Category: screen presentation] Do the colors of different 
elements on screen ease the understanding of the presentation? 
The standard deviation of the rating is 0.69, showing that some 
users had problems noticing the color differences during the 
interaction. This is probably caused by a major decline in the 
visual ability. But meanwhile the other questions concerning the 
screen presentation have been given good ratings, suggesting 
that the participants may have already been assisted by the 
colors or combination with others unconsciously. 
? [Category: system use] Is it easy to use the system? do you 
only need a short time for learning to use the system? 
The standard deviations are 0.76 and 0.69, respectively, 
indicating that some users found it unpleasant to use or learn to 
use the system. This may relate to declines of corresponding 
abilities and the management of all necessary ones, but it should 
also be noted that many participants only have rather little 
experience using computer devices and might therefore have 
problems to learn, to use and to express their opinions 
concerning the system. 
5.4 Are we doing the right things? 
In order to answer this question, the notes of objective 
observations during the interaction and the subjective comments 
about some pointed question after the interaction are analyzed and 
summarized as follows.  
All participants found it convenient and easy to understand and 
use the MIGSEP system. Specifically, the comforting and high 
contrast colors, the appropriately sized and designed texts and 
elements, the explicitly reduced yet sufficient information, etc., 
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are highly appraised. Most participants also expressed that even 
without participating in the tutorial before the testing phase would 
not have any big problem in using the system, only a little longer 
time could be needed to get familiar with the system. One even 
emphasized that she could not use the ticket machine on bus to 
buy a ticket, but was able to interact with the system to perform 
all the tasks. 
On the other hand, relevant suggestive opinions were also given. 
The first suggestion indicates that, more context information can 
be hinted at assisting the elderly persons to orientate themselves 
after system state is switched to a new one, e.g., if the department 
is selected, the name of the department can be shown in the next 
state telling the participants where they are. The next suggestion 
implies that, the logically well-organized structure is less 
preferred than more intuitive and direct ones for elderly persons, 
this has been mentioned by some participants as they found some 
common or frequently used facilities should be made more easily 
accessible, e.g., the toilets, regardless the fact that ”toilets” are too 
specific to be put at the first logical level under location. 
Furthermore, it could be observed during the experiment that, 
elderly persons tended to rely on simpler actions or feedbacks, 
suggesting that e.g. pressing actions are easier to performed than 
the conventional released actions on interacting elements, or 
locating with as well as receiving feedbacks from a moving 
scrollbar do not provide extra helps as they usually do, and even 
produce more problems because of the elderly persons’ declines 
in visual and motor abilities. 
6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In this paper we presented our work on multimodal interaction for 
elderly persons from two perspectives: the design and 
implementation of a multimodal interactive guidance system for 
elderly persons according to a number of guidelines that combine 
the basic design principles of conventional interactive interfaces 
and the most common ageing centered characteristics; and the 
evaluation of the system with seven elderly persons. The 
evaluation findings showed that the system is effective, efficient 
and has a high user satisfaction. Therefore we gained further 
evidence for our proposed guidelines on system design and 
implementation. In addition, the experimental results also enables 
us to improve several functions of the system. 
The reported work served as a first step of a series of planned 
development processes towards building effective, efficient, 
adaptive and robust multimodal framework(s) for interaction 
between human operators and service robots. The second 
experiment concerning speech modality has also been completed 
and the results are being analyzed, further experiments are being 
conducted as well. Moreover, reinforcement learning techniques 
will be applied to gain more flexible and powerful interaction. 
Our future researches will focus on the combination of speech, 
touch and visual modalities, discourse modeling and management 
and reinforcement learning in advanced multimodal interactive 
systems for elderly persons. 
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Abstract: This paper presents a multimodal interactive guidance system for elderly persons for the use in navigating in 
hospital environments. We used a unified modelling method combining the conventional recursive 
transition network based approach and agent-based dialogue theory to support the development of the 
central dialogue management component. Then we studied and specified a list of guidelines addressing the 
needs of designing and implementing multimodal interface for elderly persons. As an important step 
towards developing an effective, efficient and elderly-friendly multimodal interaction, the spoken language 
interface of the current system was evaluated by an elaborated experiment with sixteen elderly persons. The 
results of the experimental study are overall positive and provide evidence for our proposed guidelines, 
approaches and frameworks on interactive system development while advising further improvements. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Multimodal interfaces are becoming more and more 
common since the inspirational introduction by 
(Bolt, 1980). They are considered as a promising 
possibility to improve the quality of communication 
between users and systems and have significant 
impact on effectiveness and efficiency of interaction 
(cf. e.g. (Jaimes and Sebe, 2007)), they also enhance 
users’ satisfaction and provide a more natural and 
intuitive way of interaction (cf. e.g. (Oviatt, 1999)).  
Meanwhile, the demographic development 
towards more elderly keeps motivating the research 
of elderly-friendly interactive systems; there is a 
special focus on the multimodal communication 
channels, which can enhance interaction by taking 
age-related decline into special accounts (Holzinger, 
Mukasa and Nischelwitzer,  2008). 
In this paper, we will present an interactive 
guidance system for elderly persons. It uses a unified 
dialogue modelling approach combining the classic 
agent based dialogue theories and a formal language 
supporting generalized recursive transition network 
based method to achieve a flexible and context-
sensitive, yet formally tractable and controllable 
interaction. Furthermore, it is developed according 
to a number of elaborated guidelines regarding basic 
design principles of conventional interactive systems 
and most common elderly-centered characteristics. 
To evaluate this system with respect to its feasibility 
and acceptance by elderly, an experimental study 
was conducted, which was focused on the natural 
spoken language input interface of the system. 
However, the study also aimed at evaluation of the 
multimodal interactive guidance system as a whole, 
while regarding the essential criteria of the following 
aspects: the effectiveness of task success, the 
efficiency of executing tasks and the user 
satisfaction with the system. 
The remainder of the paper is organized as 
follows: section 2 introduces the formal unified 
dialogue modelling approach which combines the 
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 classic agent based approach and the recursive 
transition network based theory for building the 
discourse management of the multimodal 
interaction; section 3 presents a set of specific 
guidelines for designing multimodal interactive 
system for elderly persons; section 4 then describes 
the multimodal interactive guidance system, which 
is developed based on the unified dialogue 
modelling approach and the proposed set of design 
guidelines; in section 5 the experiment is described, 
and the results are analysed and discussed in section 
6. Finally, in section 7 we will conclude and give an 
outline of future work.   
2 A FORMAL UNIFIED 
DIALOGUE MODELLING 
APPROACH 
As a typical recursive network based approach, 
generalized dialogue models were developed by 
constructing dialogue structures at the illocutionary 
level (Sitter and Stein, 1992). However, it is 
criticized for its inflexibility of dealing with 
dynamic information exchange. On the other hand, 
information state update based theories were deemed 
the most successful foundation of agent based 
dialogue approaches (Traum and Larsson, 2003), 
which provides a powerful mechanism to handle 
dynamic information and gains a context sensitive 
dialogue management. Nevertheless, such models 
are usually very difficult to manage and extend 
(Ross, Bateman and Shi, 2005). 
Thus, a unified dialogue modelling approach was 
developed. It combines the generalized dialogue 
models with information state updated based 
theories. This approach is supported by a formal 
development toolkit, which is used to implement an 
effective, flexible, yet formally controllable dialogue 
management for multimodal interaction. 
2.1 A Unified Dialogue Modelling 
Approach 
Generalized dialogue models can be constructed 
with the recursive transition networks (RTN). They 
abstract dialogue models by describing illocutionary 
acts without reference to direct surface indicators 
(Alston, 2000). Figure 1 shows a simple generalized 
dialogue model as a recursive transition network 
diagram. It is initiated with an assertion from a 
person A, and responded by B with three possible 
actions: accept, agree or reject. 
 
Figure 1: a generalized dialogue model as a simple RTN.  
The generalized dialogue model above is a none-
deterministic model, to build a feasible interaction 
model, deterministic behaviour should be assured for 
the interaction flow. Thus, conditional transitions are 
introduced to modify the above dialogue model (cf. 
figure 2). Let checkAssert be a method to check 
whether an assertion holds with B’s knowledge and 
a an assertion given by A, if the assertion holds, B 
can agree with it; otherwise, B rejects it and initiates 
further discussion; if the assertion is not known by 
B, then B accepts it. Such conditional transitions can 
only be activated if the relevant condition is 
fulfilled. We call it the conditional RTN. 
   
Figure 2: a generalized dialogue model as a simple 
deterministic RTN with conditional transitions. 
Although the conditional RTN based generalized 
dialogue model defines a deterministic illocutionary 
structure, it does not provide the mechanism to 
integrate discourse information. Thus, information 
state based theory was integrated into our unified 
dialogue model by eliminating some typical 
elements, e.g. AGENDA for planning the next 
dialogue moves, because such information is already 
captured by the generalized dialogue model; 
furthermore it complements illocutionary structure 
with update rules, which is associated with the 
information state of current context, and can update 
the information state respectively if necessary. As a 
result, a unified dialogue model is constructed as 
shown in figure 3. Four update rules are added, so 
that the information state regarding context can 
always be considered and updated; e.g. the update 
rule ACCEPT is used to add a new assertion a into 
B’s belief and refer it as known from then on. 
Finally, we define a unified dialogue model as a 
deterministic recursive transition network built at the 
illocutionary level of interaction processes; its 
transitions can only be triggered by fulfilled 
conditions concerning the information state, and 
with the consequences of possible information state 
update according to a set of update rules. 
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Figure 3: unified dialogue model as a simple deterministic 
RTN with conditional transitions and update rules. 
2.2 A Formal Language Based 
Development Toolkit for Dialogue 
Modelling 
Deterministic recursive transition networks can be 
illustrated as a typical finite state transition diagram 
(cf. figure 3), which provides the possibility of 
specifying the described illocutionary structure with 
mathematically well-founded formal methods, e.g., 
with Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) in 
the formal methods community of computer science.  
CSP can not only be used to specify finite state 
automata structured patterns with abstract, yet highly 
readable and easily maintainable logic formalization 
(cf. (Roscoe, 1997)), but it is also supported by well-
established model checkers to verify the concurrent 
aspects and increasing the tractability (Hall, 2002). 
Thus, CSP is used to specify and verify the unified 
dialogue models (cf. the example in figure 4). 
   
Figure 4: a sample CSP specification of the illocutionary 
structure of the unified dialogue model in figure 3. 
In order to support the development of unified 
dialogue models within practical interactive systems, 
we provided FormDia, the Formal Dialogue 
Development Toolkit (cf. figure 5). 
   
Figure 5:  the Structure of the FormDia Toolkit (cf. (Shi 
and Bateman, 2005)). 
To develop the unified dialogue model based 
management, FormDia toolkit can be used according 
to the following essential steps: 
? Validation: the CSP specified structure of a 
unified dialogue model can be validated by 
using Failures-Divergence Refinement tool, 
abbrv. FDR (Broadfoot and Roscoe, 2000), 
which is a model checking tool for validating 
and verifying concurrency of state automata. 
? Generation: according to the given CSP 
specification, finite state automata can then be 
generated by the FormDia Generator. 
? Channels Definition: channels between the 
dialogue management and application/domain 
specific components can be defined. These 
channels are at first black boxes, which will 
later be filled with deterministic behaviour of 
concrete domain components. 
? Simulation: with the generated finite state 
automata and the communication channels, 
dialogues scenarios are simulated via a 
graphical interface, which visualizes dialogue 
states as a directed graph and provides a set of 
utilities to trigger events and the dialogue state 
update for testing and verification. 
? Integration: after the dialogue model is 
validated, tested and verified, it can be directly 
integrated into a practical interactive dialogue 
system via a dialogue management driver.  
The FormDia toolkit shows a promising way for 
developing formally tractable and extensible 
interaction. It enables an intuitive design of dialogue 
models with formal language, automatic validation 
of related functional properties, and it also provides 
an easy simulation, verification for the specified 
dialogue models, and the straightforward integration 
within a practical interactive system. In addition, 
with the unified dialogue model, FormDia toolkit 
can even be used in multimodal interactive system. 
3 DESIGN GUIDELINES OF 
MULTIMODAL INTERACTIVE 
SYSTEMS FOR ELDERLY 
PERSONS 
Elderly persons often suffer from decline of sensory, 
perceptual, motor and cognitive abilities due to age-
related degenerative processes. (Birdi, Pennington 
and Zapf, 1997) and (Morris, 1994) indicated that 
this decline should be considered while designing 
interactive systems for the elderly. Therefore, we 
defined a set of design guidelines for multimodal 
interaction with respect to the decline of the most 
common abilities. They are implemented and 
integrated into our multimodal interactive guidance 
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 system and tested by a pilot study. The results are 
described in (Jian, et al., 2011) and the improved 
guidelines are now presented as follows, regarding 
the decline of the seven most common abilities.  
3.1 Visual Perception 
Visual perception declines for most people with age 
(Fozard, 1990). Even in the early forties, many 
people find it more difficult to focus on objects up 
close and to see fine details. The size of the visual 
field is decreasing and leads to loss of peripheral 
vision. Rich colours and complex shapes make 
images hard or even impossible to identify. Rapidly 
moving objects are either causing too much 
distraction, or becoming less noticeable. To cope 
with these impairments, the following guidelines 
should be taken into account: 
? Layouts of the user interface should be 
devised as simple and clear as possible, with 
few (if any) or no overlapping items. 
? All texts should be large enough, suggesting 
simple fonts in the 12-14 point range. 
? Strong contrast should be used with as few 
colors as possible; this also applies to simple 
and easily recognizable shape designs. 
? Unnecessary and irrelevant visual effects and 
animation should be avoided. 
3.2 Speech ability 
Elderly persons need more time to produce complex 
words or longer sentences, probably due to reduced 
motor control of tongue and lips (Mackay and 
Abrams, 1996). Furthermore, speech-related elderly-
centered adaptation is necessary to improve the 
interaction quality to a sufficient level (Moeller, 
Goedde and Wolters, 2008). Based on these, the 
following aspects should be taken into account: 
? Acoustic models specialized for the elderly 
should be used for speech recognizer. 
? Vocabulary should be built with more definite 
articles, auxiliaries, first person pronouns and 
lexical items related to social interaction. 
? Dialogue strategies should be able to cope 
with elderly specific needs such as repeating, 
helping and social interaction, etc. 
3.3 Hearing ability 
Hearing ability declines to 75% with increasing age 
75 and 79 year olds, (Kline and Scialfa, 1996). High 
pitched sounds are increasingly not percieved, as 
well as long and complex sentences becoming 
difficult to follow (Schieber, 1992). Therefore 
special attention should be paid to the following: 
? Text displays can help when information is 
mis- or not heard. 
? Synthesized texts should be intensively 
revised regarding style, vocabulary, length and 
sentence structures suitable for elderly. 
? Low pitched voices are more acceptable for 
speech synthesis, e.g., female voices are less 
preferred than male ones.  
3.4 Motor abilities 
Using a computer mouse has been problematic for 
many elderly persons as good hand-eye coordination 
is required (Walkder, Philbin and Fisk, 1997). It is 
difficult for them to position the cursor if the target 
is too small or too irregular to locate, and they have 
problems with control of fine movements (Charness 
and Bosman, 1990), especially when other cognitive 
functions are required at the same time. Thus, the 
following procedures are suggested: 
? Direct interaction is recommended. 
? All GUI items should be accessibly shaped, 
sized and well spaced from each other. 
? Simple movements are recommended, such as 
clicking instead of dragging or drawing. 
? Text input should be avoided or replaced with 
other simpler input actions. 
? An undo function is needed to correct errors. 
? Simultaneous multimodal input such as the 
combination of speech and other input should 
be avoided or replaced. 
3.5 Attention and Concentration 
Elderly individuals become more easily distracted 
by details or noise (Kotary and Hoyer, 1995). They 
display great difficulty maintaining divided 
attention, e.g. where attention must be paid to more 
than one aspect at the same time (McDowd and 
Craik, 1988). To cope with these constraints the 
following points are suggested: 
? Only relevant images should be used. 
? Items should not be displayed simultaneously. 
? Unified or similar fonts, colors and sizes of 
displayed texts are recommended. 
? Changes on the user interface should be 
emphasized in an obvious way. 
3.6 Memory 
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 Different memory functions decline at different 
degrees during ageing. Short term memory holds 
fewer items while ageing and more time is needed to 
process information (Hoyer and Rybash, 1992). 
Working memory also becomes less efficient 
(Salthouse, 1994). Semantic information is believed 
to be preserved in long term memory (Craik and 
Jennings, 1992). To compensate the decline of the 
different memory functions, the following points are 
suggested: 
? Pure image items should be avoided or placed 
near relevant key words. 
? Presented items should not exceed five, the 
average maximum capacity of short term 
memory of elderly people. 
? Information should be categorized to assist 
storage into long term memory. 
? Context sensitive information is necessary to 
facilitate working memory activities. 
3.7 Intellectual ability 
Fluid intelligence does decline with ageing (Shaie, 
1996), however, crystallized intelligence does not 
(Hawthorn, 2000); it can assist elderly people to 
perform better in a stable well-known interface 
environment. To reflect this on interface design, we 
suggest assuring the following points: 
? Unified interface layout, where changes 
should only happen on data level. 
? Semantically intuitive structure, where users 
should not be too surprised while traversing 
the interaction levels. 
? Consistent interaction style, easing learning 
and assist elderly to master interface use. 
4 MULTIMODAL INTERACTIVE 
GUIDANCE SYSTEM FOR 
ELDERLY PERSONS 
The Multimodal Interactive Guidance System for 
Elderly Persons (MIGSEP) was developed for 
elderly or handicapped persons to navigate through 
public spaces. MIGSEP runs on a portable touch 
screen tablet PC. It serves as the interactive media 
designed for an autonomous intelligent electronic 
wheelchair that can automatically carry its users to 
desired locations within complex environments. 
4.1 System Architecture 
 
Figure 6: The architecture of MIGSEP. 
The architecture of MIGSEP is illustrated in figure 
6. A Generalized Dialogue Manager is developed 
using the unified dialogue modelling approach. It 
functions as the central processing unit and enables a 
formally controllable and extensible, meanwhile 
context-sensitive multimodal interaction. An Input 
Manager receives and interprets all incoming 
messages from GUI Action Recognizer for GUI 
inputs, Speech Recognizer for natural language 
understanding and Sensing Manager for other sensor 
data. An Output Manager on the other hand, handles 
all outgoing commands and distributes them to View 
Presenter for visual feedbacks, Speech Synthesizer 
to generate natural language responses and Action 
Actuator to perform necessary motor actions. 
Knowledge Manager uses Database to keep the 
static data of certain environments and Context to 
process the dynamic information exchanged with 
users during the interaction. 
Although the essential components of MIGSEP 
are closely connected with each other via predefined 
XML-based communication mechanism, each of 
them is treated as an open black box and can be 
implemented or extended for specific use, without 
affecting other MIGSEP components. It provides a 
general platform for both theoretical researches and 
empirical studies on multimodal interaction.  
4.2 The Unified Dialogue Model in 
MIGSEP 
The current unified dialogue model (UDM) consists 
of four extended state transition diagrams. 
The interaction is initiated with the diagram 
Dialogue(S, U) (cf. figure 8), by the initialization of 
the system’s start state and a greeting-like request. 
 
Figure 8: the initiate diagram. 
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 The dialogue continues with user’s instruction to 
a certain location, request for a certain information 
or restart action, leading to the system’s further 
response or dialogue restart, respectively, as well as 
updating the information state with the attached 
update rules (cf. Dialogue(U, S) in figure 9). 
 
Figure 9: the transition diagram triggered by the user. 
After receiving user’s input, the system tries to 
generate an appropriate response according to its 
current knowledge base and information state (cf. 
Response(S, U) in figure 10). This can be informing 
the user with requested data, rejecting an 
unacceptable request with or without certain reasons, 
providing choices for multiple options, or asking for 
further confirmation of taking a critical action, each 
of which triggers transitions to different diagrams. 
 
Figure 10: the system’s response. 
Finally, the user can accept or reject the system’s 
response, or even ignore it by simply providing new 
instructions or requests, triggering further state 
transitions as well as information state updates (cf. 
Response(U, S) in figure 11).  
 
Figure 11: the user’s response. 
Using the FormDia toolkit, the UDM was 
developed as CSP specifications, and its functional 
properties have been validated and verified via FDR, 
as well as its conceptual interaction process using 
FormDia simulator. The tested specification was 
then used to generate corresponding machine-
readable state transition automata and integrated into 
the Generalized Dialogue Manager of MIGSEP. 
4.3 The Elderly-friendly Design 
Elements in MIGSEP 
According to the design guidelines in the previous 
section, a set of elderly-centered design elements 
were implemented in MIGSEP. Specifically, the 
most essential elements are listed below: 
? Visual perception: simple and clear layout 
was constructed without overlapping items; 
12-14 sized sans-serif fonts were chosen for 
all displayed texts. Simple and high contrast 
colours without fancy visual effects were used 
and placed aside; regularly shaped rectangles 
and circles were selected, enabling comfortabe 
perception and easy recognition. 
? Hearing ability: both text and acoustic output 
are provided as system responses. Styles, 
vocabulary, structures of the sentences have 
been intensively revised. A low-pitched yet 
vigorous male voice is chosen for the 
synthesis. 
? Motor functions: regularly shaped, 
sufficiently sized and well separated interface 
elements were designed for easy access. 
Clicking was decided to be the only action to 
avoid otherwise frequently occurring errors 
caused by decline of motor and attentional 
functions. “Start” was provided as the only 
way of orientating oneself to avoid confusion. 
? Attention or Concentration: fancy irrelevant 
images or decorations were avoided. Unified 
font, colors, sizes of interface elements were 
used for the entire interface. Simple animation 
notifying changes were constructed, giving 
sufficiently clear yet not distracting feedback 
to the user. 
? Memory abilities: all items are used with 
relevant keywords. The number of displayed 
items is restricted to no more than three, 
considering the maximum capacity of short 
term memory, the accessible size as well as 
the readable amount of information of the 
interaction items on a table PC. Logically 
well-structured and sequentially presented 
items were intensively revised to assist 
orientation during interaction. Context 
sensitive clues are given with selected colors. 
? Intellectual ability: consistent layout, colours 
and interaction styles are used. Changes on the 
interface happen only on data level. 
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 4.4 Interaction with MIGSEP in 
Hospital Environments 
We have implemented a MIGSEP system and set its 
application domain to hospital environments. Figure 
12 shows a user interacting with it via speech 
modality. 
 
Figure 12: a user is interacting with MIGSEP. 
Figure 13 shows a sample dialogue between the 
MIGSEP system and a user who would like to be 
guided to the cardiology department, to a doctor 
named Wolf. 
 
Figure 13: example of a dialogue with MIGSEP. 
5 THE EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 
To evaluate how well elderly is assisted by MIGSEP 
system, an experimental study was conducted. 
5.1 Participants 
Eighteen elderly persons (m/f: 11/7, mean age of 
70.9, standard deviation (SD)=3.0), all German 
native speakers, took part in the study. They all had 
the mini-mental state examination (MMSE), which 
is a screening test to measure cognitive mental status 
(Folstein, Folstein and Mchugh, 1975). A test value 
between 28 and 30 indicates normal cognitive 
functioning, therefore, our participants showing 28.3 
(SD=.86) were in the normal range. 
 
5.2 Stimuli and Apparatus 
As shown in figure 12, visual stimuli were given by 
the green lamp and the graphical user interface on 
the screen of a portable tablet PC; audio stimuli as 
complementary feedbacks were also generated by 
the MIGSEP system and presented via two 
loudspeakers at a well-perceivable volume. All tasks 
were given as keywords on the pages of a calendar-
like system. The only input possibility was the 
spoken language instructions, activated if the button 
was being pressed and the green lamp was on.  
The same data set contains virtual information 
about personnel, rooms and departments in a 
common hospital, was used in the experiment.  
During the experiment each participant was 
accompanied by only one investigator, who gave the 
introduction and well-defined instructions at the 
beginning, and provided help if necessary (which 
was very rare the case).  
An automatic internal logger of the MIGSEP 
system was used to collect the real-time data, while 
the windows standard audio recorder program kept 
track of the whole dialogic interaction process. 
A questionnaire focusing on the user satisfaction 
was designed. It includes questions of seven 
categories: system behaviour, speech output, textual 
output, interface presentation, task performing, user-
friendliness and user perspective. The questionnaire 
was completed by each participant by a five point 
Likert scale, where one represents the lowest 
appropriateness and five the highest. 
5.3 Procedure 
Each participant had to undergo four phases: 
? Introduction: a brief introduction was given 
to the participants. 
? Learning: they were instructed how to 
interact with the MIGSEP system using the 
button device and spoken natural language. 
After they made no more mistakes using the 
button device, a further introduction was given 
to the verbal and graphical feedbacks the 
system provides. Then they were asked to 
perform one or two sample tasks to gather 
more practical experiences with the system. 
? Testing: Each participant had to perform 
eleven tasks, each of which contains 
incomplete yet sufficient information about a 
destination the participant should select. Each 
task was ended, if the goal was selected, or the 
participant gave up trying after six minutes.  
? Evaluation: After all tasks were run through, 
each participant was asked to fill in the 
questionnaire for evaluation. 
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 5.4 Questions and Methods 
Altogether, there are three important questions to be 
focused and answered by the experiment: 
? ”Can elderly use the MIGSEP system to 
complete the tasks?” 
A standard measurement method Kappa 
coefficient is used to assess the successfulness 
of the interaction between the participants and 
the system. 
? “Can elderly persons handle the tasks with 
MIGSEP efficiently?” 
This shall be answered by the automatically 
logged data of every single interaction. 
? “Do elderly find it comfortable to interact with 
MIGSEP?”  
This should be reflected in the results of the 
evaluation questionnaires. 
6 RESULTS 
6.1 Effectiveness of MIGSEP 
To answer the first question, i.e., how well the 
MIGSEP system assists elderly persons to perform 
tasks, we used Kappa coefficient, which is a well-
accepted method for measuring effectiveness of 
interaction (Walker, et al., 1997).  
In order to apply this method, we needed to 
define the attribute value matrix (AVM), which had 
to contain all information that has to be exchanged 
between MIGSEP and the participants. E.g. table 1 
shows the AVM for the task: ”Drive to a person 
named Michael Frieling.”, where the expected 
values of this task are also presented. 
Table 1: An example AVM for the task “drive to a person 
name Michael Frieling”. 
Attribute Expected value 
FN Michael 
LN Frieling 
G Male 
 
By combining the actual data recorded during the 
experiment with the expected attribute values in the 
AVMs, we can construct the confusion matrices for 
all tasks. E.g., table 2 shows the confusion matrix for 
the task ”drive to a person named Michael Frieling”, 
where ”M” and ”N” denote whether the actual data 
match with the expected attribute values in the 
AVMs. E.g. one participant selected a person with 
wrong first and last names. 
Table 2: The confusion matrix for the task “drive to a 
person named Michael Frieling”. 
 FN LN G  
sum Data M N M N M N 
FN 17 1     18 
LN   17 1   18 
G     18  18 
 
Given one confusion matrix, the Kappa 
coefficient can be calculated with  
??= ??????????????? , (Walker, et al., 1997)  
In our experiment,  
P(A) = 
? ??????? ?????
?   
is the proportion of times that the actual data agree 
with the attribute values, and  
P(E) = ? ?????? ??????   
is the proportion of times that the actual data are 
expected to be agreed by chance, where M(i, M) is 
the value of the matched cell of row i, M(i) the sum 
of the cells of row i, and T the sum of all cells.  
Therefore, we summarized the results of all the 
tasks and constructed one confusion matrix for all 
the data, and got that, P(A) = 0.961  and kappa 
coefficient κ = 0.955, which suggests a highly 
successful degree of interaction between the 
MIGSEP system and the participants. 
6.2 Efficiency of MIGSEP 
Regarding the efficiency of MIGSEP, quantitative 
data automatically logged during the experiments 
are summarized in table 3, with respect to user turns, 
system turns, ASR failed times (the frequency of the 
Automatic Speech Recognizer failing getting a 
parsable sentence), ASR error times (the frequency 
of the ASR wrongly recognizing utterances), user 
turns without ASR (user turns without being affected 
by the ASR related failures) and the elapsed time for 
each participant and each task.  
Table 3: Quantitative results calculated based on the 
recorded data concerning efficiency. 
 Average Standard 
deviation 
User turns 4.1 1.8 
Sys turns 4.0 1.7 
ASR failed times 1.2 0.8 
ASR error times 1.0 1.2 
User turns without ASR 1.9 0.4 
Elapsed time 61.0 23.6 
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 From a dialogue system’s points of view, a very 
good overall performance efficiency is shown by 
averagely 4.1 user turns and 3.9 system turns per 
task for each participant, as the average basic turn 
numbers, which can be inferred by the shortest 
solution regarding the number of slots for each task 
to be filled, are 3 user turns and 3 system turns. In 
addition, if the ASR related failures and errors are 
excluded, the user turns would be only 1.9. This 
shows that almost each task was completed by each 
participant with only one complicated sentence. 
Furthermore, the user turns without ASR, which is 
lower than the theoretically minimum 2 user turns, 
even implied that with slightly wrong recognized 
sentence, the MIGSEP system was still able to find a 
solution to help elderly persons to complete tasks.  
On the other hand, the elapsed time for each task 
and each participant is considered as satisfying, with 
averagely 61.0 second for minimal 6 interaction 
paces (3 user turns +3 system turns), including the 
relatively long spoken utterance either by the system 
or the elderly participants. However, the standard 
deviation of 23.6 is a bit high, since two participants 
needed much longer time than the others. They 
encountered many problems with the automatic 
speech recognizer, which indicates the necessity for 
further analysis and improvement of the ASR.  
6.3 User Satisfaction 
Table 5: The assessment of subjective user satisfaction. 
 Mean Standard 
deviation 
System behaviour 3.7 0.8 
Speech output 4.5 0.5 
Textual output 4.7 0.5 
Interface presentation 4.6 0.4 
Task performing 4.3 0.4 
User-friendliness 4.6 0.4 
User perspective 3.9 0.8 
Overall 4.3 0.4 
 
Overall, it shows a very good user satisfaction 
with the averagely score of 4.3 out of 5. Specifically, 
the speech and textual outputs are considered 
appropriately constructed with the score of 4.5 and 
4.7; the interface is intuitive and easy to understand 
with the score of 4.6; the process to perform the task 
is quite feasible with the score of 4.3; and the system 
is rather user-friendly with the score of 4.6 out of 5.  
However, the scores of system behaviour and 
user perspective were a bit lower than the others. It 
is mainly due to the problem of the automatic speech 
recognizer, which could trigger unexpected system 
responses, and therefore make the future use from 
the user perspective less attractive.  
7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE 
WORK 
This paper presented our work on multimodal 
interaction for elderly persons from three essential 
perspectives: the modelling and development of 
multimodal interaction using a tool-supported, 
formally tractable and extensible unified dialogue 
modelling approach; the design and implementation 
of a multimodal interactive system according to a 
number of elderly-friendly guidelines regarding the 
basic design principles of conventional interactive 
interfaces and ageing centered characteristics. The 
multimodal interactive system was evaluated with 
eighteen elderly persons. The evaluation showed 
high effectiveness, high efficiency and a high 
satisfaction of the user with our system. These 
findings provide us with further evidence for our 
proposed guidelines, approaches and frameworks on 
system design and implementation. 
The presented work served as part of a 
developmental process towards building an 
effective, efficient, adaptive and robust multimodal 
interactive framework for the elderly. Further study 
focussing on speech and touch screen combined 
modalities is being conducted. Moreover, corpus-
based supervised and reinforcement learning 
techniques will be applied to improve the current 
dialogue model and gain more flexible interaction to 
compensate for the insufficient reliability of 
automatic speech recognizers. Our future research 
will continue with combining and experimenting 
emerging technologies in addition to speech, touch 
screen and visual modalities. Special attentions are 
also being paid to learning-based discourse 
modelling and management in advanced multimodal 
interactive systems for elderly persons. 
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Abstract. This paper reports our work on the development and evaluation of a 
multimodal interactive guidance system for navigating elderly persons in hos-
pital environments. A list of design guidelines has been proposed and imple-
mented in our system, addressing the needs of designing a multimodal interfac-
es for elderly persons. Meanwhile, the central component of an interactive sys-
tem, the dialogue manager, has been developed according to a unified dialogue 
modelling method, which combines the conventional recursive transition net-
work based generalized dialogue models and the classic agent-based dialogue 
theory, and supported by a formal language based development toolkit. In order 
to evaluate the minutely developed multimodal interactive system, the touch 
and speech input modalities of the current system were evaluated by an elabo-
rated experimental study with altogether 31 elderly. The overall positive results 
on the effectiveness, efficiency and user satisfaction of both modalities confirm 
our proposed guidelines, approaches and frameworks on interactive system de-
velopment. Despite the slightly different results, there is no significant evidence 
for one preferred modality. Thus, further study of their combination is consi-
dered necessary. 
Keywords: Multimodal interaction, elderly-centered system design, human-
computer interaction, spoken dialogue systems, formal methods 
1 Introduction 
Multimodal interfaces is gaining more and more importance for its promising possi-
bility to achieve a significantly more effective and efficient human computer interac-
tion (cf. [1]), they also increase users’ satisfaction and provide a more natural and 
intuitive way of interaction (cf. [2]). Meanwhile, due to the demographic development 
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towards increasingly more elderly persons, there rises a growing research focus on the 
multimodal communication technology, which aims at enhancing the quality of inte-
raction by taking age-related decline into account (cf. [3]). 
Elderly people often suffer from decline of sensory, perceptual, motor and cogni-
tive abilities. Considering these facts we first present a list of elaborated design guide-
lines regarding basic design principles of conventional interactive systems and the 
most common elderly-centered characteristics. Meanwhile, in order to achieve a flex-
ible and context-sensitive, yet formally tractable and controllable interaction, we de-
signed a unified dialogue modelling approach, which combines a finite state based 
generalized dialogue model and the classic agent based dialogue model, and imple-
mented this by a formal language based development framework. According to the 
proposed design guidelines and the unified dialogue modelling approach, an interac-
tive guidance system was especially designed and developed for the elderly. To eva-
luate the touch input and natural spoken language modalities with respect to their 
feasibility and acceptance by elderly persons, an empirical study was conducted with 
31 older participants. The general framework PARADISE [4] has been applied in our 
evaluation process. The study also aimed at the evaluation of the multimodal interac-
tive guidance system as a whole, while regarding the essential criteria of the follow-
ing aspects for interaction: the effectiveness of task success, the efficiency of execut-
ing tasks and the user satisfaction with the system. 
The following text is organized as follows: section 2 presents the proposed general 
guidelines for designing multimodal interactive system for elderly persons; section 3 
introduces the unified dialogue modelling approach which combines the classic agent 
based approach and the recursive transition network based theory for building the 
discourse management of the multimodal interaction; section 4 then describes the 
multimodal interactive guidance system, which is developed based on the unified 
dialogue modelling approach and the presented set of design guidelines; section 5 
describes the experimental study, and the results are analyzed and discussed in section 
6. Finally, section 7 concludes and gives an outline of the future work. 
2 Design Guidelines of Multimodal Interactive Systems for 
Elderly Persons 
[5] indicated that the decline of elderly persons should be considered while designing 
interactive systems for the elderly. Therefore, we defined a set of design guidelines 
for multimodal interaction with respect to the decline of seven very important abili-
ties. They are implemented and integrated into our multimodal interactive guidance 
system and tested in an empirical pilot study. The results are described in [6] and the 
improved guidelines are presented as follows: 
2.1 Visual Perception 
Visual perception declines for most people with age (cf. [7]) in different ways: many 
people find it more difficult to focus on objects up close and to see fine details; the 
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size of the visual field is decreasing and the peripheral vision is successively declin-
ing. Rich colors and complex shapes are making perception difficult. Rapidly moving 
objects are either causing too much distraction, or becoming less noticeable. To cope 
with these impairments, the following guidelines should be taken into account: 
? Layouts of the user interface should be devised as simple and clear as possible, 
with few (if any) or no overlapping items. 
? All texts should be large enough to be readable on the communicating interfaces. 
? Strong contrast should be used with as few colors as possible; this also applies to 
simple and easily recognizable shape designs. 
? Unnecessary and irrelevant visual effects should be avoided. 
2.2 Speech Ability 
Elderly persons need more time to produce complex words or longer sentences, prob-
ably due to reduced motor control of tongue and lips (cf. [8]). Furthermore, speech-
related adaptation is necessary to improve the interaction quality to a sufficient level 
(cf. [9]). Based on these, the following aspects should be taken into account: 
? Special acoustic models for the elderly should be used for speech recognizer. 
? Vocabulary should be built with more definite articles, auxiliaries, first person 
pronouns and lexical items related to social interaction. Texts should be as simple 
as possible. 
? Dialogue strategies should be able to cope with elderly specific needs such as re-
peating, helping and social interaction, etc. 
2.3 Auditory Perception 
Hearing ability declines at least to 75% after 75 year olds (cf. [10]). High pitched 
sounds are increasingly lost, as well as long and complex sentences becoming diffi-
cult to follow (cf. [11]). Therefore special attention should be paid to the following: 
? Text displays can help when information is mis- or not heard, which should not 
provide conflicting information. 
? Synthesized texts should be intensively revised regarding style, vocabulary, length 
and sentence structures suitable for elderly. 
? Low pitched voices are more acceptable for speech synthesis, e.g., female voices 
are less preferred than male ones. 
2.4 Motor Ability 
Computer mice are unsuitable for many elderly due to the lack of good hand-eye 
coordination and decline of fine motor abilities (cf. [12]). Positioning the cursor is 
difficult if the target is too small or too irregular to locate, and fine movements are 
harder to control (cf. [13]).Thus, the following procedures are suggested: 
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? Direct interaction is recommended, e.g., touch screen. 
? All GUI items should be accessibly shaped, sized and well spaced from each other. 
? Simple movements are recommended, such as clicking instead of dragging. 
? Text input should be avoided or replaced with other simpler input actions. 
? An undo function is needed to correct errors. 
? Simultaneous multimodal input such as the combination of speech and other input 
should be avoided or replaced. 
2.5 Attention and Concentration 
Elderly persons are more easily distracted by details or noise (cf. [14]). They show 
great difficulty maintaining divided attention, where attention must be paid to more 
than one aspect at a time (cf. [15]). Therefore, the following points are suggested: 
? Only relevant images should be used. 
? Items should not be displayed simultaneously. 
? Unified or similar fonts, colors and sizes of displayed texts are recommended. 
? Changes on the user interface should be emphasized in an obvious way. 
2.6 Memory Functionalities 
Different memory functions decline at different degrees during ageing. Short term 
memory holds fewer items while ageing and declines earlier; also more time is needed 
to process information (cf. [16]). Working memory also becomes less efficient (cf. 
[17]). Semantic information is believed to be preserved in long term memory for a 
longer period(cf. [18]). To compensate the decline of the different memory functions, 
the following points are suggested: 
? Pure image items should be avoided or placed near relevant key words. 
? Presented items in a sequence should not exceed five, the average maximum ca-
pacity of short term memory of elderly persons. 
? Information should be categorized to assist storage into long term memory. 
? Context sensitive information is necessary to facilitate working memory activities. 
2.7 Intellectual Ability 
Fluid intelligence does decline with ageing, while, crystallized intelligence does not 
or to a less extent (cf. [19]); it can assist elderly people to perform better in a stable 
well-known interface environment. Thus, we suggest assuring the following points: 
? Unified interface layout, where changes should only happen on data level. 
? Semantically intuitive structure, where users should not be too surprised while 
traversing the interaction levels. 
? Consistent interaction style facilitates learning and assist elderly to master interface 
use. 
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3 A Formal Unified Dialogue Modelling Approach 
As a typical recursive network based approach, generalized dialogue models were 
developed by constructing dialogue structures at the illocutionary level (cf. [20]). 
However, it is criticized for its inflexibility of dealing with dynamic information ex-
change. Meanwhile, information state update based theories were deemed the most 
successful foundation of agent based dialogue approaches (cf. [21]), which provides a 
powerful mechanism to handle dynamic information and gains a context sensitive 
dialogue management. Nevertheless, such models are usually very difficult to manage 
and extend (cf. [22]). 
Thus, a unified dialogue modelling approach was developed. It combines the gene-
ralized dialogue models with information state updated based theories. This approach 
is supported by a formal development toolkit, which is used to implement an effec-
tive, flexible, yet formally controllable dialogue management. 
3.1 A Unified Dialogue Modelling Approach 
Generalized dialogue models can be constructed with the recursive transition net-
works (RTN). They abstract dialogue models by describing illocutionary acts without 
reference to direct surface indicators (cf. [23]). Fig. 1 (left) shows a simple genera-
lized dialogue model as a recursive transition network diagram. It is initiated with an 
assertion from a person A, responded by B with three actions: accept, agree or reject. 
 
Fig. 1. A generalized dialogue model as a simple recursive transition network (RTN) (left) & a 
generalized dialogue model as a simple deterministic RTN with conditional transitions (right) 
The generalized dialogue model above is a none-deterministic model. To build a feas-
ible interaction model, deterministic behavior should be assured for the interaction 
flow. Thus, conditional transitions are introduced to improve the above dialogue 
model (cf. Fig. 1 right). Let checkAssert be a method to check whether an assertion 
holds with B’s knowledge and a an assertion given by A, if the assertion holds, B can 
agree with it; otherwise, B rejects it and initiates further discussion; if the assertion is 
not known by B, then B accepts it. Such conditional transitions can only be activated 
if the relevant condition is fulfilled. We call it the conditional RTN. 
Although the conditional RTN based generalized dialogue model defines a deter-
ministic illocutionary structure, it does not provide the mechanism to integrate dis-
course information. Thus, information state based theory was integrated into our uni-
fied dialogue model by eliminating some typical elements, e.g. AGENDA for plan-
ning the next dialogue moves, because such information is already captured by the 
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generalized dialogue model; furthermore it complements illocutionary structure with 
update rules, which is associated with the information state of current context, and can 
update the information state respectively if necessary. As a result, a unified dialogue 
model is constructed as shown in Fig. 2 (left). Four update rules are added, so that the 
discourse context can always be considered and updated; e.g. the update rule 
ACCEPT adds a new assertion a into B’s belief and refer it as known from then on. 
Finally, we define a unified dialogue model as a deterministic recursive transition 
network built at the illocutionary level of interaction processes; its transitions can 
only be triggered by fulfilled conditions concerning the information state, and with 
the consequences of information state update according to a set of update rules. 
 
Fig. 2. A simple unified dialogue model and its CSP specification 
3.2 A Formal Language Based Development Toolkit for Dialogue Modelling 
Deterministic recursive transition networks can be illustrated as a typical finite state 
transition diagram (cf. Fig. 2 left), which provides the possibility of specifying the 
described illocutionary structure with mathematically well-founded formal methods, 
e.g., with Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) in the formal methods commu-
nity of computer science.  
CSP can not only be used to specify finite state automata structured patterns with 
abstract, yet highly readable and easily maintainable logic formalization (cf. [24]), but 
it is also supported by well-established model checkers to verify the concurrent as-
pects and increase the tractability (cf. [25]). Thus, CSP is used to specify and verify 
the unified dialogue models (cf. the example in Fig. 2 (right)). 
To support the development of unified dialogue models within interactive systems, 
we provided the Formal Dialogue Development Toolkit (FormDia cf. Fig. 3). 
 
Fig. 3. the Structure of the FormDia Toolkit (cf. [26]) 
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To develop the unified dialogue model based discourse management, FormDia toolkit 
can be used according to the following steps: 
? Validation: the CSP specified structure of a unified dialogue model can be vali-
dated by using Failures-Divergence Refinement tool, (FDR (cf. [27])), which is a 
model checking tool for validating and verifying concurrency of state automata. 
? Generation: according to the given CSP specification, finite state automata can 
then be generated by the FormDia Generator. 
? Channels Definition: channels between the dialogue management and applica-
tion/domain specific components can be defined. These channels are at first black 
boxes, which will be filled with deterministic behavior of concrete components. 
? Simulation: with the generated finite state automata and the communication chan-
nels, dialogues scenarios are simulated via a graphical interface, which visualizes 
dialogue states as a directed graph and provides a set of utilities to trigger events 
and the dialogue state update for testing and verification. 
? Integration: after the dialogue model is validated and verified, it can be integrated 
into a practical interactive dialogue system via a dialogue management driver.  
The FormDia toolkit shows a promising way for developing formally tractable and 
extensible interaction. It enables an intuitive design of dialogue models with formal 
language, automatic validation of related functional properties, and it also provides an 
easy simulation, verification for the specified dialogue models, and the straightfor-
ward integration within a practical interactive system. In addition, with the unified 
dialogue model, FormDia toolkit can even be used in multimodal interactive system. 
4 Multimodal Interactive Guidance System for Elderly Persons 
The Multimodal Interactive Guidance System for Elderly Persons (MIGSEP) was 
developed for elderly or handicapped persons to navigate through public spaces. 
MIGSEP runs on a portable touch screen tablet PC. It serves as the interactive media 
designed for an autonomous intelligent electronic wheelchair that can automatically 
carry its users to desired locations within complex environments. 
4.1 System Architecture 
 
Fig. 4. The architecture of MIGSEP 
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The architecture of MIGSEP is illustrated in Fig. 4. A Generalized Dialogue Manager 
is developed using the unified dialogue modelling approach. It functions as the central 
processing unit and enables a formally controllable and extensible, meanwhile con-
text-sensitive multimodal interaction. An Input Manager receives and interprets all 
incoming messages from GUI Action Recognizer for GUI inputs, Speech Recognizer 
for natural language understanding and Sensing Manager for other sensor data. An 
Output Manager on the other hand, handles all outgoing commands and distributes 
them to View Presenter for visual feedbacks, Speech Synthesizer to generate natural 
language responses and Action Actuator to perform necessary motor actions. Know-
ledge Manager uses Database to keep the static data of certain environments and Con-
text to process the dynamic information exchanged with users during the interaction. 
Although the essential components of MIGSEP are closely connected with each 
other via predefined XML-based communication mechanism, each of them is treated 
as an open black box and can be implemented or extended for specific use, without 
affecting other MIGSEP components. It provides a general platform for both theoreti-
cal researches and empirical studies on multimodal interaction. 
4.2 The Unified Dialogue Model in MIGSEP 
The current unified dialogue model (UDM) consists of four extended state transition 
diagrams. 
Each interaction is initiated with the diagram Dialogue(S, U) (cf. Fig. 5 (left)), by 
the initialization of the system’s start state and a greeting-like request. 
 
Fig. 5. The Initiate diagram and the transition diagram triggered by user 
The dialogue continues with user’s instruction to a certain location, request for a cer-
tain information or restart action, leading to the system’s further response or dialogue 
restart, respectively, as well as updating the information state with the attached update 
rules (cf. Dialogue(U, S) in Fig. 5 (right)). 
After receiving user’s input, the system tries to generate an appropriate response 
according to its current knowledge base and information state (cf. Response(S, U) in 
Fig. 6 (left)). This can be informing the user with requested data, rejecting an unac-
ceptable request with or without certain reasons, providing choices for multiple op-
tions, or asking for further confirmation of taking a critical action, each of which trig-
gers transitions to different diagrams. 
Finally, the user can accept or reject the system’s response, or even ignore it by 
simply providing new instructions or requests, triggering further state transitions as 
well as information state updates (cf. Response(U, S) in Fig. 6 (right)). 
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Fig. 6. The model for system’s response and the model for user’s response  
Using the FormDia toolkit, the UDM was developed as CSP specifications, and its 
functional properties have been validated and verified via FDR, as well as its concep-
tual interaction process using FormDia simulator. The tested specification was then 
used to generate corresponding machine-readable state transition automata and inte-
grated into the Generalized Dialogue Manager of MIGSEP. 
4.3 The Elderly-friendly Design Elements in MIGSEP 
According to the design guidelines in the previous section, a set of elderly-centered 
design elements were implemented in MIGSEP. Specifically, the most essential ele-
ments are listed below: 
? Visual perception: simple and clear layout was constructed without overlapping 
items; 12-14 sized sans-serif fonts were chosen for all displayed texts. Simple and 
high contrast colors without fancy visual effects were used and placed aside; regu-
larly shaped rectangles and circles were selected, enabling comfortable perception 
and easy recognition. 
? Auditory perception: both text and acoustic output are provided as system res-
ponses. Styles, vocabulary, structures of the sentences have been intensively re-
vised. A low-pitched yet vigorous male voice is chosen for the synthesis. 
? Motor functions: regularly shaped, sufficiently sized and well separated interface 
elements were designed for easy access. Clicking was decided to be the only action 
to avoid otherwise frequently occurring errors caused by decline of motor function. 
“Start” was provided as the only way of orientating oneself to avoid confusion. 
? Attention/Concentration: fancy irrelevant images or decorations were avoided. 
Unified font, colors, sizes of interface elements were used for the entire interface. 
Simple animation notifying changes were constructed, giving sufficiently clear yet 
not distracting feedback to the user. 
? Memory functionalities: all items are used with relevant keywords. The number of 
displayed items is restricted to no more than three, considering the maximum ca-
pacity of short term memory, the accessible size as well as the readable amount of 
information of the interaction items on a table PC. Logically well-structured and 
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sequentially presented items were intensively revised to assist orientation during 
interaction. Context sensitive clues are given with selected colors. 
? Intellectual ability: consistent layout, colors and interaction styles are used. 
Changes on the interface happen only on data level. 
4.4 Interaction with MIGSEP in a Hospital Environment 
We have implemented a MIGSEP system and set its application domain to hospital 
environments. Fig. 7 shows a user interacting with it via speech modality and a sam-
ple dialogue between the MIGSEP system and a user who would like to be guided to 
the cardiology department, to a doctor named Wolf. 
 
Fig. 7. A user is interacting with MIGSEP and an Example of a dialogue with MIGSEP 
5 The Experimental Study 
To evaluate how well an elderly person is assisted by MIGSEP system, an experimen-
tal study concerning speech and touch input modalities was conducted. 
5.1 Participants 
Altogether 31 elderly persons (m/f: 18/13, mean age of 70.7, standard deviation 3.1), 
all German native speakers, took part in the study, in which 15 participants were us-
ing the speech input and 16 were using touch input. They all finished the mini-mental 
state examination (MMSE), which is a screening test to measure cognitive mental 
status (cf. [28]). A test value between 28 and 30 indicates slight decline yet sufficient-
ly normal cognitive functioning, therefore, our participants showing 29.0 averagely 
(std.=.84) were in the acceptable range. 
5.2 Stimuli and Apparatus 
Except the variation of the input possibilities between touch and speech, where the 
touch modality was supported by a touchable screen of a laptop and the spoken lan-
guage instructions were only activated if the button was being pressed and the green 
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lamp was on (cf. Fig. 7), all other stimuli are the same for both modalities, e.g., visual 
stimuli were given by a green lamp and a graphical user interface; audio stimuli as 
complementary feedbacks were also generated by the MIGSEP system and presented 
via two loudspeakers at a well-perceivable volume. All tasks were given as keywords 
on the pages of a calendar-like system.  
The same data set contains virtual information about personnel, rooms and depart-
ments in a common hospital, was used for both modalities throughout the experiment.  
During the experiment each participant was accompanied by only one investigator, 
who gave the introduction and well-defined instructions at the beginning, and pro-
vided help if necessary.  
An automatic internal logger of the MIGSEP system was used to collect the real-
time data, while the windows standard audio recorder program kept track of the whole 
dialogic interaction process. 
A questionnaire, which is focusing on the user satisfaction and includes questions 
of seven categories: system behavior, speech output, textual output, interface presen-
tation, task performing, user-friendliness and user perspective, was filled in by each 
participant via a five point Likert scale based grading system. 
5.3 Procedure 
Each participant (both touch and speech) had to undergo four phases: 
? Introduction: a brief introduction was given to the participants. 
? Standardized learning phase: they were instructed how to interact with the 
MIGSEP system, either using the touchable screen or using the button device and 
spoken natural language. After they made no more mistakes with the assigned in-
put modality, a further introduction was given to the verbal and graphical feed-
backs the system provides. Then they were asked to perform one task to gather 
more practical experiences. 
? Testing: Each participant had to perform 11 tasks, each of which contains incom-
plete yet sufficient information about a destination. Each task was ended, if the 
goal was selected, or the participant gave up trying after six minutes.  
? Evaluation: After all tasks were completed, each participant was asked to fill in the 
questionnaire for subject evaluation. 
5.4 Questions and Methods 
Altogether, there are three important questions to be answered by the experiment: 
? ”Can elderly use the MIGSEP system to complete the tasks?” 
Besides a general assessment of the task success, a standard measurement method 
Kappa coefficient ([4]) is also used to detail the evaluation of the effectiveness. 
? “Can elderly persons handle the tasks with MIGSEP efficiently?” 
This is answered by the automatically logged data of every single interaction. 
? “Do elderly find it comfortable to interact with MIGSEP?”  
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This is answered by the data of the evaluation questionnaires. 
6 Results and Discussion 
6.1 Effectiveness of MIGSEP 
Regarding the effectiveness of the MIGSEP system, 326 out of 341 tasks (10.5 of 11 
for each, 95.6%) were correctly performed by all the participants, where 10.6 (96.6) 
and 10.4 (94.5%) tasks were completed by each participant using touch or speech 
input modalities respectively. This suggests a generally high effectiveness of the inte-
raction with the MIGSEP system. However, in order to assess the effectiveness at a 
more detailed level, the standard statistical method Kappa coefficient was used. 
In order to apply the kappa method, we needed to define the attribute value matrix 
(AVM), which contains all information that has to be exchanged between MIGSEP 
and the participants. E.g. table 1 shows the AVM for the task: ”Drive to a person 
named Michael Frieling.” for both touch and speech modalities, where the expected 
values of this task are also presented. 
Table 1. An example AVM for the task “drive to a person name Michael Frieling”. 
Touch Speech 
Attribute Expected value Attribute Expected value 
Reached Level L1, L2, L3, L4 FN Michael 
Goal Selection Michael Frieling LN Frieling 
Confirm Yes (to the correct goal) G Male 
  M Person 
 
By combining the actual data recorded during the experiment with the expected 
attribute values in the AVMs, we can construct the confusion matrices for all tasks. 
Table 2 shows e.g. the confusion matrix for the task ”drive to a person named Michael 
Frieling” with the speech input modality, where ”M” and ”N” denote whether the 
actual data match with the expected attribute values in the AVMs, and “SNU” for the 
system failed-understanding situation. E.g. first name of Michael is wrongly targeted 
for 4 times and wrongly understood by the system 14 times. Similar construction is 
done with the AVM of touch input. 
Table 2. The confusion matrix fort the task „drive to a person named Michael Frieling“ 
 FN LN G M  
sum Data M N SNU M N SNU M N SNU M N SNU 
FN 81 4 14          99 
LN    82 3 12       97 
G       57  4    61 
M          3 2 1 6 
 
Given one confusion matrix, the Kappa coefficient can then be calculated with  
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??= ??????????????? , (cf. [4]) 
In our experiment,  
P(A) = 
? ??????? ?????
?  
is the proportion of times that the actual data agree with the attribute values, in-
cluding the system failed-understanding situation as not matched, and  
P(E) = ? ?????? ??????  
is the proportion of times that the actual data are expected to be agreed by chance, 
where M(i, M) is the value of the matched cell of row i, M(i) the sum of the cells of 
row i, and T the sum of all cells.  
Therefore, we summarized the results of all the tasks and constructed one confu-
sion matrix for all the data, and got: kappa coefficient κ = 0.88(std.=0.10) for touch 
and κ = 0.74 (std.=0.13) for speech modality. This in general still suggests a success-
ful degree of interaction using touch and speech modality. However, touch input is 
performing more effectively at the detailed interaction level compared to the speech 
modality, due to the common problem caused by the automatic speech recognizer 
(294 SNU, 19.6 averagely for each participants). 
6.2 Efficiency of MIGSEP 
Regarding the efficiency of MIGSEP, the automatically logged quantitative data are 
summarized in table 3, with respect to user turns, system turns and the elapsed time 
for each participant and each task.  
Table 3. Quantitative results calculated based on the recorded data concerning efficiency. 
 Touch Speech 
Mean Std. Mean Std. 
User turns 15.5 (7) 4.1 4.3 (3) 1.7 
Sys turns 15.4 (5) 3.9 4.3 (3) 1.6 
Elapsed time (s) 88.9 40.2 57.6 24.2 
 
From a general interaction perspective, a very good overall performance efficien-
cy is shown by averagely 4.3 user turns and 4.3 system turns per task for each partici-
pant using speech modality, because the average basic turn numbers, inferred by the 
shortest solution for each task to be filled, are 3 user turns and 3 system turns. This 
indicates that almost every participant (std. < 2) was able to find the shortest way to 
complete the tasks while tolerating the problem of automatic speech recognizer. 
However, 15.5 user turns and 15.4 system turns compared with the shortest solution 7 
and 5 respectively were less convincing for the touch modality. Given further insight 
into the individual data, four participants were having much more turns (averagely 
21.8 user turns) than the others, since they were slightly lost finding certain targets 
and started to do unreasonable brute-force searching.  
On the other hand, the elapsed time for each task and each participant for both 
modalities is considered as satisfying: with averagely 88.9 second for theoretically 
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minimal 12 interaction paces (7+5) with touch input, which is only 7.4 second each, 
and 57.5 second for minimal 6 interaction paces (3+3), which is only 9.6 second each. 
However, the standard deviation of 40.2 for touch input is a bit high, due to the inte-
raction context unawareness of the four individuals with 144.8 second averagely con-
sumed time.   
6.3 User Satisfaction 
Table 4. The assessment of subjective user satisfaction. 
 Touch Speech 
Mean Std. Mean Std. 
System behavior 4.8 0.3 3.6 0.7 
Speech output 4.7 0.5 4.6 0.6 
Textual output 4.9 0.3 4.5 0.5 
Interface presentation 4.8 0.3 4.7 0.4 
Task performing 4.5 0.3 4.3 0.5 
User-friendliness 4.7 0.4 4.4 0.6 
User perspective 4.3 0.9 3.9 0.8 
Overall 4.7 0.2 4.3 0.4 
 
Overall, it shows a very good user satisfaction for touch and speech modalities, 
with averagely 4.7 and 4.3 out of 5. Specifically, the speech and textual outputs are 
considered appropriately constructed; the interface is intuitive and easy to understand; 
the process to perform the task is feasible; and the system is considered user-friendly.  
However, the scores of system behavior and user perspective for the speech modal-
ity were a bit lower than the others. This is mainly due to the problem of the automat-
ic speech recognizer, which could trigger unexpected system responses, and therefore 
make the future use from the user perspective less attractive. This impression is also 
reflected to every other aspect for speech modality, with overall lower score com-
pared to touch input. 
7 Conclusions and Future Work 
This paper summarized our work on multimodal interaction for elderly persons, cen-
tering the following two essential aspects:  
? The design and implementation of a multimodal interactive system according to a 
number of elderly-friendly guidelines concerning with the basic design principles 
of conventional interactive interfaces and ageing centered characteristics;  
? The modelling and development of multimodal interaction using a tool-supported, 
formally tractable and extensible unified dialogue modelling approach.  
In order to evaluate the minutely designed and developed multimodal interactive sys-
tem, an experimental study was conducted with 31 elderly persons and concerned 
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with the touch and speech input modality respectively. The evaluation showed high 
effectiveness, sufficient efficiency and a high satisfaction of the participants with our 
system for both modalities. Due to the problem caused by the automatic speech rec-
ognition, touch modality displays a better performance with respect to effectiveness 
and is preferred by the elderly. But the speech modality helped the participants in a 
more efficient way. Thus, the combination of both modalities is motivated. 
The presented work served as a continuing step towards building an effective, effi-
cient, adaptive and robust multimodal interactive framework extensively for elderly 
persons. The result of a further study focusing on the touch and speech combined 
modality is being analyzed. Corpus-based supervised and reinforcement learning 
techniques will be applied to improve the current dialogue model and gain more flex-
ible interaction, with the expectation of compensating for the insufficient reliability of 
automatic speech recognizers. 
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Abstract: This paper presents our work on developing, implementing and evaluating a multimodal interactive 
guidance system that features spoken language and touch-screen input for elderly persons. The development 
foundation of the system comprises two systematically designed and empirically improved aspects: a set of 
development guidelines for elderly-friendly multimodal interaction according to common ageing-related 
decline of important human abilities, and a hybrid dialogue modelling approach with a formal method 
triggering and agent-based management for the elderly-centered multimodal interaction. To evaluate the 
minutely developed and implemented system, an experimental study was conducted with thirty-three elderly 
persons and empirical data were analyzed by applying an adapted version of a general evaluation 
framework, which provided overall positive analysis results and validated our effort to develop an effective, 
efficient and elderly friendly multimodal interaction. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
As the demographic development shows, the amount 
of elderly people is constantly growing in modern 
societies (Lutz, Sanderson and Scherbov, 2008). 
These persons often suffer from age-related decline 
or impairment of sensory, perceptual, physical and 
cognitive abilities. This poses particular challenges 
to the application of technical systems nowadays, 
which are getting more and more commonly 
implemented in the daily routines of elderly persons. 
Meantime, attention is increasingly focused on 
the technical systems with multimodal interfaces, 
which provide the users with multiple modes of 
interaction with a system; therefore they improve the 
quality of human-system communication concerning 
effectiveness, efficiency and user-friendliness (cf 
(Jaimes and Sebe, 2007)). 
Thus, in order to maximize the usability and user 
experience of technical systems for elderly persons, 
research on multimodal interaction for this specific 
user group is increasingly gaining more interest 
during the last decade. Various emerging 
technologies have been considered, such as 
advanced speech enabled interface (Krajewski, 
Wieland and Batliner, 2008), brain-signal interface 
(Mandel, et al., 2009), visual input via digital 
camera (Goetze, et al., 2012); also, a large 
contribution is being made to “Ambient Assistive 
Living”, the concept for developing age-adjusted 
and care-friendly living environments (cf. 
(Rodríguez, García-Vázquez and Andrade, 2011)). 
This paper presents a multimodal interactive 
system that can provide elderly persons with both 
spoken language and touch-screen input modalities. 
It has been particularly developed and implemented 
for the elderly focussing on two important aspects: 
1) a set of development guidelines for multimodal 
interactive systems with respect to the basic design 
principles of conventional interactive systems and 
the most common age-related characteristics; and 2) 
a hybrid dialogue modelling and management 
approach that combines the advanced finite state 
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 based generalized dialogue model and the classic 
agent based dialogue theory; it supports a flexible 
and context-sensitive, yet tractable and controllable 
multimodal interaction with a formal language based 
development framework. The resulting system has 
been continuously improved by a series of 
evaluative studies of our previous work concerning 
the development foundation and different modalities 
(cf. (Jian, et al, 2011), (Jian, et al, 2012)). In order to 
perform a further evaluation of spoken language and 
touch-screen combining input modalities, as well as 
the assessment of the complete multimodal 
interactive system concerning its effectiveness of 
task performance, efficiency of interface interaction 
and user acceptance by elderly persons, a 
supplementary experimental study was conducted 
with 33 elderly. The data were analysed by applying 
an adapted version of the general evaluation 
framework PARADISE (Walker, et al., 1997). The 
Results are briefly described in this paper. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: 
section 2 briefly introduces the design guidelines for 
multimodal interactive systems for elderly persons 
and the hybrid approach for multimodal interaction 
management; section 3 presents the multimodal 
interactive guidance system and section 4 describes 
the experimental study on evaluating the modality 
combining spoken language and touch-screen; the 
results are analysed and discussed in section 5. 
Finally, section 6 concludes the reported work and 
outlines the direction of our future activities. 
2 THE DEVELOPMENT 
FOUNDATION 
The theoretical and technical foundation of our work 
comprises two aspects: 
? A set of design guidelines for an elderly-
centered multimodal interactive system; 
? A formal method and agent based hybrid 
modelling approach for dialogue management. 
They are both systematically designed with 
respect to their suitability for the application, and 
continuously improved by our previous empirical 
studies (cf. (Jian, et al, 2012)). 
2.1 Design Guidelines of Multimodal 
Interactive Systems for Elderly 
Persons 
Physical and cognitive decline is almost universal in 
the elderly. According to (Birdi, Pennington and 
Zapf, 1997), these age-related characteristics should 
be considered while developing interactive systems 
for the elderly. Therefore, based on the common 
design principles for conventional interactive 
systems and the ageing-related empirical findings, 
we defined a set of design guidelines for multimodal 
interaction with respect to the decline of important 
human perceptual and cognitive functions. These 
guidelines have been implemented into our 
multimodal interactive guidance system, evaluated 
by our previous empirical studies, and then 
improved on the basis of their results. 
The final set of improved design guidelines were 
summarized in (Jian, et al, 2012). For reasons of 
brevity we report empirical findings regarding the 
decline of the seven most common human abilities, 
accordingly followed by the most important 
elements implemented and improved during our 
system development: 
Visual Perception worsens for most people with 
age (Fozard, 1990). Physically the size of the visual 
field is decreasing and the peripheral vision can be 
lost. It is more difficult to focus on objects up close 
and to see fine details, including rich colours and 
complex shapes that make images hard or even 
impossible to identify. Rapidly moving objects are 
either causing too much distraction, and/or become 
less noticeable. This decline concerns most with the 
graphical user interface. Based on the suggested 
guidelines, only simple and clear layout was 
constructed without overlapping items; 12-14 sized 
sans-serif fonts were chosen for all displayed texts. 
Simple and high contrast colours without fancy 
visual effects were used and placed aside; regularly 
shaped rectangles and circles were selected for 
comfortable perception and easy identification. 
Speech Ability declines while ageing in the way 
of being less efficient for pronouncing complex 
words or longer sentences, probably due to reduced 
motor control of tongue and lips (Mackay and 
Abrams, 1996). (Moeller, Goedde and Wolters, 
2008) confirmed that, elderly-centered adaptation of 
speech-enabled interactive components can improve 
the interaction quality to a satisfactory level. 
Therefore, the vocabulary and grammar for our 
speech recognizer and analyser were constructed 
with preferably short and easy wording in daily life 
communication; dialogue strategies were also 
adjusted to many elderly-specific situations.  
Auditory Perception declines to 75% between 
the age of 75 and 79 year olds (cf. Kline and Scialfa, 
1996). High pitched sounds are hard to perceive; 
complex sentences are difficult to follow (Schieber, 
1992). Therefore, text and acoustic output were both 
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 provided as system responses. Style, vocabulary and 
structure of the sentences were intensively revised 
regarding brevity. A low-pitched yet vigorous male 
voice was used for the speech synthesis.  
Motor Abilities decline generally due to loss of 
physical activities while ageing. Complex fine motor 
activities are more difficult to perform, e.g. to grab 
small or irregular targets (cf. Charness and Bosman, 
1990); conventional input devices such as a 
computer mouse are less preferred by elderly 
persons as good hand-eye coordination is required 
(Walkder, Philbin and Fisk, 1997). Taking these 
findings into account, a touch screen was chosen as 
the haptic interface; Regularly shaped, sufficiently 
sized and well separated interface elements were 
constructed; pressing instead of clicking or dragging 
was decided to be the only action in order to avoid 
otherwise frequently occurring errors. 
Attention and Concentration drop while 
ageing. Elderly persons either become more easily 
distracted by details and noise, or find other things 
harder to notice when concentrating on one thing 
(Kotary and Hoyer, 1995); they show great difficulty 
with situations where divided attention is needed 
(McDowd and Craik, 1988). Thus, fancy irrelevant 
images or decorations were removed. Unified font, 
colours, sizes of interface elements were used 
throughout the interaction. Simple animations for 
notifying changes were constructed, giving 
sufficiently clear feedback to the user. 
Memory Functions decline differently. Short 
term memory holds fewer items with age and 
working memory becomes less efficient (Salthouse, 
1994). Semantic information is normally preserved 
in long term memory (Craik and Jennings, 1992). 
Guided by these facts, the quantity of displayed 
items was restricted to no more than three, regarding 
the average capacity of short term memory of 
elderly persons; sequentially presented items were 
intensively revised to assist orientation during 
interaction. Context sensitive cues were presented 
with selected colours: green for items concerning 
persons, yellow for items concerning rooms, etc. 
Intellectual Reasoning Ability does not decline 
much during the normal ageing process. (Hawthorn, 
2000) believed that crystallized intelligence can 
assist elderly persons to perform better in a stable 
well-known interface environment. Therefore, 
consistent layout, colours and interaction styles were 
used throughout the interaction. Changes on the 
interface can only happen on data level. 
2.2 The Hybrid Approach for 
Interaction Management 
The hybrid dialogue modelling approach combines 
the finite-state-based generalized dialogue models 
with the classic agent-based dialogue management 
theories. This section  
? introduces the basic theory of this approach,  
? presents the adapted instance model for 
multimodal interaction in elderly persons by 
applying the hybrid approach; 
? describes a formal language based 
development toolkit, which is then used to 
support the implementation of the instance 
model and its integration into our multimodal 
interactive guidance system for achieving an 
effective, flexible, yet formally controllable 
multimodal interaction management. 
2.2.1 The Theory 
The development of the hybrid dialogue modelling 
approach benefited from existing researches on these 
two important interaction management theories: 
The generalized dialogue models, which are 
constructed with recursive transition networks 
(RTN) at the illocutionary level. These networks can 
abstract dialogue models by describing discourse 
patterns as illocutionary acts, without reference to 
any direct surface indicators (cf. (Alston, 2000)); 
The classic agent-based management method: 
information state update based management theories 
(cf. (Traum and Larsson, 2003)), which focus on the 
modelling of discourse context as the attitudinal 
state of an intelligent agent. This method shows a 
powerful way to handle dynamic information for a 
context sensitive dialogue management. 
However, these two well-accepted methods have 
their own limitations. On one hand, the generalized 
dialogue models are based on finite state transition 
models, which are criticized for their inflexibility of 
dealing with dynamic information exchange; on the 
other hand, the information state update models are 
usually very difficult to manage and extend. 
Therefore, we designed a hybrid dialogue 
modelling approach by extending the generalized 
dialogue model with conditions and information 
state update rules added into finite-state transitions. 
2.2.2 The Interaction Model 
In order to manage multimodal interaction for 
elderly persons, an adapted hybrid dialogue model 
was constructed and evaluated by our previous work 
(cf. (Shi, Jian and Rachuy, 2011)). The accordingly 
improved version consists of four hybrid dialogue 
schemas: the initiating schema, the user’s action 
schema, the system’s response schema and the 
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 user’s response schema, regarding the four general 
transitions during interaction. 
Each interaction is initiated with the schema 
Dialogue(S, U) (cf. Figure 1), by the initialization of 
the system’s start state and a greeting request. In 
Dialogue(S, U) the system initiates a dialogue with a 
request move (i.e. S.request), which cause the 
initialization of the dialogue context using the 
update rule INIT. 
 
Figure 1: the initiating model. 
The dialogue continues with the user’s 
instruction, request for a certain information or 
restart action, leading to the system’s further 
response or dialogue restart, respectively, while 
updating the information state with the attached 
update rules (cf. Dialogue(U, S) in figure 2). 
 
Figure 2: the user’s actions model. 
After receiving user input, the system tries to 
generate an appropriate response according to its 
current knowledge base and information state (cf. 
Response(S, U) in figure 3). This can be informing 
the user with requested data, rejecting an 
unacceptable request with or without certain reasons, 
providing choices for multiple options, or asking for 
further confirmation of taking a critical action, each 
of which triggers transitions to other hybrid models. 
 
Figure 3: the system’s response model. 
Finally, the user can accept or reject the system’s 
response, or even ignore it by simply providing new 
instructions or requests, triggering further state 
transitions as well as information state updates (cf. 
Response(U, S) in Figure 4).  
 
Figure 4: the user’s response model. 
Besides the improvement performed with respect 
to the specific interaction data of the elderly subjects 
in our previous studies, the decline of physical and 
cognitive abilities of elderly persons, especially 
memory function, concentration and fluid reasoning 
ability should be considered as well. Therefore, for 
the improvement of the current hybrid dialogue 
model we also included the following features to 
assist the elderly during the multimodal interaction: 
? Relevant dialogue history information, such as 
the latest utterance, was added into the current 
information state and provided in case of 
speech recognition problems. 
? Context sensitive information, which is kept in 
the current information state, is designed to be 
either directly presented after each interaction 
pace, or included within dialogue utterance, in 
order to ease the common problems caused by 
the declining memory function. 
? Additional context information is provided 
with specific information state update rules in 
extreme cases, e.g. if the automatic speech 
recognition problems become too interfering, 
messages containing possibly recognized 
context will be presented. 
? Instead of keeping rich transition alternatives 
at the illocutionary level, the hybrid model 
was kept as compact and intuitive as possible. 
2.2.3 A Development Framework to Support 
the Hybrid Dialogue Modelling 
Approach 
The structure of a hybrid dialogue model is in fact a 
typical finite state transition model. This feature 
enables any hybrid dialogue model to be formally 
specified as a set of machine readable codes, e.g. 
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 using mathematically well-founded formal language, 
Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) (cf. 
(Roscoe, 1997)) in the formal methods and computer 
science community. Furthermore, the CSP program 
is also supported by well-established model 
checkers, which provides the rich possibilities of 
validating the concurrent aspects and increasing the 
tractability of the specified model (cf. (Hall, 2002)). 
Thus, in order to support the development of 
hybrid dialogue models using the formal language 
CSP and its integration into a practical multimodal 
interactive system, we designed FormDia, the 
Formal Dialogue Development Toolkit (cf. Figure 
5). 
   
Figure 5:  the Structure of the FormDia Toolkit. 
Theoretical and technical details about FormDia 
can be found in (Shi and Bateman, 2005). In general, 
the FormDia Toolkit supports the implementation 
and integration of a hybrid dialogue model into an 
interactive system with the four components: 
Validator: after a hybrid dialogue model is 
specified with CSP, it can be validated by an 
external model checker: the Failures-Divergence 
Refinement tool or FDR (Broadfoot and Roscoe, 
2000), for validating and verifying concurrency of 
state automata. 
Generator: with the validated CSP specification, 
machine readable finite state automata can be 
generated by the Generator. 
Simulator: with the generated finite state 
automata and the communication channels, 
dialogues scenarios can be simulated via a graphical 
interface, which visualizes dialogue states as a 
directed graph and provides a set of utilities for 
primary testing. 
Dialogue Management Driver: finally the 
dialogue model is integrated into an interactive 
system via the dialogue management driver.  
Therefore, FormDia enables an intuitive design 
of hybrid dialogue models with formal language, 
automatic validation of the related functional 
properties, easy simulation and verification of 
specified interaction situations, and a 
straightforward integration into a practical 
interactive system.  
3 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
Based on the development foundation introduced in 
the previous section, we developed a general 
Multimodal Interactive Guidance System for Elderly 
Persons (MIGSEP). 
3.1 System Introduction 
MIGSEP runs on a portable touch-screen tablet PC 
and will serve as the interactive media, which is 
intended to be used by an elderly or handicapped 
person seated in an autonomous electronic 
wheelchair that can automatically carry its users to 
desired locations within complex environments. The 
user should interact with MIGSEP with spoken-
language and touch-screen combining input 
modality to find the desired target. 
3.2 System Architecture 
The architecture of MIGSEP is illustrated in figure 
6. The Generalized Dialogue Manager was 
developed using the introduced adapted hybrid 
dialogue model and the FormDia toolkit. It functions 
as the central processing unit of the entire system 
and supports a formally controllable and extensible, 
meantime flexible and context-sensitive multimodal 
interaction management. An Input Manager receives 
and interprets all incoming messages from the GUI 
Action Recognizer for GUI input events, the Speech 
Recognizer for natural language understanding and 
the Sensing Manager for other possible sensor data. 
An Output Manager on the other hand, handles all 
outgoing commands and distributes them to the View 
Presenter for presenting visual feedbacks, the 
Speech Synthesizer to generate natural language 
responses and the Action Actuator to perform 
necessary motor actions, such as sending a driving 
request to the autonomous electronic wheelchair. 
The Knowledge Manager, constantly connected with 
the Generalized Dialogue Manager, uses a Database 
to keep the static data of certain environments and 
the Context to process the dynamic information 
exchanged with the users during the interaction. 
All components of MIGSEP are closely 
connected via XML-based communication channels 
and each component can be treated as an open black 
box which can be accordingly modified or extended 
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 for concrete domain specific use, without affecting 
other components in the MIGSEP architecture. It 
provides a general open platform for both theoretical 
researches and empirical studies on single- or 
multimodal interaction that can relate to different 
application domains and scenarios. 
 
Figure 6: The architecture of MIGSEP. 
3.3 Interaction with the System 
The current instance of MIGSEP was implemented 
as a guidance system used by elderly persons for the 
application domain of hospital environments. Figure 
7 shows a user interacting with MIGSEP. 
 
Figure 7: a user is interacting with MIGSEP. 
This MIGSEP system consists of a button device 
for triggering a “press to talk” signal, a green lamp 
to signalize the “being pressed and ready to talk” 
state, and the tablet PC, on which the MIGSEP 
system is running and the interface is displayed. The 
MIGSEP interface simply consists of two areas:  
Function-area contains the function button 
“start” on the top left for going to the start state, the 
function button “toilet” below it regards the basic 
needs of elderly persons, and the text area for 
displaying the system responses in the middle; 
Choice-area displays information entities as 
single cards that can be selected, with a scrollbar 
indicating the position of the current displayed cards 
and a context sensitive coloured bar showing the 
current concerned context if necessary. 
Figure 8 shows a sample of spoken language and 
touch-screen combined interaction dialogue between 
MIGSEP and a user who would like go to the 
cardiology department, to a doctor named Wolf. 
 
Figure 8: a sample interaction with MIGSEP. 
4 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 
To evaluate how well the MIGSEP system can assist 
elderly persons by using a modality combining 
spoken language and touch-screen, an experimental 
study was conducted with the department of Medical 
Psychology and Medical Sociology in Göttingen. 
4.1 Participants 
33 elderly persons (m/f: 19/14, mean age of 70.7, 
standard deviation 3.1), all German native speakers, 
participated in the study. They all had to pass the 
mini-mental state examination (MMSE), a screening 
test to assess the cognitive mental status (cf. 
(Folstein, Folstein and Mchugh, 1975)). A test score 
between 28 and 30 indicates slightest decline versus 
normal cognitive functioning. Our participants 
showed an average score of 28.9 (std.=.83). 
4.2 Stimuli and Apparatus 
Visual stimuli were presented via a green lamp and a 
graphical user interface on the screen of a portable 
tablet PC; audio stimuli were also generated by the 
MIGSEP system and played via two loudspeakers at 
a well-perceivable volume. All tasks were given as 
keywords on the pages of a calendar-like system. 
There were two types of input possibilities, 
which could be freely chosen: the spoken language, 
activated if the button was being pressed and the 
green lamp was on; and the touch-screen action, 
directly performable on the touch-screen display. 
The same data set contains virtual yet sufficient 
information about personnel, rooms and departments 
in a common hospital, was used in the experiment.  
During the experiment each participant was 
accompanied by the same investigator, who 
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 introduced the system and gave well-defined 
instructions at the beginning, and provided help if 
necessary during the trail (which was very rare).  
An automatic internal logger of the MIGSEP 
system was used to collect the real-time system 
internal data, while the windows standard audio 
recorder program kept track of the whole dialogic 
interaction process. 
A questionnaire, focusing on the user satisfaction 
with MIGSEP with respect to the spoken language 
and touch-screen combining input modality, was 
especially designed for this study. It contains 6 
questions concerning the quality of the combined 
modality compared to a single modality, the 
feasibility, the advantages, the usability, the 
appropriateness and the preference. This 
questionnaire was answered by each participant via a 
five point Likert scale. 
4.3 Procedure 
Each participant had to undergo four phases: 
Introduction: a brief introduction was given to 
the participants, so that they could get the basic idea 
and an overview of the experiment. 
Learning and Pre-tests: the participants were 
instructed how to interact with MIGSEP using the 
spoken natural language and the touch-screen input. 
In order to minimize the learning or bias effect with 
respect to the use of one modality, we introduced a 
cross-over procedure, 16 participants out of 33 had 
to first use the touch-screen input and then the 
spoken language, the other 17 used spoken language 
first and then the touch-screen input. All of the 
participants had to perform 11 tasks concerning their 
navigation procedures in a hospital in order to reach 
a certain aim. Each modality and each task contained 
incomplete yet sufficient information about a 
destination the participant should select. For 
example they had to drive to “room 2603”, to “Sonja 
Friedrich”, or to “room 1206 or room 2206 with the 
name OCT-Diagnostics”. Tasks were fulfilled or 
ended, if the goal was selected or the participant 
gave up trying after six minutes.  
Testing: After performing 22 tasks with both 
modalities, each participant was asked to freely 
choose between spoken language and touch-screen 
input modality to perform again 11 tasks; they 
contained similar information as in pre-tests (varied 
only on data level) and were performed under the 
same conditions. 
Evaluation: After all tasks were run through, 
each participant was asked to fill in the 
questionnaire for evaluation. 
5 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
According to the Paradise framework (Walker, et al., 
1997), the performance of an interactive system can 
be measured via the effectiveness, efficiency of the 
system and the user satisfaction. Therefore, these 
three aspects were analysed.  
5.1 Effectiveness of the System 
To find out how effective the elderly were assisted 
by the MIGSEP system with the combining 
modality, statistical method “Kappa coefficient” is 
used. However, in the classic Paradise framework 
the Kappa method was originally used to evaluate a 
spoken dialogue system. 
Therefore, in order to be able to calculate the 
Kappa coefficient with respect to the multimodal 
interaction with the MIGSEP system, we first had to 
develop an adaptation of the original attribute value 
matrix, which still contained all information that was 
exchanged during the multimodal interaction 
between MIGSEP and participants. For this reason, 
we introduce the concept of an Attribute Value Tree 
(AVT) (cf. the example in Figure 9).  
 
Figure 9: an Attribute Value Tree. 
An AVT is defined as a finite state transition 
diagram, which contains all the expected correct 
way, either touch-screen input or spoken language 
command, as the state transitions from the start state 
to the target state. As the AVT for the task “go to a 
person named Sonja Friedrich” illustrated in Figure 
9, any correct interaction should go from the state 
mainView, then e.g. to PersonView by selecting the 
first card (MS: select 0), or performing the spoken 
language command “I want to go to a person” (M: 
Person), or go to AllWomen state by simply saying 
“I want to go to a woman” from the MainView, etc. 
An AVT contains the expected data set of a task, 
and therefore functions similarly as the original 
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 attribute value matrix, yet with the possibility of 
recording multimodal interaction exchange.  
Thus, 11 AVTs were created for the 11 tasks 
respectively and by combining the actual data 
recorded during the experiment with the expected 
attribute values in the AVTs, we can construct the 
confusion matrices for all tasks. E.g., table 1 shows 
the confusion matrix for the task ”drive to a person 
named Sonja Friedrich”, where ”M” and ”N” denote 
whether the actual data match with the expected 
attribute values in the AVTs. E.g. there were 25 
correctly selected actions in the PersonSelect (PS) 
state; and the spoken language command regarding 
the first name (FN) was misrecognized by the 
system for 6 times.  Note that, because of the width 
of the text, not all attributes of this confusion matrix 
can be shown in this example. 
Table 1: The confusion matrix for the task “drive to a 
person named Sonja Friedrich”. 
 PS MS ... FN  
sum Data M N M N M N M N 
PS 25 0       25 
MS   14 0     14 
...     ... ...   ... 
FN       62 6 68 
 
The data for all confusion matrices were merged 
and a total confusion matrix for all the data of the 11 
performed tasks was created. 
Given the total confusion matrix, the Kappa 
coefficient was calculated with  
??= ??????????????? , (Walker, et al., 1997)  
In our experiment, P(A) = 
? ??????? ?????
?  is the 
proportion of times that the actual data agree with 
the attribute values, and  P(E) = ? ?????? ??????  is the 
proportion of times that the actual data are expected 
to be agreed on by chance, where M(i, M) is the 
value of the matched cell of row i, M(i) the sum of 
the cells of row i, and T the sum of all cells.  
Thus, we could calculate the Kappa Coefficient 
of the total confusion matrix κ=0.91, suggesting a 
highly successful degree of interaction between the 
MIGSEP and the participants using the spoken 
language and touch-screen combining modality.  
5.2 Efficiency of the System 
In order to find out how efficiently the participants 
were assisted using the combining modality, 
quantitative data of every single interaction during 
the testing were automatically logged. Results are 
summarized in Table 2, with respect to four 
important aspects for efficiency analysis. 
Table 2: Efficiency of the system for each participant and 
each task. 
 Average Standard 
deviation 
User turns 7.4 3.6 
Sys turns 7.4 3.6 
ASR error times 0.3 0.4 
Elapsed time (s) 48.7 20.0 
   
The average 7.4 user turns and 7.4 system turns 
per participant per task have shown a very satisfying 
efficiency of the system, because the average basic 
turn numbers, which can be inferred with the 
theoretically shortest solution, are 2.9 user turns and 
2.9 system turns for the only spoken language input, 
and 5.6 user turns and 5.3 system turns for the 
touch-screen input. The standard deviation 3.6 even 
indicates that, some of the participants are solving 
tasks using the approximately shortest solutions. 
However, as observed the average turn numbers 
are a bit higher than the average number for the 
shortest solution, with a further insight into the 
detailed data, two reasons can be concluded: 
? 4 participants were using only touch-screen 
input to interact with the system, which 
significantly increased the total turn numbers.  
? By combining spoken language and touch-
screen inputs, many participants first used the 
touch-screen to sort out the rough direction for 
each task and then used spoken language 
instructions to find the target, which however 
inevitably increased the turn numbers, yet 
clearly indicates their intention of avoiding the 
possible problems caused by the automatic 
speech recognition. This is also reflected by 
the very good average ASR error rate: 0.3, no 
ASR error occurred during the interaction. 
Meanwhile, the average elapsed time for each 
task and participant (48.7 seconds) is considered as 
very short as well, because even with the shortest 
solution using spoken language commands, merely 
48.7 seconds were used for 5.8 user interaction 
paces (2.9 user turns + 2.9 system turns), which is 
averagely maximum 8.4 seconds for each turn, this 
even includes long sentences uttered by the system 
for over 10 seconds. Although the standard deviation 
20.0 is a bit high, this is caused by the same 
participants, especially the one who was using only 
touch-screen and doing brute-force searching, and 
used averagely 135.8 seconds for each task. 
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 5.3 User Satisfaction of the System 
Regarding the user satisfaction of the system, we 
analysed the subjective data coming from the 
evaluation questionnaire concerning the interaction 
with the system with the combining modality. The 
results are summarized in Table 3, underlining very 
good user experiences with the combining modality. 
Table 3: Data concerning subjective user satisfaction. 
 Mean Standard 
deviation 
Better than single modality? 4.4 1.1 
Easier solving tasks? 4.0 1.3 
Showing advantages? 4.5 1.0 
Usable to use combi-modality? 4.1 1.5 
Prefer to use combi-modality? 4.4 1.3 
Not confusing? 4.5 0.9 
Overall 4.3 1.0 
 
However, the scores of easier solving tasks and 
the usability of the combining modality were a bit 
lower than the others and the corresponding standard 
deviations were also higher. It is again mainly due to 
the extreme cases, where the participants only used 
touch-screen input and had made unpleasant 
impression of using only touch-screen, and therefore 
gave comparably lower score in the questionnaire. 
6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE 
RESEARCH 
In this paper we reported our work on multimodal 
interaction for elderly persons by focusing on the 
following two important aspects: 
? The summary of our systematically designed 
and empirically improved foundation for 
developing and implementing the elderly-
centered multimodal interaction; 
? The evaluation of the spoken language and 
touch-screen combined input modality of a 
multimodal interactive guidance system for 
the elderly by applying an adapted well-
established evaluative framework. 
Results of the evaluation showed a very high 
degree of effectiveness, efficiency and user 
satisfaction of our system, specifically by using the 
spoken language and touch-screen combining input 
modality. This confirmed our theoretical and 
technical foundation, approaches and frameworks on 
developing effective, efficient and elderly-friendly 
multimodal interactive systems.  
The reported work continued the pursuit of our 
goal towards building effective, efficient, adaptive 
and robust multimodal interactive systems and 
frameworks for elderly in ambient assistive living 
environments. Further studies are needed to 
investigate the reported extreme cases. Corpus-based 
supervised and reinforcement learning techniques 
will be applied to support and improve the formal 
language driven and agent-based hybrid modelling 
and management approach. More relevant research 
and experiments on assisting elderly in navigating 
through complex buildings are also being conducted. 
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Abstract. This paper presents our work on using qualitative spatial knowledge 
to resolve conceptual mode confusion occurring frequently during the commu-
nication process between human operators and mobile robots. In order to bridge 
the gap between human’s mental representation about space and that  of a mo-
bile robot, a qualitative spatial beliefs model is applied. Then with a computa-
tional framework based on qualitative spatial reasoning offered by this model, a 
set of high level strategies are developed and used to support the interpretation 
of natural language route instructions to mobile robots for navigation tasks. 
Keywords: qualitative spatial representation and reasoning, communication of 
spatial information, activity-based models of spatial knowledge, human robot 
interaction, mode confusion. 
1 Motivation and Introduction 
Over the last few decades, much research has been done on intelligent robots for e f-
fectively and sensibly acting and interacting with humans in different domains. Typi-
cally, these robots are collaboratively controlled  by an intelligent system and a human 
operator, who have to share a set of common resources such as the environment, the 
ongoing system’s behavior and state, the remaining action plan,  etc. Thus, problems 
may occur, when the operator’s mental state about the shared common resources is 
different from the current system observed state, especially for the intended users of 
intelligent service robot, who are usually uninformed persons without specialized 
knowledge. These problems are called mode confusion (cf. [1]), referring to situations 
in which a system behaves differently from an operator’s expectation. Due to its un-
desired consequence, mode confusion has been intensively studied, e.g. in  [2], [3] and 
[4]. Meanwhile, with the rapid development of language technology, interaction with 
intelligent robots via natural language is gaining significantly increasing interest (cf. 
[5] and [6]), which leads to a subtype of mode confusions, called conceptual mode 
confusion.   
Our work is focusing on resolving conceptual mode confusion occurring in  human-
robot joint spatially-embedded navigation tasks, where a mobile robot is instructed by 
a human operator via natural language to navigate in a partially known environment . 
Conceptual mode confusion occurs , e.g., when the human operator instructs the robot 
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to go straight ahead, take a left turn and pass a landmark on the right, but  in that situa-
tion the referred landmark is only allowed to be passed after taking a right turn instead 
of a  left turn. How this kind of spatially-related mode confusions can be detected and 
resolved becomes a very  interesting question. [7] and [8], e .g., conducted corpus-
based studies on giving route instructions to mobile robots; [9] tried to map sequences 
of natural language route instructions into machine readable representations; [10] 
reported on an approach to represent indoor environments as conceptual spatial repre-
sentations with layers of map abs tractions, etc.  
Diverg ing from that literature, some research has been focusing on the perspective 
of human operators. [11] gave a general overview about recent reports on the human 
behavior and human cognition, as well as their essential relation with various spatial 
activities. Especially, [12] and [13] described how human thoughts and language can 
affect the structure of mental space for different navigation tasks . Similarly, in the 
scenarios of human-robot collaborative navigation, modern  intelligent mobile robots 
have to rely on quantitative informat ion from either pre-installed map  or real-time 
scanners/sensors to navigate in an environment, and therefore can  only accept driving 
requests consisting of metrical data, such as ‘89,45 meters ahead, then at that point 
make a 42,5 degree turn ing’. On the other hand, while interacting with mobile robots, 
the human operators’ instructions usually contain qualitative references other than 
precise quantitative terms, such as “straight ahead, and then make a left turn”, as well 
as utilizing conceptual landmarks as reorientation points  in cognitive mapping (cf. 
[14]). There is apparently an interaction gap between a human operator and a mobile 
robot if either the human operator wants to send a qualitative driv ing command to the 
robot, or the robot wants to negotiate with the human about unresolved situation using 
its internal quantitative information. Therefore, there have been many research effo rts 
on applying qualitative spatial calculi and models to represent spatial environments 
and reason about situations within those spatial settings (cf. [15], [16], [17], [18]). 
Adding to this body of literature, we tried to bridge the interaction gap between h u-
mans and mobile robots by introducing a qualitative spatial knowledge based inter-
mediate level to support human-robot interaction. 
In general, this paper reports our work on resolving conceptual mode confusion 
during the interaction process between human operators and intelligent mobile robots 
for spatially-embedded navigation tasks. Based on our previous work on representing 
and reasoning about the shared spatial related resources using a Qualitative Spatial 
Beliefs Model (QSBM) (cf. [19]), a computational framework is then implemented 
with a set of high-level strategies and used to assist human operators as well as mobile 
robots to detect and resolve conceptual mode confusion to interact with each other 
more effectively. Specifically, the first two reasoning strategies have been compared 
and reported in [20], the positive empirical results  provided evidence on our theoreti-
cal foundation, models and frameworks. However, during the further integration with-
in an interactive system, an addit ional type of conceptual mode confusions was identi-
fied and accordingly, a  new h igh-level strategy is developed and presented in this 
paper.  
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first introduce the qualitative spa-
tial beliefs model in section 2 and a  model based computational framework in  section 
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3. Then in section 4 we present the high-level strategies, which are developed based 
on the QSBM model, integrated within the computational framework and used to 
support the resolving of conceptual mode confusion in human-robot joint navigation 
tasks. Then we give a conclusion and an outline to the future work in section 5. 
2 Using Qualitative Spatial Knowledge to Model a Mobile 
Robot’s Beliefs 
While interacting with a mobile robot for navigation tasks, human operators often use 
qualitative references with vague and uncertain informat ion to communicate with the 
robot. From the perspective of human operators, the navigation environment is not 
represented as quantitative data based map fragment as mobile robots usually do, but 
as a conceptual world with objects, places and the qualitative spatial relations between 
them. Accordingly, a qualitative spatial beliefs model is developed for representing 
and reasoning about spatial environments  and is used to model a mobile robot’s Be-
liefs. Then with the definit ion of the qualitative spatial beliefs model, we are able to 
define a set of update rules to support the interpretation of natural language route 
instructions for mobile robots in navigation tasks. 
2.1 Qualitative Spatial Beliefs Model 
There has been a substantial effort to develop approaches and models to represent a 
mobile robot’s beliefs and therefore support corresponding navigation tasks. One of 
the widely accepted model is called Route Graph (cf. [21], [22]), which models hu-
man’s topological knowledge on the cognitive level in navigation space. In conven-
tional route graph (cf. Fig. 1 a)), all geographical places are denoted as route graph 
nodes with part icular positions regarding a quantitative reference system, all the 
routes between places are then abstracted as sequences of route segments with certain 
lengths, directed from source nodes to target nodes. Route graphs can be used as met-
rical maps of mobile robots to control the navigation, because they reflect the concep-
tual topological structure of humans’ perspective about space and therefore also ease 
the interaction with human to a certain extent. However, due to lack of qualitative 
spatial relations between places and routes, conventional quantitative route graphs are 
not suitable for supporting interpretation of human route instructions containing quali-
tative references. 
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Fig. 1. A conventional route graph a) and the orientation frame of Double-Cross calculus with 
15 named qualitative relations b) 
Meanwhile, Double-Cross Calculus (DCC) (cf. [23]) was proposed for qualitative 
spatial representation and reasoning using the concept orientation grids. In this calcu-
lus, as illustrated in Fig. 1 b), a  directed segment AB d ivides the 2-dimensional space 
into disjoint grids, together with the edges between the grids , 15 meaningful qualita-
tive spatial relations (DCC relations) can be defined, such as ”Front”, ”RightFront”, 
”Right”, etc. Thus, DCC model can describe the relative relations between objects in 
the local navigation map with the directed line from an egocentric perspective, e.g., 
the relations of x1  and x2  with AB can  be denoted as “LeftFront” and “Back” , accord-
ingly. However, a conventional DCC model does not consider the relations between 
objects and places within global navigation maps, where they are connected concep-
tually. 
Therefore, in order to benefit from both of these two models, we developed Con-
ceptual Route Graph (abbreviated as CRG, cf. [19]), which combines the structure of 
conventional route graphs and the Double-Cross Calculus. On the basis of the conven-
tional route graph and its topological representation of the p laces and routes in a geo-
graphical environment, qualitat ive spatial relat ions between route graph nodes and 
directed route segments are integrated regarding DCC relat ions. Thus, a conceptual 
route graph can be viewed as a route graph with additional qualitative DCC relat ions, 
which shows the following advantages: 
? It can serve as a semantic framework for inter-process communication between 
different components on different levels. 
? It can assist in the intuitive interpretation of human route instructions as well as 
appropriate presentation of internal feedback from the mobile robot system with 
the integrated qualitative spatial relations. 
? It can be used as a direct interface with the mobile robot system for performing 
navigation tasks via the structure of the conventional route graph. 
Given the defin ition of the conceptual route graph, a Qualitative Spatial Beliefs 
Model (abbreviated as QSBM) can  be defined as a pair of a conceptual route graph 
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and the hypothesis of the current position of a mobile  robot in  the given conceptual 
route graph, formally denoted as <crg, pos>, where  
? crg is a  conceptual route graph, formally represented by a tuple of four elements 
(M, P,  V, R), where  
─ M is a set of landmarks in a spatial environment, each of which is located at a 
place in P, 
─ P is a set of topological p laces  on the conceptual level of the abstracted envi-
ronment, 
─ V is a set of vectors from a source place to a different target place, all o f which 
belong to P, 
─ R is a set of DCC relations between places and vectors . 
? and pos is a directed route segment of V , indicating that the robot is currently lo-
cated at the source place of the route segment pos and has the segment pointing to 
the target place as its orientation. 
As a simple example (cf. Fig. 1 b )), let us suppose that x1 and x2 are two  places repre-
senting a copy room and a laboratory accordingly, AB a vector from place A to p lace 
B and a mobile robot is now at the position of A looking at the place B. The qualita-
tive spatial relations of the places x1 and x2 with the vector AB can be written as <AB, 
LeftFront, x1> and <AB, Back, x2>, indicat ing that x1 is on the left front of AB and x2 
is at the back of AB. Therefore, a simple instance of a QSBM model of Fig. 1 b) can 
be specified as: 
< crg =  
       (M = {copy room:x1, laboratory:x2},  
        P = {A, B, x1, x2},  
        V = {AB, BA},  
        R = {<AB, LeftFront, x1>, <AB, Back, x2>}),  
  pos = BA > 
2.2 Interpreting Route Instructions with Update Rules  
In order to interpret natural language route instructions for navigation tasks , a mobile 
robot’s QSBM instance should be updated according to each interpreted route instru c-
tions and provides possible feedback to the human operator. Based on the empirical 
studies (cf. [7], [8]) and the previous research effort concentrating on the connection 
between natural language, cognitive models and route instructions (cf. [9], [24], [25]), 
we developed a set of update rules with respect to the most common used route in-
structions. Formally, each update rule is defined with the following three elements: 
? a name (denoted as RULE), which identifies a class of  human route instructions 
? a set of pre-conditions (denoted as PRE), under which this rule can be applied, and 
? an effect (denoted as EFF), describing how the QSBM instance should be updated 
after applying the update rule. 
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With the formal defin ition, the QSBM update rules are presented regarding the  exam-
ple classes of the common route instructions as follows: 
Reorientation 
defines the class of the simplest route instructions, which may change the orientation 
of a  robot regarding the current position. “Turn left”, “Turn right” and “Turn around” 
are the typical expressions of such route instructions. The pre-condition for Reorienta-
tion is whether the robot can find a CRG node in  its QSBM instance with the follow-
ing two conditions: 1. it  is connected with the current position, and 2. it has the de-
sired spatial relation with the current position; the effect is that the robot faces that 
found CRG node after the reorientation. Formally it is described as: 
RULE: Reorientation 
PRE: pos = P0P1, 
     ?P0P2?V. <P0P1, dir, P2> 
EFF: pos = P0P2 
This specifies that the robot is currently at the place P0 and faces the place P1 (P0P1 is 
a vector in a QSBM instance), if there exists a vector P0P2 in the CRG vector set V 
with a targeting place P2, such that the spatial relation of P2 with respect to the route 
segment P0P1 (or the current position) is the given direction dir to turn, i.e., <P0P1, dir, 
P2>, then the current position will be updated with P0P2 after applying this update 
rule. 
Moving Through Motion  
contains a landmark, through which the robot should go, e.g., “go through the door” 
or “go through the lobby”. These route instructions require that the given landmark is 
located at the extension of the current directed path.  
RULE: MoveThrough 
PRE: pos = P0P1, 
     ?P2P3?V. (l:Plm) ? <P1P2, AtCourse, Plm> ?  
             <P0P1, Front, P2> ? <P1P2, Front, P3> 
EFF: pos = P2P3 
In this ru le, l is the landmark given in  the instruction, (l : Plm) indicates that l is locat-
ed at the place Plm in the QSBM instance. The pre-condition is to find a route segment 
P2P3 in front of the current robot position P0P1, such that the place Plm of the given 
landmark is located on the path of P1P2 (denoted as <P0P1, AtCourse, Plm>, where 
AtCourse is a predefined relation in Double-Cross Calculus [23]). After apply ing the 
update rule, P2P3 is the new robot position. 
Directed Motion 
refers to the route instructions which usually contain a motion action and a turning 
action changing the direction of the continuing motion, such as “take the next junction 
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on the right”. These instructions usually involve with a landmark (e.g. the “junction”), 
until which the robot should go, and a direction (e.g. on the “right”), towards which 
the robot should turn. For example, to deal with the route instruction “take the next 
corridor on the right”, the most important step is to find the first corridor on the right 
from the robot’s  current position. Thus, the update rule for directed motions with the 
first landmark and a turning direction is specified as: 
RULE: DirectedMotionWithFstLandmarkAndDirection 
PRE: pos = P0P1, 
     ?P2P3?V. ((l:P2) ˄ <P1P2, dir, P3> ˄ <P0P1, Front, P2>) 
   ˄ ?P4P5?V. ((l:P4) ˄ <P1P4, dir, P5> ˄ <P0P1, Front, P4> 
             ˄ (P2≠P4)) → <P1P2, Front, P4>  
EFF: pos = P2P3 
In this rule, l is the targeted landmark and dir is the turning direction; The first pre-
condition specifies that the robot should find a route segment P2P3, such that the tar-
geted landmark is located at P2, the spatial relation between P3 and the segment P1P2 
before turning is the desired d irection dir and P2 is in front of the robot’s current posi-
tion; The second pre-condition specifies that P2 is the first place encountered referring 
to the given landmark at the given direct ion, instead of an arbitrary one; this condition 
is satisfied by if there exists a place P4 with the same feature as P2, P4 must be ahead 
of P2 from the current perspective. Then the effect is that, the robot position is updat-
ed as P2P3 after applying the rule. With the definition of this rule, other variants of 
directed motions, such as “go straight ahead”, “go right” or “take the second left” can 
be specified with similar update rules accordingly.  
Passing Motion 
refers to the route instructions containing an external landmark to be passed by, typi-
cal examples are “pass the laboratory” or “pass the laboratory on the left” with direc-
tion information. For these route instructions, the robot should first identify the land-
mark g iven in the instruction, and then check whether the landmark can be passed by 
along the current directed path. Furthermore, the desired direction should be consid-
ered as well, if the direction for passing the landmark is given. Accordingly  the up-
date rule PassLeft for passing a landmark on the left is specified as: 
RULE: PassLeft  
PRE: pos = P0P1, 
     ?P2P3ϵV. (l:Plm)  
           ˄ <P0P1, LeftFront, Plm> ˄ <P2P3, LeftBack, Plm> 
           ˄ <P0P1, Front, P2> ˄ <P0P1, Front, P3> 
EFF: pos = P2P3 
The pre-condition checks whether the current directed path  satisfies the spatial re-
quirement of the route instruction, i.e., the landmark l is located at the place Plm, 
which is on the left front of the robot regarding the current position P0P1, and left 
behind the robot with the updated route segment P2P3 after executing the update rule. 
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Besides the above introduced update rules, there are other rules which are accord ingly 
defined to interpret further route instructions, such as  Straight Motion , which  re-
quests the robot to follow the current directed path; or Moving Until Motion, which 
is similar to passing motion but the robot should stop at the position parallel to the 
referred landmark, etc. All the QSBM update rules  are implemented and integrated 
into a QSBM based computational framework, which is introduced in the next sec-
tion. 
3 A QSBM based Computational Framework 
According to the introduced formal definit ions of the Qualitative Spatial Beliefs 
Model and the QSBM update rules, we developed SimSpace, a QSBM based Compu-
tational Framework for supporting and testing the QSBM based interpretation of natu-
ral language route instructions. This section starts by introducing the architecture of 
the SimSpace system, and then describes how a QSBM instance can be generated 
from a spatial environment, and finally presents how the interpretation of the individ-
ual route instructions is supported by the SimSpace system. 
3.1 System Architecture 
 
Fig. 2. The architecture of SimSpace 
The architecture of the SimSpace system is illustrated in Fig. 2. It consists of two 
major components and one optional component, together with the external resources 
presented as follows: 
? The external resources include  
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─ the quantitative map data containing quantitative and conceptual informat ion 
about a certain spatial environment,  
─ the conceptual route graph file (.crg), which is a XML-based specification of a 
the conceptual route graph of a QSBM instance, and 
─ the qualitative spatial knowledge based toolkit SparQ (cf. [26]), connected with 
the SimSpace system to support the qualitative spatial representation and rea-
soning about the QSBM instance of the spatial environment.   
? The component S patial Environment maintains the QSBM instance with the 
conceptual route graph and the hypothesis of the robot position in the CRG as d e-
fined before, as well as the optional quantitative spatial environment  (QuanSE) for 
quantitative data and the optional feature map (FM) component containing the 
conceptual information of the environment. 
? The processing component S pace Manager is the central processing unit of the 
SimSpace system with the following functional components: 
─ Basic Creator creates a spatial environment instance with quantitative and con-
ceptual data according to the quantitative map data, if given.   
─ Concept Manager manages an ontology-based database of the none-spatial con-
ceptual knowledge, such as names of locations or persons, how they are concep-
tually related, etc. It is used to interpret the conceptual terms in the natural lan-
guage route instructions.     
─ QS Reasoner is responsible for the direct communication with the SparQ 
toolbox and handles the most basic operations of qualitative spatial representa-
tion and reasoning in QSBM. 
─ High-Level Planner integrates all the QSBM update rules and implements a set 
of high-level strategies to choose and apply appropriate update rules to interpret 
route instructions and resolve conceptual mode confusion. The planning process 
is detailed in the next section. 
─ QSBM Manager generates a QSBM instance according to a quantitative envi-
ronment if given, manipulates and updates an existing QSBM instance, and 
saves it into a XML-based specification, if needed.  
? The interaction component SSGUI is the graphical user interface o f SimSpace. It 
is an optional component and is only used if the SimSpace system is started as a 
stand-alone application. The current SSGUI visualizes the spatial environment with 
quantitative and conceptual descriptions, interacts with a human user who is g iving 
the natural language route instructions , and communicates with the Space Manager 
for the interpretation of incoming route instructions as well as outgoing system re-
sponses. 
3.2 Construction of a QSBM instance 
In order to support the QSBM based interpretation of route instructions, a conceptual 
route graph in QSBM regard ing a specific spatial environment needs  to be construct-
ed. One possible way  is to use existing quantitative data. SimSpace takes a conven-
tional quantitative route graph as input and constructs a corresponding DCC-based 
conceptual route graph in two steps:  
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? The quantitative data is  qualified into DCC relations with the qualify module o f the 
SparQ toolkit.  
? The DCC relations cannot be used directly, instead they need to be generalized, 
i.e., the relat ions regarding angles  near 0, 90 and 180 are accordingly assigned to 
those matching exactly 0, 90 and180. 
Despite the fact that a slight loss of precision may occur, the generalization is neces-
sary. First and foremost, a conceptual route graph serves as an interface with hu man 
operators for navigation tasks, where they usually generalize the perceived qualitative 
relations mentally; therefore human operators usually use the generalized relations in 
the route instructions (cf. [27]). Instead of saying ‘take a LeftFront turn’, e.g., they 
usually say ‘take a left turn’. Moreover, the qualitative spatial reasoning with ungen-
eralized relations provides too many possible results even after one step calculation, 
which is unlikely to handle.  
A conceptual route graph of a QSBM instance can also be generated dynamically, 
if it is used for a mobile robot navigating in an unknown or partially known environ-
ment. The conceptual route graph is empty or with the partially known graph connec-
tions at the beginning, and keeps being updated by the QSBM manager while per-
forming the navigation tasks , either via the co llaborative interaction with the human 
operator, or with the real-time sensory data of the mobile robot.  
3.3 Interpreting route instructions with SimSpace  
With a QSBM instance generated, SimSpace can interpret a human route instruction 
in the following steps: 
? The given natural language route instruction is firstly parsed into a pre-defined 
semantic representation. 
? According to the category of the semantic representation, an applicable QSBM 
update rule is chosen and its pre-conditions are instantiated. Taking the sample in-
struction “pass the laboratory on the left” in the prev ious section, the update rule 
PassLeft is applied and by assuming AB to be the current robot position, the sec-
ond pre-condition is instantiated to: 
     ?P2P3ϵV. (Laboratory:Plab)  
           ˄ <AB, LeftFront, Plab> ˄ <P2P3, LeftBack, Plab> 
           ˄ <AB, Front, P2> ˄ <AB, Front, P3> 
? Then with the SparQ toolkit, the instantiated pre-conditions are checked against the 
current state of the QSBM instance. If the current state is matched with the instan-
tiated pre-condition, the current robot position is updated to P2P3; If however the 
current state provides e.g. the following relations: 
 (Laboratory:Plab) ˄ <AB, RightFront, Plab> 
i.e., the laboratory is located on the right side regarding the perspective of the cur-
rent robot position, which means that <AB, LeftFront, Plab> in the pre-condition 
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cannot be satisfied. In this case, SimSpace interprets these results into a corre-
sponding representation to allow the generation of a clarificat ion to the human op-
erator.  
 
Generally, the SimSpace system combines the implementation of the QSBM and the 
update rules. As a well encapsulated module, it  can be integrated into an interactive 
mobile robot system to assist in the interaction with human operators via its intuitive 
qualitative spatial representation and reasoning about the spatial environment and set 
up a direct communication with the mobile robots via the inherited features from co n-
ventional route graphs. It can also be used as a stand-alone evaluation platform for 
visualizing spatial environ ments, generating corresponding QSBM instances and test-
ing the interpretation of natural language route instructions. However, in order to 
interpret a sequence of natural language route instructions and resolve the possible 
consequent conceptual mode confusions, a set of high-level strategies are needed, 
which are developed and introduced in the following section.    
4 Resolving Conceptual Mode Confusion with High-Level 
Strategies 
For human operators, giving a sequence of route instructions to mobile robots may 
cause conceptual mode confusions, because before they can organize the appropriate 
terms for the route instructions, they first need to correctly locate the robot’s current 
position and the desired goal location, and then take the imagined journey in mind to 
go along the expected route, while working in possible mental rotation during the 
travelling. Due to this complicated process, a wrongly located place or taken turn, 
which happens quite often (cf. [28]), would cause the failure of the interpretation of 
the entire route instructions  and consequently lead to conceptual mode confusion 
situations. In order to cope with these problems, a set of high-level strategies based on 
QSBM and the QSBM update rules  are developed and presented in this section. 
4.1 Deep Reasoning 
One of the most typical conceptual mode confusions is spatial relat ion or orientation 
mis matches (cf. [29]). Th is type of conceptual mode confusions occurs, if a spatial 
object is incorrect ly orientated in the operator’s mental representation , such as the 
previous example “pass the laboratory on the left”, where the laboratory can only be 
passed on the right; or “take the next junction on the right”, where the next junction is 
only leading to the left.  
Given a QSBM instance and the appropriate QSBM update rule, the expected state 
of route instructions will be checked against the actual QSBM observed state using 
qualitative spatial reasoning. If an  unsatisfied situation is identified, it  can be p resent-
ed to the human operator appropriately. If possible, while checking the instantiation 
of the route instruction leading to the unsatisfied situation, a corrected spatial or ori-
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entation relation is inferred for resolving the confusion. Therefore, the deep reasoning 
strategy tries to resolve the problemat ic situation by either giving a reason regarding 
the current situation to support the human operator to reorganize the route instru c-
tions, such as “you can’t pass the laboratory on the left, because it is now behind 
you”. More intuitively, it  can make a suitable suggestion if existed, such as “you can’t 
take a right turn here, but maybe you mean to take a left turn?”  
4.2 Deep Reasoning with Backtracking 
Besides the straightforward conceptual mode confusions concerning with the mentally 
wrongly oriented objects, there are situations where route instructions involve mental 
travelling or rotation that could easily  be made incorrect ly. If one instruction is 
wrongly given, the rest of the route instructions cannot be interpreted because the 
actual state caused by the wrong instruction does not match the mental state of the 
operator. Fig. 3 illustrates a typical example of this type of conceptual mode confu-
sions, where the position of the mobile robot is  shown by the arrow and the sequence 
of route instructions is “go straight, go left, left again, pass by B1 on the right”. Using 
the deep reasoning strategy in the previous subsection, the robot will go along the 
path following the first three instructions , and then have a problem to interpret the last 
one “pass by B1 on the right”. Finally it can only  provide a reason why the last in-
struction cannot be taken, like “you can’t pass by B1, because it’s now behind you”. 
However, by taking one step backwards, instead of “turn left”, if the instruction is 
“turn right”, then the last instruction can be interpreted appropriately. 
 
 
Fig. 3. An example for the conceptual mode confusions caused by an incorrect instruction 
Therefore, the strategy “Deep Reasoning with Backtracking” manages the application 
of QSBM update rules with respect to the matching route instructions as “Deep Rea-
soning” usually does. Moreover, after applying one update rule for each route instruc-
tion, the state of the updated QSBM instance is kept in a transition history. If the 
checking of the current system state against a route instruction fails, the previous state 
is reloaded from the transition history. Based on it, possible correction/suggestion can 
be made, such as “turn right” substituting “turn left” in the example  of Fig. 3, so that 
the interpretation of the remain ing route instructions can proceed. In this case, instead 
of giving a reason regarding the first encountered uninterpretable route instruction, 
deep reasoning with backtracking tries to locate the potentially wrongly made route 
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instructions in the interpretation history, then resume the checking of the current route 
instruction with a possible correction/suggestion, and finally finds a successful inter-
pretation if one exists. 
4.3 Searching with QSR-weighted value tuples  
Although deep reasoning with backtracking interprets more route instructions and 
better supports resolving conceptual mode confusion compared to the deep reasoning 
strategy (cf. [19] and [20]), an addit ional type of conceptual mode confusions regard-
ing incorrectly located starting or turning position (called “conceptual location mis-
match”) is found. Fig. 4 illustrates two examples of conceptual location mismatches. 
 
Fig. 4. Two examples of conceptual location mismatch 
In example of Fig. 4 a), the position of the mobile robot is shown by the thick arrow, 
slightly nearer to the path leading upwards, and therefore the hypothesized robot pos i-
tion in the QSBM instance is represented by the route segment x0x1 leading upwards. 
However, the human operator, who is looking at the right direction in the illustrated 
map, thinks the robot is looking at the same direction and gives the instruction: 
“straight ahead and drive until A2 on the left”. In the example of Fig. 4 b) with the 
robot position x0x1 and the route instructions “go straight and go left and pass by B1 
on the right”, after taking left, the operator thinks B1 is now located directly on the 
right from her/his perspective, and therefore simply ignores a turning point in the 
conceptual representation of the QSBM instance. 
Both deep reasoning and deep reasoning with backtracking cannot provide an ap-
propriate solution for resolving this type of conceptual mode confusions, because 
suggestions can only be made according to the g iven route instructions, while in such 
cases one instruction is missing and no possible suggestion can be made. Thus, the 
additional strategy of searching with Qualitative-Spatial-Relation-weighted (abbrevi-
ated as QSR-weighted) value tuples is developed.   
First, we defined a set of QSR weighted value tuples for each start-
ing/turning/decision point with every outgoing direction as: 
 {(route, instructions, qsr-v)*} 
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Here “route” represents the currently taken route, “instructions” includes all the along 
this route interpreted instructions, and “qsr-v” is the cumulative value calculated by 
 ∑ (mri * sri) 
where mri is the matching rate by comparing the taken qualitative spatial direction 
with the current route direction at the i-th decision point, and sri is the success rate of 
interpreting a route instruction at that point. 
With the definition of QSR-weighted value tuples, finding an appropriate interpre-
tation (namely a route) to correspond to a sequence of natural language route instru c-
tions is illustrated in Fig. 5. The QSBM manager first init ializes an empty set of QSR-
weighted value tuples at the current position of the robot (the black point in the mid-
dle of the network in Fig. 5). This value-tuple-set is then automatically  updated by the 
QSBM manager (as {(r1, i1, v1), (r2, i2, v2), (r3, i3, v3)} in  Fig. 5, where (rx, ix, vx) 
indicates the tuple of the covered route rx, the interpreted instruct ions ix and the relat-
ing QSR-weighted value vx). Searching agents of the QSBM manager are then travel-
ling along all paths (according to the branching of the current point, e.g. three paths in 
Fig. 5) on the current QSBM. The value-tuple-set gets updated and expanded by the 
QSBM based update rules when new branches are encountered or new instructions 
are interpreted. Finally, a fu ll set of value-tuples is generated. The value tuple with the 
highest QSR-weighted value is  either the best possible solution for interpreting the 
given route instructions or contains the most relevant informat ion to provide the pos-
sible suggestion/correction to resolve the conceptual mode confusions. 
 
Fig. 5. The searching with QSR-weighted value tuples 
With this strategy, the two example situations caused by the conceptual location mis-
matches in Fig. 4 can be solved as illustrated in Fig. 6.  
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Fig. 6. Illustrated processes of solving conceptual location mismatch using QSR-Weighted 
value tuples (the route element in each QSR-weighted value tuple is ignored for simplicity) 
In the first example of Fig.6 a) with the starting place x0, the set of the QSR-weighted 
value tuples is: 
{(x0->x1, {Straight}, 1   * 1  = 1),  
 (x0->x2, {Straight}, 0.5 * 1 = 0.5)}   
Here for the route x0->x1, the matching rate is 1 because the route matches exactly 
the starting segment x0x1, the success rate of interpreting “go straight” is 1, and 
therefore the QSR-weighted value is 1*1 = 1. For the route x0->x2, the qualitative 
relation of the place x2 with the starting segment x0x1 is RightAtExit, so the match-
ing rate is assigned as 0.5, however the success rate is again 1, so the QSR-weighted 
value is 0.5*1 = 0.5. Simila rly, as the searching goes on, the route starting from x0x1 
keeps going straight with the matching rate 1, but fails to interpret the instruction 
“Drive until A2 on  the left” and gets the success rate 0;  while the other route from 
x0x2 is also leading straight as well as being able to interpret the second instruction. 
Therefore, the instructions are interpreted with the route starting from x0x2 and a 
higher QSR-weighted value 1.5. 
In the second example of Fig. 6 b), the searching goes along one route while suc-
cessfully interpret ing the first two instructions “go straight, and then left” with  the 
following QSR-weighted value tuple: 
(x0->x1-x2->x3, {Straight, Left}, 1*1 + 1*1 = 2) 
When the searching comes to the turning point x3 with the instruction “pass by B1 on 
the right”, there are two routes going into the left  and right direct ions with the match-
ing rates 0.5, but the route leading to the left  cannot interpret the last instruction while 
the other one can. Therefore, the instructions are interpreted with the route x0->x1-
>x2->x3->x5, since it has the higher QSR-weighted value 2.5. 
On the one hand, the strategy of searching with QSR-weighted value tuples re-
solves conceptual mode confusion from the perspective of a mapping problem in a 
directed graph with QSR weighted values. On the other hand, it preserves the func-
tionality of deep reasoning with the QSBM update rules and the QSBM instance on 
each outgoing path from each decision point. Therefore, it can  be viewed as a search-
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ing algorithm with mult iple deep reasoning agents supporting the interpretation of 
more route instructions while clarifying more conceptual mode confusions. 
5 Conclusion and Future Work 
This paper has presented our research work on three important aspects of Cognitive 
Science: representing and managing, and reasoning with, qualitative spatial 
knowledge. Specifically, we focus on resolving conceptual mode confusion during the 
natural language based interaction between a human operator and a mobile robot for 
spatially-embedded navigation tasks. In order to support effective and intuitive human 
robot interaction, a qualitative spatial beliefs model has been developed for represent-
ing the shared conceptual spatial environment and a model-based computational 
framework has been accordingly implemented. Together with a set of h igh-level 
QSBM-based strategies, especially the strategy of searching with qualitative spatial 
relation weighted value tuples , mobile robots can be assisted to detect and resolve 
different types of conceptual mode confusions for more effective and intuitive interac-
tion with human operators . 
The reported work continued the pursuit of our goal towards build ing effective, in-
tuitive and robust interactive frameworks and systems in spatially-related settings. 
Currently, we are integrating the qualitative spatial beliefs model and the model-based 
computational framework into a natural language interactive dialogue system for 
navigating a mobile robot in indoor environments. Regarding the high -level strate-
gies, especially how to combine and apply the deep reasoning with backtracking and 
searching with QSR-weighted value tuples to better support natural language based 
spatially-related interaction is being investigated with empirical studies. Further quali-
tative spatial calcu li and models are also being considered to extend the current quali-
tative spatial beliefs model for supporting more application domains. Human-robot 
collaborative exp loration and navigation in unknown or partially known spatial env i-
ronment is also another work package to be covered in the next stage.  
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Abstract. This paper is focusing on two important aspects: on the one hand, it 
presents our work on designing, developing and implementing a multimodal in-
teractive guidance system for elderly persons to be used in autonomous naviga-
tion within complex building; on the other hand, it summaries and compares the 
data of a series of empirical studies that have been conducted to evaluate the ef-
fectiveness, efficiency and user satisfaction of the elderly-centered multimodal 
interactive system regarding different multimodal input-possibilities such as 
speech, gesture via touch-screen and the combination of both under simulated 
conditions. The overall positive results validated our systematically developed 
and empirically improved design guidelines, foundations, models and frame-
works for supporting multimodal interaction for elderly persons. 
Keywords: Multimodal interaction, elderly-friendly interface, dialogue man-
agement, human-computer interaction in AAL, formal methods, interactive sys-
tem evaluation 
1 Introduction 
There has been a rap idly growing interest in research and development of multimodal 
interaction over the past few decades  ([1] and [2]). Specifically, multimodal interac-
tion is showing its importance and necessity for more effect ive interaction compared 
to single modal interaction (see e.g. [3] and [4]). It also holds the potential of further 
enhancing users’ individual as well as overall performance  (see e.g. [5]). Moreover, 
multimodal interfaces can be used to achieve a more natural human-computer co m-
municat ion and increase the robustness of the interaction with complementary info r-
mation (see e.g. [6]). 
However, the typical multimodal interaction mechanis ms are usually only suitable 
for users with sufficient familiarity with information and communication technology, 
which poses a particular challenge for people with less knowledge about this kind of 
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interaction, especially for the constantly growing group of elderly persons due to the 
acceleration of population ageing nowadays in almost all industrialized  countries 
([7]). Therefore, in order to maximize the advantage of multimodal interaction, sp e-
cial focus has been laid on the research of multimodal interaction with respect to  the 
emerging area Ambient Assisted Living and its potential user group: elderly persons 
or persons with special needs (see e.g. [8], [9] and [10]). 
Adding to this body of literature, our work is concentrating on multimodal interac-
tion in AAL context for elderly persons by taking ageing-related characteristics into 
account. It  can be d ivided into two important aspects: a) the design, development and 
implementation of mult imodal interaction fo r elderly persons; and b) the  empirical 
evaluation of a minutely developed and systematically improved elderly-friendly 
multimodal modal interactive system with elderly persons.  
For a) two fundamental aspects are proposed for supporting our system design and 
development: a list of elaborated design guidelines regarding traditional design prin-
ciples of conventional interactive systems and the most common elderly -centered 
characteristics corresponding to ageing-related decline of sensory, perceptual, motor 
and cognitive abilit ies of elderly persons ([11]); and a formal language supported 
unified  dialogue modelling and management approach,  which combines a fin ite state 
based generalized dialogue model and a classic agent based management theory, and 
therefore can support a flexible and context-sensitive, yet formally tractable and con-
trollab le multimodal interaction ([12]). According to the two development founda-
tions, a multimodal interactive guidance system was then especially designed and 
implemented.  
For b) a series of empirical studies were conducted with groups of elderly persons 
to practically evaluate the mult imodal interactive system with respect to its multip le 
input modalities as well as to enable a continuously improved development  based on 
the data of each empirical study. Specifically, a touch-screen graphical user interface 
was implemented and tested in a pre-study in [11]; a spoken language interface and its 
dialogic interaction were tested in [12]; with the test data, the touch-screen interface 
and the spoken language interface are accord ingly improved, tested and compared 
with  each other in a fo llow-up study in [13];  then the combination of the two  modali-
ties are evaluated in the next study and the results are described in [14].  
Therefore, in order to perform a detailed comparison of all the input modalit ies, 
namely the touch-screen, the spoken language and the combination of both, as well as 
the assessment of the complete mult imodal interactive system concerning its effec-
tiveness of task performance, efficiency of interaction and user satisfaction about the 
system, the data of all the experimental studies were summarized and analyzed, then 
the results are described and discussed in this paper. 
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: section 2 briefly introduces the pro-
posed and improved design and development foundation of our work and presents the 
minutely implemented mult imodal interactive system for elderly persons; section 3 
describes the experimental studies  on evaluating the complete interactive system 
while focusing on comparing the mult iple input modalities; section 4 summarizes and 
analyzes the empirical data and discussed about the results according to an adapted 
version of a classic evaluation framework for conventional interactive systems; final-
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ly, section 5 gives a conclusion of the reported work and outlines the direction of our 
future research focus. 
2 System Design, Development and Implementation 
This section first introduces our theoretical foundation for designing and developing 
multimodal interaction for elderly persons, then according to the design and deve lop-
ment foundation a multimodal interactive guidance system for elderly persons is i m-
plemented and presented. 
2.1 The Foundation of System Design and Development 
The theoretical foundation of our work consists of two aspects: a set of guidelines to 
support the design and development of elderly-friendly multimodal interaction; and a 
unified dialogue modelling approach with a formal method based framework for dia-
logue management. 
 
Design Guidelines of Multimodal Interaction for Elderly Persons .  
 
During the ageing process, elderly persons often suffer from decline of sensory, per-
ceptual, motor and cognitive abilities, especially for the seven most common human 
abilities, as shown in Fig. 1.  
 
Fig. 1. The seven most common ageing-related human abilities  
Specifically, visual perception declines for most people with ageing; physically the 
size of the visual field is decreasing and the peripheral vision can be lost ; It is more 
difficult to focus on objects up close and to see fine details, including rich colors and 
complex shapes that make images hard or even impossible to identify; rapid ly moving 
objects are either causing too much distraction, or become less noticeable ([15]); 
speech ability declines while ageing in the way of being less efficient for pronounc-
ing complex words or longer sentences, probably due to reduced motor control of 
tongue or lips ([16]); [17] also confirmed that, elderly-centered adaptation of speech-
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enabled interactive components can improve the interaction qual ity to a satisfactory 
level; attention and concentration d rop while ageing, elderly persons either become 
more easily d istracted by details and noise, or find other things harder to notice when 
concentrating on one thing ([18]); they show great difficulty with situations where 
divided attention is needed ([19]); memory functions  decline d ifferently. Short term 
memory holds fewer items with age and working memory becomes less efficient 
([20]). Semantic informat ion is normally p reserved in long term memory  ([21]); intel-
lectual ability does not decline much during the normal age ing process, yet [22] be-
lieved that crystallized intelligence can assist elderly persons to perform better in a 
stable well-known interface environ ment; hearing ability declines to 75% between 
the age of 75 and 79 ([23]). High pitched sounds are hard to perceive; complex sen-
tences are difficult to follow ([24]); motor abilities  decline generally due to loss of 
physical activities while ageing. Complex fine motor activit ies are more d ifficult to 
perform, e.g. to grab  small or irregular targets ([25]); conventional input devices such 
as a computer mouse are less preferred by elderly persons as good hand-eye coordina-
tion is required ([26]).   
According to the above empirical findings and much more other research work on 
effects of ageing using computer based systems (see e.g. [27], [28], [29]), it is neces-
sary to consider age-related characteristics while developing interactive systems for 
elderly  persons. Therefore, based on the common design princip les for conventional 
interactive systems and the ageing-related characteristics regarding the seven most 
common human abilities , a  set of guidelines for designing and developing multimodal 
interactive system for elderly persons was proposed in [11]. These guidelines have 
been implemented into the first versions of our interactive systems , evaluated by our 
previous empirical studies  with elderly persons, and then accordingly improved on the 
basis of the evaluation results. The final set of improved design guidelines were 
summarized in  [13] and have been used as the first fundamental aspect of our work 
ever since, especially for the development of the final version of our mult imodal in-
teractive system. 
Formal Language Supported Unified Dialogue Modelling and Management.  
 
One of the most essential issues of developing an  interactive system is the interaction 
management, i.e ., how the interaction flow is controlled in the dialogues between 
users and the system. In most of the related work on dialogue modelling and man-
agement, the following two methods can be deemed as the basic and important ones 
among others: 
? The generalized dialogue models, which can abstract dialogue models by describ-
ing discourse patterns as illocutionary acts  in the classic recursive transition net-
works, without reference to any direct surface indicators ([30]); 
? The information state update based management theories, which focus on the mod-
elling of discourse context as the attitudinal state of an intelligent agent and show a 
powerful way  to handle dynamic information for a context sensitive dialogue man-
agement ([31]). 
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However, these two methods have their own drawbacks. On the one hand, the gener-
alized d ialogue models are based on finite state transition models, which are criticized 
for their inflexib ility of dealing with dynamic information; on the other hand, the 
informat ion state update models have the problem of controlling their complexity for 
state manage and model extension.  
Therefore, a unified d ialogue modelling approach is proposed ([11]), which ex-
tends a generalized  dialogue model with the informat ion state update based compo-
nents, such that finite state transitions can only be triggered by fulfilled conditions 
and followed by updated information state with a set of predefined in formation state 
update rules (see the left part of Fig. 2). 
  
 
Fig. 2. A simple unified dialogue model with its CSP Specification on the illocutionary level 
In order to support the development and implementation of unified d ialogue models 
and their integration into practical interactive systems, the formal d ialogue develop-
ment framework (abbreviated as FormDia) was developed and proposed in [32]. 
Fig. 3 illustrates the structure of the FormDia framework,  which consists of six im-
portant components according to the development process of a unified dialogue model 
based dialogue manager: 
 
Fig. 3. The structure of the FormDia framework 
1. CSP Specification: every unified dialogue model is based on a generalized dia-
logue model, whose illocutionary structure can therefore be specified  as a machine 
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readable Communication Sequential Processes (CSP [33]) program (see an exam-
ple CSP specification of a simple unified dialogue model in the right part of Fig. 2) 
2. Validator : the CSP specified  program can then be validated by the Failures-
Divergence Refinement tool, (FDR [34]), which is a model checking tool for vali-
dating and verifying the properties of CSP specifications . 
3. Generator : according to the validated CSP specification, machine readable fin ite 
state automata can be generated by the Generator. 
4. Channels: with the finite state automata, channels regarding all the generated 
states can be defined with related information state update rules. These channels 
are at first black boxes, which will be filled with deterministic behavior of concrete 
components according to their application contexts. 
5. Simulator : with the finite state automata and the defined communication channels, 
dialogue scenarios can be simulated via a graphical interface, which v isualizes dia-
logue states as a directed graph and provides a set of utilit ies to trigger dialogue 
events and updating of dialogue states for testing and verification. 
6. Dialogue Management Driver : after validation and verificat ion, the unified  dia-
logue model can be integrated into a practical interactive dialogue system v ia the 
dialogue management driver. 
The unified d ialogue modelling approach with the formal language based dialogue 
management framework FormDia is detailed in [11] and serves as the second funda-
mental aspect of our work. A unified dialogue model for the multimodal interaction 
for elderly persons was developed. With the FormDia framework, this model is im-
plemented and integrated into our interactive system for elderly persons, then evaluat-
ed via empirical studies and improved accordingly (see e.g. [12], [13]). 
2.2 System Description 
 
Fig. 4. An autonomous electronic wheelchair ([35]) to be interacted via MIGSEP with an elder-
ly or handicapped person 
According to the two introduced development foundations, we developed MIGSEP, a 
general Multimodal Interactive Guidance System for Elderly Persons. MIGSEP runs 
on a portable touch-screen tablet PC and will serve as the interactive media to be used 
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by an elderly or handicapped person seated in an autonomous electronic wheelchair 
(see Fig. 4) that can carry its user to desired locations within complex environments 
autonomously. 
The Architecture of MIGSEP. 
 
The architecture of MIGSEP is illustrated in Fig  5. The Unified Dialogue Manager, 
which was developed according to the introduced unified dialogue model and the 
FormDia framework, functions as the central processing unit of the MIGSEP system 
and supports a flexible and context-sensible yet formally t ractable multimodal interac-
tion management. An Input Manager receives and interprets all incoming messages 
from the GUI Action Recognizer for GUI input events, the Speech Recognizer for 
natural language instructions  and the Sensing Manager for other possible sensory 
data. An Output Manager on the other hand, handles all outgoing commands and dis-
tributes them to the View Presenter for presenting visual feedbacks, the Speech Sy n-
thesizer to generate and utter natural language responses and the Action Actuator to 
perform necessary motor actions, such as sending a driving command to the autono-
mous electronic wheelchair. The Knowledge Manager, which is closely connected 
with the unified Dialogue Manager, uses a Database to keep the static data of certain 
environments and the Context to process the dynamic informat ion exchanged with the 
users during the interaction. 
 
Fig. 5. The architecture of MIGSEP 
The communication between the components of MIGSEP uses a uniform XML-
protocol and each component can be treated as an open black box wh ich can be ac-
cordingly modified  or extended for specific use, without directly  affecting other co m-
ponents in the MIGSEP architecture. It prov ides a general open platfo rm for both 
theoretical research and empirical studies on single- or multimodal interaction that 
can relate to different application domains and scenarios  
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Multimodal Interaction with MIGS EP.  
 
The current instance of MIGSEP has been set in the application domain of a simulat-
ed hospital environment. Fig.6 shows the configuration of the MIGSEP system where 
a user can use spoken-language, gesture via touch-screen or the combination of both 
to interact with MIGSEP. 
 
 
Fig. 6. The current instance of MIGSEP  
This system consists of a tablet PC, on which the MIGSEP ins tance is running and the 
interface is displayed, a button device for triggering a “press to talk” signal, and a 
green lamp to signalize the “being pressed and ready to talk” state, The MIGSEP 
interface itself can be divided into the following two areas:  
? Function-area contains the function button “start” on the top left for going to the 
start state, the function button “toilet” showing the most basic need of an elderly 
person, and the text area for displaying the system responses; 
? Choice-area displays information entities as single cards that can be clicked, with 
a scrollbar indicating the position of the current displayed cards and a context sen-
sitive colored bar showing the current concerned context if necessary. 
Fig. 7 shows an example of interaction between MIGSEP and a user who would 
like to go to the registration room of the endocrinology department. 
 
Fig. 7. A sample interaction between a user and MIGSEP 
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3 Experimental Studies 
In order to evaluate how well elderly  persons can be assisted by MIGSEP system 
regarding different input modalities, i.e . gesture via touch-screen, speech, or the co m-
bination of both (abbreviated as combi) , a series of experimental studies were con-
ducted with the elderly persons in the fixed age range and the same experiment set-
tings, which will be introduced in this section. 
3.1 Participants 
Altogether 31 elderly persons (m/f: 18/13, mean age of 70.7, standard deviation 3.1), 
all German native speakers, participated in the study. Every part icipant had to fin ish 
the min i-mental state examination (MMSE), a screening test to measure cognitive 
mental ability (cf. [36]). The part icipants are having the score of 29.0 averagely 
(std.=.84), which indicates that they have slight decline in cognitive abilities. 
3.2 Stimuli and Apparatus 
As shown in Fig. 6, v isual stimuli were presented via a graphical user interface on the 
screen of a portable tablet PC and a green lamp, which is on if the speech input is 
activated; audio stimuli were generated by the MIGSEP and played via two loud-
speakers at a well-perceivable volume. A ll tasks were g iven as keywords on the pages 
of a calendar-like system. 
Three kinds of input possibilities were used to interact with MIGSEP: 1) speech 
input, activated if a  button was being pressed and the green lamp was on, and deac-
tivated if the button was released; 2) gesture via touch-screen, which is directly per-
formable on the touch-screen display; 3) the combi modality, which allows partici-
pants to freely choose between speech and gesture via touch-screen as input modality.  
The same data set contains virtual informat ion about personnel, rooms and depart-
ments in a common hospital, was used in the experiment.  
During the experiment each participant was accompanied by the same investigator, 
who gave an introduction to the system as well as predesigned instructions to interact 
with the system. 
An automatic internal logger was implemented inside MIGSEP and used to record 
all the real-t ime system internal data, while an audio recorder program kept the whole 
audio data during the dialogic interaction process. 
An evaluation questionnaire, focusing on the user satisfaction with MIGSEP re-
garding the subjective assessment using the combi modality , was especially designed 
for this study. It contains 6 questions concerning the quality of using the combi mo-
dality compared to the single modalities, each of which concerns with the feasibility, 
the advantages, the usability, the appropriateness and the preference. This question-
naire was answered by each participant via a five point Likert scale. 
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3.3 Procedure 
At the beginning a brief introduction was given to the participants, so that they could 
get the basic idea and an overview of the experiment. 
Then in order to min imize the learning or bias effect with respect to the use of one 
modality, we introduced a cross-over procedure with altogether three test runs, in 
which 16 part icipants out of 31 had to first use the gesture via touch-screen and then 
the speech input, and then the combi modality, while the other 15 first used speech 
and then the gesture via touch-screen, and finally the combi modality. Before each 
test run each participant was given comprehensive instructions and enough time to get 
familiar with each to be tested modality and its interaction with MIGSEP. During 
each test run each participant had to perform 11 tasks, each of which contained in-
complete yet sufficient information about a destination the participant should select. 
For example a task can  be to drive to “room 2603”, to “Sonja Friedrich”, or to “room 
1206 or room 2206 with the name OCT-Diagnostics”. For each modality the tasks 
were different at the content level, yet similar at the complexity level. Each task was 
fulfilled or ended, if the goal was selected or the participant gave up trying after six 
minutes. 
After all tasks were run through, each participant was asked to fill in the questio n-
naire for evaluation. 
4 Results and Discussion 
According to the classic evaluation framework Paradise ([37]), the performance of an 
interactive system is determined by the effect iveness of task success, the efficiency of 
interaction and the user satisfaction about the system. Therefore, these three criteria 
are also used to analyze the data of the multimodal interaction between elderly pe r-
sons and MIGSEP, while focusing on comparing the effects of using speech, gesture 
via touch-screen and combi input modalities. 
4.1 Regarding Effectiveness of Task Performing 
In the classic Paradise framework, kappa coefficient is used to measure the effective-
ness of task performing of an interactive system. However, in order to calculate the 
kappa coefficient, a  confusion matrix is needed and the original way of constructing a 
confusion matrix can only be applied to an interactive system with a single modality, 
which is not suitable for the data collected during multimodal interaction. Therefore, 
in order to construct the needed confusion matrix, we proposed the concept of an 
attribute value tree (AVT) in [14] to replace the attribute value matrix in the classic 
Paradise framework, where an AVT contains all information to be exchanged during 
the multimodal interaction between MIGSEP and elderly persons and therefore can 
function similarly to  the orig inal attribute value matrix, yet with the ab ility of dealing 
with multimodal interaction data. 
As shown in Fig. 8, an AVT already contains all the information exchanged by us-
ing either gesture via touch-screen or speech input and thus, the 11 AVTs used in [14] 
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for assisting in evaluation the combi modality can also be used for evaluating the two 
single modalities.  
 
Fig. 8. An Attribute Value Tree for the task “go to Dr. Prescher” 
Thus, the confusion matrix can then be constructed for all tasks and all modalities. 
For example table 1 shows a confusion matrix for the task “go to Dr. Prescher”, where 
”M” and ”N” denote whether the actual data match with the expected attribute values 
in the AVTs. There were 23 correctly selected actions in the MetaSelect (MS) state; 
the spoken language command regarding the last name (LN) was misrecognized by 
the system for 4 t imes; and the MetaType(M) “Person” was wrongly selected for one 
time. Note that, because of the width of the text, not all attributes of this confusion 
matrix can be shown in this example. 
Table 1. The confusion matrix for the task “go to Dr. Prescher” 
 MS LN … M sum 
Data M N M N  M N  
MS 23      23 
LN   33 4   37 
…       … 
M     34 1 35 
 
The data for all confusion matrices were merged and final confusion matrices of 
the 11 performed tasks for all the three modalities were created. Given the final con-
fusion matrices, the Kappa coefficients were calculated with κ = ?
????????
??????  ([37]), 
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where P(A) = 
? ??????? ?????
?  is the proportion of t imes that the actual data agree with the 
attribute values, and  P(E) = ? ?????? ??????  is the proportion of t imes that the actual data 
are expected to be agreed on by chance, where M(i, M) is the value of the matched 
cell of row i, M(i) the sum of the cells of row i, and T the sum of all cells.  
Table 2. The kappa coefficients of task performing regarding the three modalities 
 Speech Touch-screen Combi 
κ 0.74 0.88 0.91 
Std. 0.13 0.10 0.04 
 
As shown in table 2, the three overall kappa coefficients show a sufficiently suc-
cessful interaction between MIGSEP and the participants. The κ of speech input is 
0.74, which is a bit lower than the gesture via touch-screen with κ=0.88, th is is main ly 
caused by the automatic recognition errors. However, κ of Combi modality is even 
higher, indicat ing that with the combi modality the ASR errors were reduced consid-
erably. The standard deviation 0.04 also implies that tas k performing using the combi 
modality is much more stable than the other two single modalities. 
4.2 Regarding Efficiency of Interaction 
Table 3 presents the results calculated from the quantitative data automatically rec-
orded during the interaction using all the three input modalities, with respect to the 
most important factors for the efficiency analysis of an interactive system: the user 
and system turns in one dialogue for performing a task, the t ime used to complete a 
task and the number of speech recognition errors . 
Table 3. Quantitative results regarding interaction efficiency for each participant and each task 
 Touch-screen Speech Combi 
Mean Std. Mean Std. Mean Std. 
User turns 15.5 4.1 4.3 1.7 7.4 3.6 
Sys turns 15.4 3.9 4.3 1.6 7.4 3.6 
Elapsed time (s) 88.9 40.2 57.6 24.2 48.7 20.0 
ASR error times - - 0.8 0.7 0.3 0.4 
 
With only half of the user/system turns and about 40 seconds less per participant 
per task, the interaction using combi modality shows a much better efficiency in all 
factors while comparing with gesture via touch-screen.  
Although only averagely 4.3 user turns and 4.3 system turns were needed for each 
task using speech input, the error t imes of the automat ic speech recognition (ASR) are 
much h igher than using combi modality, which caused the 9 more seconds than using 
the combi modality for each participant while performing each task. This is also re-
flected in the lower standard deviation for combi modality, indicating that less ex-
treme speech recognition problems occurred with combi modality than pure speech 
input.  
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4.3 Regarding User Satisfaction About The Modalities 
The results of the questionnaire regarding the subjective comparison between the 
combi modality and the single modalities were analyzed and summarized in table 4. 
Table 4. The subjective comparison between the combi modality and single modalities. 
 Mean Standard 
deviation 
Better than single modality? 4.4 1.1 
Easier solving tasks? 4.0 1.3 
Showing advantages? 4.5 1.0 
Usable to use combi-modality? 4.1 1.5 
Prefer to use combi-modality? 4.4 1.3 
Not confusing? 4.5 0.9 
Overall 4.3 1.0 
 
A very good overall user satisfaction with the combi modality  is d isplayed via the 
score of 4.3 out of 5. Specifically, the elderly participants found the combi modality 
better and easier for performing tasks than the single modality with the score of 4.4 
and 4.0; they could see the advantages of using combi modality and regard it as usa-
ble with the score of 4.5 and 4.1; they would p refer to use the combi modality with 
the score of 4.4; and they didn’t find using the combi modality confusing with the 
score of 4.5. However, the scores of easier solving tasks and the usability of the co m-
bining modality were a bit  lower than the others and the corresponding standard dev i-
ations were also a bit higher. Given a further insight into the data, this is mainly due 
to two elderly participants, who only used gesture via touch-screen even though both 
the modalit ies are enabled, and had made unpleasant impression of using only that, 
and therefore gave comparably lower score in the questionnaire. 
5 Conclusion and Future work 
This paper reported our work on multimodal interaction for elderly  persons regarding 
the following two important aspects: 
? The brief presentation of our theoretical and technical foundation for supporting 
designing, developing and implementing  elderly-centered multimodal interactive 
systems; 
? The summary and analysis of empirical data of a series of empirical studies for 
evaluating a practical mult imodal interactive guidance system for elderly  persons 
to be used in navigation scenarios in complex buildings, in  which three modalit ies, 
speech, gesture via touch-screen and the combination of both, were compared. 
In general, the overall positive results showed high effectiveness of task performing, 
high efficiency of interaction and high user satisfaction with the implemented system, 
which validated our systematically developed and empirically  improved design guide-
lines, foundations, models and frameworks for supporting multimodal interaction for 
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elderly persons. The comparison between the input modalit ies also showed that the 
combination of gesture via touch-screen and speech input performs much better, more 
efficiently and is much more preferred by the elderly participants. 
The presented work continued the pursuit of our final goal of building effective, e f-
ficient, adaptive and robust multimodal interactive systems and frameworks for elder-
ly persons in Ambient Assisted Liv ing environments. Corpus-based supervised and 
reinforcement learning techniques will be applied to support and improve the formal 
language driven unified dialogue modelling and management approach. Further ap-
plication domain of autonomous navigation for elderly  or handicapped persons on 
more spatially-related interaction is being investigated with qualitative spatial reason-
ing based frameworks. Special focus will also be placed on mult imodal interaction 
within  a s mart  home environment with a fully equipped technological infrastructure 
for the elderly or people with disabilities. 
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Abstract 
This paper describes our work on developing effective, 
efficient and user-friendly interaction between a human 
operator and a mobile robot on performing spatial 
navigation tasks. In order to solve the spatially related 
communication problems caused by the disparity between 
human mental representation about spatial environments 
and that of a mobile robot, a qualitative spatial knowledge 
based four-level conceptual model is proposed. With a 
computational framework based on an application 
dependent instance of this model, high-level conceptual 
strategies are implemented and used to support the 
human-robot collaborative spatial navigation. An 
empirical study is then conducted to evaluate the 
computational framework implemented into a practical 
interactive system using a real environment map regarding 
different conceptual strategies. . 
Keywords:  Conceptual Modelling, Qualitative Spatial 
Representation and Reasoning, Communication of Spatial 
Information, Human-Robot Interaction. 
1 Introduction 
As intelligent service robots are receiving more and more 
attention in academic and industrial areas, considerable 
research efforts have been dedicated to the development of 
effective, efficient and user-friendly human-robot 
interaction in different application domains (Fong et al 
(2003), Goodrich and Schultz (2007)). The major concern 
of our work is placed on solving communication problems 
during human-robot interaction in the domain of spatial 
navigation, where a mobile service robot is collaboratively 
controlled by an intelligent embedded system for 
low-level autonomous navigation and a human operator 
for giving high-level conceptual route instructions using 
natural language. The human operator can tell the robot, 
for example, to turn around, go straight ahead, take a right, 
and then pass a coffee machine on the left, until it reaches 
the copy room. 
Much research has been devoted in this area, e.g., 
(Koulouri and Lauria 2009) and (Shi and Tenbrink 2009) 
performed corpus-based analysis on natural language 
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route directions with mobile robots; (Kollar, et al 2010) 
and (Marge and Rudnicky 2010) studied the relationship 
between features of spatial environment and language, 
especially the role of natural language in route 
instructions; (Zender, et al 2008) and (Mozos 2010) 
proposed and improved a multi-layered conceptual model 
corresponding to spatial and functional properties of 
typical indoor environments based on topological 
information, then used this model to support a mobile 
robot’s indoor navigation. Diverging from these methods 
and models concentrating on empirical data, natural 
language and topological conceptual information, our 
work is focusing on human perspectives according to the 
following two important aspects. 
First, in human-robot collaborative navigation, human 
operators usually use natural language expressions 
containing qualitative relations and conceptual landmarks 
(Hirtle 2008), such as “go to the end of the corridor, turn 
right, and then go until the coffee machine on the left”, 
while mobile robots work on quantitative level and can 
only interpret instructions with quantitative data, such as 
“145.0 meters ahead, then make a 37.5 degree turning, 
…”. There is apparently a gap between a human operator 
and a mobile robot if they want to communicate with each 
other. Much research has been focusing on applying 
mathematical well-founded qualitative spatial calculi and 
models to represent and reason about spatial environments 
(e.g. Ligozat and Renz (2004), Schultz, et al (2006), 
Wolter and Lee (2010), Kurfess, et al (2011)). Adding to 
this body of literature, using qualitative spatial knowledge 
as an intermediate layer for the intuitive human-robot 
communication has been viewed as the foundation of our 
work. 
Furthermore, providing a sequence of route instructions 
is a rather complex process for the human operator, since 
spatially-related communication problems could easily 
occur if spatial objects are wrongly localized or a certain 
instruction is wrongly given due to a certain spatial 
situation, e.g., a coffee machine cannot be found after 
taking a right turn, or a room to be passed is not on the left 
as expected (Reason (1990) and Bugmann (2004)).  
Therefore, an effective mechanism is needed for the 
mobile robot and the human operator to collaboratively 
identify the problems and negotiate possible solutions with 
each other.  
Thus, in order to bridge the interaction gap between the 
human operator’s qualitative spatial mental model and the 
mobile robot’s quantitative representation, as well as 
supporting the high-level collaborative negotiation of 
spatially-related communication problems, we proposed a 
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qualitative spatial knowledge based four-level conceptual 
model: the Qualitative Spatial Beliefs Model (QSBM). 
This model was first proposed in (Shi and Krieg-Brückner 
2008), and then extended and implemented with a 
computational framework (Jian, et al 2009) and a set of 
high-level conceptual strategies to support collaborative 
human-robot spatial navigation (Shi, et al 2010). Two 
conceptual strategies were evaluated and compared in 
(Jian, et al 2010). With the further development of the 
conceptual model based computational framework and the 
integration into a practical interactive system for a mobile 
robot, the current paper reports on a new high-level 
conceptual strategy for resolving more spatially-related 
human-robot communication problems, as well as an 
empirical study, which was conducted to test the current 
system with the focus of evaluating the new conceptual 
strategy and its comparison with the previous strategies. 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. 
Section 2 presents the qualitative spatial knowledge based 
four-level conceptual model and one of its application 
dependent instance with conceptual strategies to solve the 
spatially related communication problems. Section 3 
introduces the computational framework that implements 
the conceptual model. Section 4 then describes the 
empirical study to evaluate a practical interactive system 
regarding the model-based conceptual strategies and 
Section 5 discusses the results of the study. Finally, 
Section 6 concludes the paper and gives an outline to our 
future work. 
2 A Qualitative Spatial Knowledge based 
Four-Level Conceptual Model 
2.1 The Overview of the General Model 
According to the perspective of human operators, spatial 
environments are not represented with quantitative data as 
a mobile robot does, but with conceptual objects or places 
and their qualitative spatial relations. Accordingly, 
Qualitative Spatial Beliefs Model (QSBM), a qualitative 
spatial knowledge based conceptual model is developed to 
model a mobile robot’s beliefs for supporting more 
intuitive communication with human operators. Figure 1 
illustrates the general QSBM with a four-level structure.   
 
 
Figure 1: The QSR-based four-level conceptual model: 
Qualitative Spatial Beliefs Model (QSBM)  
The basic level is the QSR Model level, which contains 
the most basic theoretical foundation of the QSBM model: 
qualitative spatial calculi for different application 
requirements, such as Double-Cross Calculus (Freksa, 
1992), Cardinal Directions (Frank, 1991), 9+ Intersection 
(Kurata, 2008), etc. 
Based on the chosen qualitative spatial calculus, a basic 
conceptual model can be constructed and serves as the 
fundamental conceptual level. This level only contains 
qualitative spatial information and the basic calculating 
and reasoning mechanism with respect to the connection 
between the chosen calculus and the navigation 
environment. It can be seen as a black box holding a 
conceptual qualitative spatial knowledge based 
representation of a spatial environment with two basic 
functions: Qualify for qualifying quantitative information 
into qualitative relations, and CalculateRelation for 
calculating additional qualitative spatial relations with 
qualitative spatial relations between objects using 
calculus-based qualitative spatial reasoning. 
The application level consists of a set of most atomic 
application-dependent update rules, which correspond to 
all the possible user-uttered route instructions to a mobile 
robot in collaborative spatial navigation. For instance, the 
update rule Reorientation can refer to the instruction “turn 
left”, Redirection can interpret “take the next junction on 
the left”. Feature-based Motion concerns instructions with 
features of objects or landmarks, such as “go around the 
big laboratory” (see (Gondorf and Jian, 2011)), and 
Learning-based Motion represents those instructions 
requiring the robot to augment its conceptual knowledge 
by learning new landmarks or disambiguating landmarks, 
such as “the third office is the directory’s office, pass by 
it”, etc. Each update rule is used to update the state of the 
spatial representation on the conceptual level with respect 
to its formal definition based on a chosen calculus and the 
related qualitative spatial reasoning on the QSR Model 
level. 
On the strategy level, high-level conceptual strategies 
are developed to assist in interpreting a sequence of route 
instructions and if possible, resolve the spatially-related 
communication problems during the collaborative spatial 
navigation. Basically, each conceptual strategy defines its 
own mechanism for appropriately choosing and applying 
atomic update rules on the application level. 
In general, the QSBM is a conceptual model for 
applying qualitative spatial knowledge to represent a 
spatial environment, qualitative spatial reasoning to define 
a set of application-dependent update rules to update the 
conceptual representation, and conceptual strategies to 
manage the atomic update rules to support high-level 
spatially-related human-robot communication. With the 
flexibility and expandability provided by the multi-level 
structure, further application scenarios can be supported 
by using different qualitative calculi on the QSR model 
level, more application-dependent actions can also be 
added on the application level, or new high-level strategies 
can also be implemented to resolve more communication 
problems, while each of these changes/extensions requires 
only limited adaptation on the other levels in QSBM. 
Specifically, since qualitative spatial calculi at the QSR 
Model Level are well studied, formal details about the 
other three levels of an instance of QSBM will be given in 
the rest of the chapter. 
2.2 A DCC-based QSBM 
Considering the current requirement of the collaborative 
spatial navigation scenarios, double-cross calculus (DCC) 
is selected as the basic QSR model and a DCC-based 
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QSBM is developed (Shi, et al 2010) and introduced 
according to the conceptual, application and strategy level 
as follows. 
2.2.1 The Conceptual Level 
In mobile robot navigation, one of the most important 
basic models is called Route Graph (Werner, et al 2000). 
Route graphs are a special class of graphs, with graph 
nodes representing conceptual places at geographical 
positions regarding a quantitative reference system, and 
graph edges or route segments, each of which is directed 
from one node to another and altogether build up a 
conceptual network of routes (see Fig. 2 a)). Conventional 
route graphs cannot only be used as quantitative 
representation of spatial environments for mobile robots’ 
navigation, they also capture the topological knowledge of 
space from human perspective and therefore have the 
potential of intermediate layers for human operators. 
However, the gap between quantitative representation of 
conventional route graphs and qualitative knowledge 
based mental construct of human operators remains a 
problem preventing a more direct interaction.  
 
 
Figure 2: a) one part of a conventional route graph; b) 
the orientation frame of Double Cross Calculus with 15 
qualitative spatial relations. 
On the other hand, Double Cross Calculus (DCC 
(Freksa, 1992)) divides the 2-dimensional space with a 
directed segment into disjoint grids (see Fig. 2 b)), which 
defines 15 meaningful qualitative spatial relations. Thus, a 
DCC model can be used as a local navigation map from an 
egocentric perspective and support the interaction with 
human operators in a local navigation scenario. 
By combining the structure of a conventional route 
graph and the DCC model, the conceptual route graph 
(CRG) is developed (Shi and Krieg-Brückner, 2008). A 
CRG inherits the topological structure from a conventional 
route graph, where quantitative information is completely 
replaced by the DCC relations between graph nodes and 
route segments. Formally, a CRG of a spatial environment 
is defined by a tuple of four elements (M, P, V, R): 
? M is a set of landmark-place-pairs in the 
environment, specifying the locations of all the 
landmarks at places in P, such as an {office: x1}, 
or a {kitchen: x2}. 
? P is a set of topological places, or the graph node 
in a CRG, such as x1 or x2. 
? V is a set of vectors, each of which is directed 
from one place to another place, such as AB. 
? R is a set of relation-pairs, which specify the 
DCC relations between places and vectors. A 
relation pair is written as <AB, LeftFront, x1>, 
meaning that x1 is in the LeftFront grid of AB. 
Therefore, the CRG for the simple spatial environment 
illustrated in Fig. 2 b) is represented as: 
crg = (M = {office:x1,kitchen:x2},  
       P = {A, B, x1, x2},  
       V = {AB, BA},  
       R = {<AB, LeftFront, x1>, <AB, Back, x2>}) 
And a state of a DCC-based QSBM model, which is 
stored as a mobile robot’s internal representation about 
current spatial situation, can then be represented for 
example as: 
   <crg, pos = AB> 
This means that the mobile robot is now located at place 
A and looking at the direction of place B, with an office on 
the LeftFront position and kitchen at the Back. 
2.2.2 The Application Level 
In order to support the application scenarios of 
human-robot collaborative spatial navigation, a set of 
route instructions such as “turn left”, “take the next 
junction on the right”, “pass by the office on the left”, etc., 
should be interpreted by the mobile robot. According to 
the formal definition of the DCC-based CRG on the 
conceptual level, a set of low-level update rules regarding 
the most common route instructions for mobile robots are 
developed on the application level and used to update the 
state of the DCC-based QSBM, i.e., the state of a mobile 
robot about spatial environment.  
Each update rule is specified with the following three 
elements: 
? a name (followed by RULE), which identifies a 
class of most common route instructions, 
? a set of preconditions (followed by PRE), under 
which this update rule can be applied, and 
? an effect (followed by EFF), describing how the 
state of the DCC-based QSBM is updated after 
applying the update rule. 
As examples, the update rules for reorientation and 
directed motion are presented as follows: 
? Reorientation refers to the simplest route 
instructions, which change the current orientation 
of a robot, such as “Turn left”, “Turn right” and 
“Turn around”. In general, the precondition is 
whether a robot can find a CRG vector satisfying 
two conditions: 1. it is originated from the current 
place and 2. It is targeted at a place that has the 
desired spatial relation with the current position; 
the effect is that the robot position is updated as 
that found CRG vector, formally described as: 
RULE: Reorientation 
PRE: pos = P0P1, 
     ?P0P2?V. <P0P1, dir, P2> 
EFF: pos = P0P2 
Concretely, the rules indicates that the robot is 
currently at the place P0 and faces the place P1 
(P0P1 is a CRG vector), if there exists a CRG 
vector P0P2 with a targeting place P2, such that the 
spatial relation of P2 with respect to the route 
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segment P0P1 (i.e. the current position) is the 
desired direction dir to turn, i.e., <P0P1, dir, P2>, 
then the current position will be updated as P0P2 
after applying this update rule. 
? Directed Motion defines the class of the route 
instructions that usually contain a motion action 
and a turning action changing the direction of the 
continuing motion, such as “take the next 
junction on the right”. These instructions usually 
involve with a landmark (e.g. the “junction”), 
until which the robot should go, and a direction 
(e.g. on the “right”), towards which the robot 
should turn. For example, in general, for the route 
instruction “take the next corridor on the right”, 
the first corridor on the right from the robot’s 
current position needs to be identified first. Thus, 
the update rule for directed motions with the first 
landmark and a turning direction is specified as: 
RULE: DirectedMotionWithFstLandmarkAndDir 
PRE: pos = P0P1, 
 ?P2P3?V. ((l:P2)˄<P1P2,dir,P3>˄<P0P1,Front,P2>) 
˄?P4P5?V. ((l:P4)˄<P1P4, dir, P5>˄<P0P1,Front,P4> 
          ˄ (P2≠P4)) → <P1P2, Front, P4>  
EFF: pos = P2P3 
In this rule, l is the targeted landmark and dir is 
the direction to turn to; The first precondition 
specifies that the robot should find a CRG vector 
P2P3, such that the targeted landmark is located at 
P2, the spatial relation between P3 and the 
segment P1P2 is the desired direction dir and P2 is 
in front of the robot’s current position; The 
second precondition limits that P2 is the first 
place referring to the given landmark at the given 
direction, instead of an arbitrary one; this 
condition is satisfied if there exists a place P4 
with the same feature as P2, P4 must be ahead of 
P2 from the current perspective. The effect is that, 
the robot position is updated to P2P3 after 
applying this rule. Similarly, other variants of 
directed motions, such as “go straight ahead”, “go 
right” or “take the second left” can be specified 
with similar update rules accordingly.  
2.2.3 The Strategy level 
With the update rules defined on the application level, 
single route instructions can be interpreted. However, in 
human robot collaborative navigation, human operators 
usually give a sequence of route instructions to the mobile 
robot. In this case, if a certain route instruction is wrongly 
given, spatially related communication problems could 
easily occur, because taking the wrong route instruction 
could cause problems of interpretation of the subsequent 
route instructions, which could result in failure of the 
entire interpretation or even lead to a completely 
unexpected route. 
In order to resolve these problems, a set of high-level 
conceptual strategies are developed on the strategy level, 
which apply the low-level update rules accordingly and 
appropriately according to different principles and 
methods. Among them, the two most important conceptual 
strategies are briefly introduced as follows. 
2.2.4 Reasoning with Backtracking 
With the qualitative spatial reasoning on the QSR model 
level, the preconditions of update rules on the application 
level can easily be checked, this is in fact the most 
straightforward way to see if a sequence of route 
instructions can be interpreted. However, there are often 
situations where the failure of the interpretation of some 
instructions is caused by a previously incorrect instruction, 
e.g. see the situation in Fig. 3. The robot is located at the 
thick red arrow and the instructions are: “go straight ahead, 
then go left, and then turn right, and go until the kitchen on 
the right.” A simple check fails on interpreting the fourth 
instruction “go until kitchen on the right”, because there is 
no kitchen ahead after taking a right turn as the previous 
instruction. However, by taking one step backwards, if the 
third instruction is changed from right to left, then the last 
instruction can also be interpreted properly.   
 
Figure 3: An example of a wrong instruction 
Thus, the strategy “Reasoning with Backtracking” 
(abbr. RwB) interprets the route instructions as the 
straightforward way does, checking every precondition as 
usual. Yet after applying each update rule, the state of the 
updated QSBM is also saved in an interpretation history. 
Once one instruction cannot be interpreted, the previous 
state of the QSBM can be reloaded as the current state and 
possible suggestion can be made based on the previous 
instruction, such as “turn left” instead of “turn right” in the 
example in Fig. 3. As a result, the checking of the 
preconditions of the remaining route instructions can be 
resumed based on the suggested route instruction, and a 
possible route matching the entire sequence of route 
instructions can be found. 
The RwB strategy has been evaluated and compared 
with other conceptual strategies and the positive results 
were reported in (Jian, et al 2010).  
2.2.5 QSR-Value Tuples based Searching 
During the development and integration of the QSBM 
model into an interactive system to be used by a mobile 
robot, a new class of spatially-related communication 
problems is identified. Fig. 4 illustrates one example of 
these problems. 
 
Figure 4: An example of a “missing” instruction  
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In this example, the robot is located at the thick red 
arrow and the instructions are “go straight, then left, then 
go until the kitchen on the right”. From the perspective of 
the human operator, the kitchen is located directly on the 
right side, and therefore the operator simply ignores a 
turning point that is in the conceptual representation but 
not in his/her mental representation. However, after taking 
a right turn, the last instruction “go until kitchen on the 
right” cannot be interpreted, because there is no continuing 
possibility as shown in Fig. 4. 
These problems cannot be solved by the RwB strategy, 
because the RwB strategy can only provide suggestions if 
there exists a wrong route instruction, while in these 
situations one route instruction is missing. Thus, the 
strategy “QSR-Value Tuples based Searching” (abbr. 
QSRVT) was developed. For each outgoing direction of 
each turning node in a conceptual route graph during the 
interpretation, a QSR weighted value tuple is defined as: 
(route, instructions, qsr_v) 
where route is the currently taken route, instructions is 
the set of all the along this route interpreted instructions, 
and qsr_v is the cumulative value calculated by 
 
where mri is the matching rate by comparing the desired 
qualitative spatial direction with the current route direction 
while interpreting the i-th instruction, sri is the success rate 
of interpreting the i-th route instruction, and icurrent is the 
index of the current route instruction. 
The QSRVT strategy first initializes an empty set of 
QSR-value tuples at the starting position of the robot. This 
set of QSR-value tuples is then automatically updated and 
expanded by the searching agents of the QSRVT strategy, 
while they are travelling along all paths (according to the 
branching of each turning node) in the QSBM. Finally, a 
full set of QSR-value tuples is generated and the 
QSR-value tuple with the highest QSR-weighted value is 
either the best possible solution for interpreting the route 
instructions or contains the most relevant information to 
provide possible suggestion to resolve the spatially-related 
communication problems. 
As an example, Fig. 5 briefly illustrates how the 
QSRVT strategy solves the problem in Fig. 4.  
 
 
Figure 5: A simple process of the QSRVT strategy  
After interpreting the first two instructions “go straight” 
and “go left”, the searching comes to the turning node x3. 
There are two possible directions going out of x3 and 
accordingly two more QSR-value tuples are added. In this 
situation, the last instruction cannot be interpreted with the 
left going route while it can be interpreted with the right 
going one. Therefore, the instructions are interpreted with 
the route x0->x1->x2->x3->x5, since the QSR-value tuple 
has the highest value 2.5. 
3 A Conceptual Model based Computational 
Framework 
Based on the introduced QSBM, including update rules 
and the high-level conceptual strategies, we developed 
SimSpace, a conceptual model based computational 
framework for supporting the implementation of QSBM 
into a practical interactive system to be used by a mobile 
robot. 
3.1 General Architecture 
 
Figure 6: The general architecture of SimSpace 
According to the Model-View-Controller architecture 
(originally from (Burbeck 1987)), the general architecture 
of SimSpace consists of a Model component Spatial 
Envioronment, an optional View Component SSGUI and a 
Controller SpaceManager:  
Spatial Environment maintains the current state of the 
QSBM instance, i.e., the conceptual route graph and the 
hypothesis of the robot position in the CRG, as well as the 
optional quantitative spatial environment (QuanSE) for 
quantitative data and the optional feature map (FM) 
component containing the conceptual information. 
SSGUI is the graphical user interface of SimSpace. It is 
an optional component and is only used if the SimSpace 
system is started as a stand-alone application. It visualizes 
the spatial environment with quantitative and conceptual 
descriptions, interacts with a human user who is giving the 
natural language route instructions, and communicates 
with the Space Manager for the interpretation of incoming 
route instructions as well as outgoing system responses. 
Space Manager is the central processing component of 
SimSpace, it consists of the following five functional 
components: 
? Basic Creator creates a spatial environment 
instance with quantitative and conceptual data 
according to the quantitative map data, if given.   
? Concept Manager manages an ontology database 
of the conceptual knowledge, such as names of 
landmarks or persons, how they are conceptually 
related, etc. It is used to interpret the conceptual 
terms in the natural language route instructions.     
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? QS Reasoner is connected with SparQ (Wolter 
and Wallgrün 2011), a general toolbox for 
qualitative spatial representation and reasoning. 
It supports the most basic operations on the 
conceptual level in QSBM, e.g., qualification of 
quantitative data into qualitative relations and 
calculation of qualitative spatial relations. 
? QSBM Manager connects with QS Reasoner and 
generates a QSBM instance according to a 
qualitative spatial calculus on the QSR model 
level and a quantitative environment if given, 
manipulates and updates an empty or existing 
QSBM instance with the application dependent 
update rules on the application level, and saves 
the updated QSBM instance into a XML-based 
specification with .crg file extension, if needed. 
? High-Level Planner implements the high-level 
conceptual strategies to apply appropriate update 
rules to interpret route instructions and resolve 
spatially-related communication problems. 
3.2 The Interpretation of Route Instructions in 
SimSpace 
The SimSpace system can interpret a sequence of human 
route instructions in the following steps: 
? The sequence of route instructions is firstly 
parsed into a list of predefined semantic 
representations. 
? According to the activated high-level conceptual 
strategy, each semantic representation is assigned 
with an applicable low-level update rule. 
For each low-level update rule, its preconditions 
are instantiated. Taking the sample instruction 
“go until the kitchen on the right” in the previous 
section, the update rule GoUntilRight is applied 
and by substituting the current robot position 
with the CRG vector AB and the location of the 
kitchen is found as Pkit, the second precondition is 
instantiated to: 
     ?P2P3ϵV. (kitchen:Pkit)  
     ˄ <AB, RightFront, Pkit> ˄  <P2P3, RightBack, Pkit> 
     ˄ <AB, Front, P2> ˄ <AB, Front, P3> 
Then with the support of the SparQ toolkit, the 
instantiated preconditions are checked against the 
current state of the QSBM.  
If the current state matches the instantiated 
precondition, the current robot position is 
updated to P2P3 and a message object containing 
the success information is returned. 
If the current state provides e.g. the relations: 
     (kitchen:Pkit) ˄ <AB, LeftFront, Pkit> 
This means, the kitchen is located on the left side 
from the perspective of the robot and therefore, 
<AB, RightFront, Pkit> in the precondition 
cannot be satisfied. In this case, SimSpace creates 
a corresponding message which contains 
necessary information for indicating the failure of 
the interpretation and/or generating suggestion.  
? According to the conceptual strategy and the 
returned message, either the interpretation 
continues if possible, or strategy dependent 
process is performed (e.g. in the RwB or QSRVT 
strategy), or appropriate responses or suggestions 
are made and presented back to the human user.   
 
On the one hand, SimSpace can be used as a stand-alone 
evaluation platform for visualizing spatial environments, 
generating corresponding QSBM instances and testing the 
interpretation of natural language route instructions. On 
the other hand, it can also be used as a well encapsulated 
module and integrated into an interactive system to be 
used by a mobile robot to assist in the interaction with 
human operators. 
4 An Empirical Study 
In order to evaluate the qualitative knowledge based 
conceptual model and its implementation into a practical 
interactive system regarding the two different high-level 
conceptual strategies: reasoning with backtracking and 
QSR-value-tuples based searching, an empirical study was 
conducted. 
4.1 Participants 
Altogether 18 university students, with no background 
knowledge on cognitive science and therefore considered 
as novice users, participated in the study, in which 9 of 
them were interacting with the system using the strategy 
reasoning with backtracking, while the other 9 were 
testing the system with QSR-value-tuples based searching. 
4.2 Stimuli and Apparatus 
All stimuli were the same for each participant during the 
interaction process, e.g., visual stimuli were presented on a 
graphical user interface on a laptop displaying a map of an 
indoor environment with named landmarks, a robot avatar 
showing the current position of the robot, a possibly 
highlighted route along which the robot is going, and the 
clearly emphasized text of system response with respect to 
participants’ instructions (see Fig. 7); audio stimuli of the 
system response were also generated as complementary 
feedback and played via the external speaker of the same 
laptop at a well-perceivable volume. 
  
 
Figure 7: The graphical user interface with all visual 
stimuli 
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The same map of a floor plan of an indoor environment 
with the same virtual landmarks within this environment 
was used throughout the study. 
The interactive system was a networked software 
system consisting of two laptops: one laptop, called the 
system laptop, hold the actual interactive system, which 
included the graphical user interface, interaction manager, 
speech synthesizer and the spatial knowledge processing 
component SimSpace that implemented the qualitative 
knowledge based conceptual model and the conceptual 
strategies; the other laptop, called the speech recognizer 
laptop, run a graphical interface, which was only operated 
by a human investigator and used to transfer the spoken 
natural language instructions to the system laptop via 
wireless network. The time for inputting natural language 
instructions is significantly shortened with a well-designed 
group of function-buttons on the speech recognizer laptop, 
so that only two seconds on average were needed for 
transferring utterances to the system laptop. As a result, 
the whole system was simulated as if each participant was 
giving instructions to the system using spoken natural 
language directly. 
All participants were accompanied by the same 
investigator, who gave the introduction to the study and 
the system at the beginning, and input the natural language 
instructions of each participant into the speech recognizer 
laptop during the task performing through pressing the 
function buttons. 
An internal automatic logging program of the system 
was used to collect interaction data such as dialogue turns, 
utterances, event time, and so on, while the standard audio 
recorder of windows recorded the whole dialogic 
interaction process. 
Two questionnaires were conducted. The first one is 
called spatial ability questionnaire, which includes 
questions regarding abilities of describing routes to others, 
inquiring ways from others and using map in everyday life. 
This questionnaire aims to get the subjective assessment of 
each participant about his/her cognitive spatial abilities; 
the second questionnaire is called evaluation 
questionnaire, which concerns with the user satisfaction 
with the interactive system. Both questionnaires were 
based on 5-point Likert scale. 
4.3 Procedure 
For each test a participant had to undergo four steps: 
1. Self-assessment: the participant was asked to fill 
the spatial ability questionnaire. 
2. Introduction: the participant was given a brief 
introduction to the system and the following test 
runs, which included how to interact with the 
system and what to expect during the interaction.  
3. Interaction: each participant was given five 
different tasks, each of which contains a starting 
position and a goal position. Only spoken 
language instructions were used to tell the robot 
to go from the starting position to the goal 
position. In order to collect more data and to 
produce more problem situations, for each task 
the participant had to describe two different 
routes or utter two different descriptions. Each 
task was ended, if either the goal position was 
reached, or the participant gave up trying.     
4. Evaluation: after interacting with the system, the 
participant was asked to fill in the evaluation 
questionnaire.  
5 Results and Discussion 
According to the general view of the well accepted 
evaluation framework Paradise (Walker, et al 1997), the 
performance of an interactive system can be measured via 
the effectiveness, the efficiency and the user satisfaction. 
Thus, we have performed the analysis of the data from the 
interactive system on the two conceptual strategies with 
respect to these three aspects.  
Even with the relatively small group of the participants 
(9 persons in each group), the authors believed that the 
comparison of the presented empirical results between the 
two groups can be considered representative, since the 
grouping was performed in a random manner, and 
furthermore, the results of the self-assessment of the 
spatial ability are similar between the two groups with the 
values of 53.2 and 51.9 on average. 
5.1 Regarding the Effectiveness 
The study was conducted with a Wizard of Oz setting 
without an automatic speech recognizer, therefore, the 
effectiveness of the interactive system could only depend 
on whether the subtasks were successfully performed, 
namely, whether the navigation goals were reached or not. 
10 Goals were supposed to be reached by each participant. 
With 9 participants for one strategy, the number of reached 
goals are counted and summarized in table 1. 
 
 RwB QSRVT 
Reached Goals 
(percentage) 
85 (94.4%) 90 (100%) 
Table 1: Effectiveness with RwB and QSRVT 
For both strategies, the effectiveness of performing 
navigation tasks with the interactive system is very good. 
The participants using the RwB strategy reached 85 goals 
out of 90, while the ones using the QSRVT strategy 
reached all the goals. 
5.2 Regarding the Efficiency 
In order to find out how efficiently each participant was 
assisted with the interactive system using the two different 
strategies, the automatically logged data were analysed 
according to the average elapsed time and interaction turns 
for each task. The results are summarized in table 2.  
 
 RwB QSRVT P 
Value  Mean Std. Mean Std. 
Average Elapsed 
Time (s) 
87.37 33.13 48.12 9.14 0.007 
Average 
Interaction Turns 
7.14 2.91 4.07 0.68 0.013 
Table 2: Data concerning efficiency for each 
participant and each task  
From a general perspective for task performing, a very 
good efficiency is shown with 87.37 seconds and 7.14 
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interaction turns on average for each task with the RwB 
strategy, since this also includes some very long system 
responses, some of which even needed over 20 seconds to 
be played. The standard deviation of 33.13 for elapsed 
time is however a bit high, this is mainly due to one certain 
participant who confused the left/right relations too often 
and used over 150 seconds on average to finish one task, 
which, however, is not common for the other participants.  
Moreover, the performance efficiency with the QSRVT 
strategy is much better: each participant only used 48.12 
seconds and 4.07 turns on average to finish one task. The 
p-values of 0.007 and 0.013 also indicate that the 
participants with the QSRVT strategy could perform tasks 
significantly more efficiently than those with the RwB 
strategy. 
5.3 Regarding the User Satisfaction 
Regarding the user satisfaction about the interactive 
system, the subjective data of the evaluation questionnaire 
filled by each participant after task performing were 
analysed and summarized in table 3. 
 
 RwB QSRVT 
 Mean Std. Mean Std. 
System Response 3.36 0.79 4.0 0.52 
General Support 3.94 0.80 4.25 0.41 
Future use 3.72 0.49 3.94 0.62 
Total 3.68 0.63 4.06 0.43 
Total / Skill 0.07 0.02 0.08 0.01 
Table 3: Data concerning user satisfaction  
The overall user satisfaction of the interactive system 
with the RwB strategy for each participant is considered at 
a satisfactory level with the total average value of 3.68 and 
standard deviation 0.63. Specifically, they found the 
system response sufficiently understandable with the value 
3.36, they felt supported by the system with the value of 
3.94 and they would recommend the system with the value 
of 3.72. The standard deviations of 0.79 for system 
response and 0.80 for general support are a bit higher, this 
is because of the special situations where the RwB strategy 
encounters with missing instructions and therefore the 
system could not provide very useful information about 
the communication problems. 
Meanwhile, the user satisfaction of the system with the 
QSRVT strategy was improved from every perspective, 
4.0 for the system response, 4.25 for the general support, 
3.94 for the future use and all together 4.06. 
With the data from the self-assessment questionnaire, a 
skill value is calculated and shows how confident each 
participant considers him- or herself to be with 
spatially-related tasks. The ratios of the total satisfaction 
degree and the skill value of 0.07 and 0.08 also roughly 
indicate that, the QSRVT strategy better assists the 
participants also in a more or less subjective manner than 
the RwB strategy does. 
6 Conclusion and Future Work 
In this paper we reported our work on using conceptual 
model to support human robot collaborative navigation, 
focusing on the following three important aspects: 
? the design and development of a qualitative 
spatial knowledge based multi-level conceptual 
model for human robot interaction, 
? the implementation of the conceptual model and 
the model-based high-level conceptual strategies 
within a general computational framework, and 
? the evaluation of an interactive system built on 
the conceptual model, framework and strategies. 
The positive empirical results validated our effort on 
developing and implementing the proposed conceptual 
model and framework. It was also shown that, the model 
based high-level conceptual strategies, especially the 
strategy of QSR-value tuple based searching can assist the 
mobile robot to clarify more spatially-related 
communication problems and better support the human- 
robot collaborative navigation. 
The presented work served as a fundamental step 
towards building robust, effective, efficient, user-friendly 
models, frameworks and interactive systems in 
spatially-related applications. The integration of the 
conceptual model, framework and strategies into a real 
mobile robot for spatial navigation with untrained human 
operators is being conducted. For the strategy of 
QSR-value tuple based searching, learning-based 
QSR-value updating is being investigated. We are also 
considering adding other qualitative spatial calculi into the 
QSR model level to support further application, such as 
object localization within complex buildings. 
Human-robot collaborative exploration in unknown or 
partially-known spatial environments is also a work 
package to be pursued. 
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